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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

interest

crediting

or

your
over,

monthly.

new currency law.
Residents of North Ellsworth, Nicolin
and Ellsworth Falls, who, almost to a
man, signed a petition for the direct route
for the State highway from Bangor to
Trenton
toll-bridge, are particularly
pleased that the route announced by the
State highway commission recently runs
through those sections of Ellsworth.

Congressman John A. Peters will leave

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFPICK.

In

effect Sept. 28, 1918.
MAILS RECEIVED.

Hours, 9 to 4; Sat., 9 to 1.

From West— 713 am; 4.14,6.26pro.
From East—11.06, 11.67 am; 6 47, 10.62 p
MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

POSTOFFICE

Going West—10.30, 11.30 a m; 6.16, 9 pm.
Going East—6.45 a m; 3.46, 6 pm.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

Where the Mail Goes
is our

banking field,

U. S.

mails, YOU

For Week

enjoy the banking safety,

)

conveniences and privileges of this strong, modern
institution.
we

Write

us

that you

are

Ending

at

ELLSWORTH.

Midnight Tuesday,

I

.January 13, 1914.
[From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty four hours
ending at midnight; snowfall is, ol course,
reduced to water.1
Weather
Precipitatiou
conditions
Temperature

if you are within reach of the
can

IN

interested, and

4am

"Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

will send full particulars.

11—
20—
26—
27—
19—
8—

—2

12 m
forenoon afternoon
26— snow, cloudy cloudy
29—
fair
fair
30—
snow snow, rain
29—
snow
cloudy
21—
clear
clear
17— fair, cloudy snow
0—
fair
cloudy

There will be

a

.01

.02
.05

regular meeting of Irene

Merchants’ association will be held next

Very Highest

street, of Col. C. C. Burrili, and moved in

yesterday.
The bitter weather of last evening prevented a large attendance at the Foresters’
ball but those attending enjoyed a pleas- ;
ant evening.

I'hre and unadulterated

duction—clean and

the very choicest wheat prosnow-white without bleaching—the

truly highest-grade dour we have ever known. We’re
charging $(> per barrel for Paul Jones Flour, and
folks who use it sav we’re giving hig value for the

Miss Helen Shute, who has spent the
holidays with her father, Arthur Shute,
returned last week to Mt. Ida school for
girls at Newton, Mass.
Jessie Morang left Friday for Boston, visiting there over Sunday and leaving this week for a visit with her sister,
Mrs. Harold A. Robinson, in Chicago.
Miss

To insure supreme Hour satisfaction at YOUK
A. H. Sawyer, manager of the American
money.
Express Co.'s Ellsworth office, has moved
house. Paul Jones is the Flour YOU want.

family here from Bar Harbor, occupying the H. C. Stratton house on High
his

J. A.

Haynes

Your Grocer.

-

Market

Alley’s

street.
Ellsworth friends will join with “Tom”
DeLaittre’s old home friends at Salisbury
Cove in extending congratulations on his
marriage recently. He is now' located at
Minneapolis, Minn.

W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Thursday afternoon at 2.30. This
is
national
constitutional prohibition
amendment day, and all ladies who are
interested are invited to be present.
The

Killam

Peanut Butter, per lb., 15 cents.
Pnmat
vOiUP l

Baptist church
ing and evening and

at the

next

Sunday

morn-

at Hancock in the
afternoon, in the absence of the pastor.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, who will be away

Night.

on

missionary

work.

Izumi Crab Meat,

—

—■

--

■■

BBSs

is cold. The quality is equal to fresh
crab or lobster. In %lb. tins,.

Alley’s Market,

opening

25c

Telephone

118

a

|

of the

Sunday

I

school

competition,

resulting in record attendance in some of
the schools. The Congregational Sunday
school has so far had the best percentage
of active attendance,
with the Baptist
school second and the Union school of
Ellsworth Falls a close third.

Bank

I

Account
A

bank

account with this strong, conservative institution is
great deal to you in convenience and security. It leads to
many privileges and broader business relations to ask and receive advice and to use our facilities. It is not necessary that you should come

worth

£5
D

a

O
o

the bank in person if you desire to open an account. Your deposit
can be sent by mail and your deposits
promptly acknowledged by us.
We make it a point that every business transaction with our patrons

X

to

all

We want each

satisfactory.

shall be

matters in

sistance.

which

our

experience

one

to feel

and advice

free to

in

will be of value and

as-

business with this bank,
that you will appreciate the service we can render.
If you have had

to

us

no

come

we

X
x

O

feel confident
A

|I

Union Trust Company
of Ellsworth

|
*

*■

I

j

veteran of the Civil war, was found dead
noon at a camp near Bar Harbor,

Sunday

Medical Examiner
Morrison expressed the opinion that he
had been dead six or eight hours. He was
seventy-six years of age. One brother,
Frank, of Rockland, and two sisters—Mrs.
Julia Colson, of Ellsworth Falls, and Mrs.
Almira Carson, of Waltham, survive him
The body was brought to Ellsworth for
interment.
where he lived alone.

funeral

Old Town this fore-

held at

was

noon.

Suit has been

Royal,

brought by

widow’

Mrs. Grace

administratrix of
Edwin L. Royal, against the Bar Harbor
& Union River Power Co., for the death of
Mr. Royal, who was instantly killed by
electricity

stalling

and

January

on

electric

an

22

last, while in-

motor at

Grindal

house of C. W.

the store-

Water street.

on

Mrs. Royal will be represented by D. E.
Hurley, of Ellsworth, and Judge Louis C.
StearnB, of Bangor. It is understood that
notice will be
term of the

This

given

for trial at the

April

supreme court.

w*eek

brought

has

the severest

winter.

yellow

in

and

a

chrysanthemums,

thermometer at the pow’er staprinted each

town.

sengers—was
day ashore at

Savage,

in

that

defence and
an

of

by collecting

“rescue home for
was

on

had

he

furtherance

of

Bangor,

federal

in
the
arraigned
Portland Saturday

charging

a

an

court

was

at

indictment

used
scheme

the
to

mails
de-

money for a pretended
He offered no

girls”.

placed on probation
Judge Clarence

admonition from

with
Hale

At dark last

Grand Manan.

ships summoned by

wireless

located her.

Ruth, disclosed the engagement ring.
Dainty refreshments were then served.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

CREW MISSING.

Tuesday evening, Jan. 13,

Odd Ffel-

at

lows hall—Foresters ball.
Schooner John Paul Cost on Nantucket Shoals.
The schooner John Paul, hailing from
Ellsworth, but owned principally by Capt.
O. W. Foss and others, of Hancock, and J.
T. Maxwell, of Saugerties, N. Y., sank on
Nantucket shoals yesterday forenoon.
The schooner was picked up abandoned

yesterday morning, by

the

Her decks

Acushnet.

revenue

Wednesday, Jan. 14, at Hancock hall—
Young-Adams stock company.
Friday, Feb. 13—Odd Fellows’
tion at Ellsworth.
Saturday evening, Jan. 17,

—

to

10 cents.

of the crew.
They may have been taken off by another
vessel, or left the John Paul in their gasolene yawl. A boat reported in the shore
Nothing has been

heard

Monomoy point, but with no signs
aboard, adds to the anxiety for the
crew of the John Paul.
Capt. E. J. Hutchinson, of Deer Isle,
It is not
commanded the schooner.

atrticrtijsnncnig.

Mailorders

ice off

here

known
in

men

his

he

whether
of

crew

insurance

on

six.

,

DELIVERED by PARCEL POST

had any Maine
There was a

the vessel.

She

Order your

was

or

stone, bound frofn Stoningfor New York.
The John Paul was built at Franklin in

loaded with

and

registered

worry and
letting us send

money by
the things you

352 tons net.

Ellsworth Falls.
With the thermometer fifteen degrees
Fire at

zero

and

a

gale

of wind

goods by mail
telephone. Save time,

travel, work,

ton

1891,

Society

Friday, Feb. 27, at Paul Revere hall*
Mechanics building, Boston
Ellsworth
reunion. Tickets, 50 cents; refreshments*

cutter

was

at

conven-

hall—Dance.

almost awash.

were

being towed by the Acushnet
Vineyard Haven, when she sank.

She

need

by

parcel post.

blowing,

Ellsworth Falls firemen fought a stubborn fire at 8 o’clock last evening at the
large Witham boarding house on the mill
road. Several of the firemen had fingers
and ears frost-bitten.
about a
The fire evidently started
the

GEO.

a7parcher
DRUCCIST.

Established 1834.

Telephone Connection.

chimney
titions
no

and worked up through the parThere being
to the closed attic.

windows in the

part of the house

Savage represented

means

there

men

in circular letters
in existence at 17 Larkin street,

rescue

had not

engagement announcement,
and the twelfth ribbon, pulled by Miss

not to engage in any fraudulent enterprise. The indictment alleged that
was

night

land read the

below

W.

people aboard—crew and pasreported by wireless yester-

about 150

each

which the record

week in The American is taken, averages
about five degrees higher than those down

Frank

green.

containing a bit of
verse which was read, aloud by the guest.
With the eleventhTibbon, Miss Alice Garplace cards,

the

small

The

with sprays of

Ashore.

The royal mail steamer (Jobequid, from
the West Indies for St. John, N. B., with

From the chandelier yellow ribbons led to

night, but rose during the night, and at
daylight this morning w'ere seven below.
At noon yesterday the thermometer at
Moore’s drug store registered five below
tion, from

Steamer

with yellow shades
center piece of yellow and white

of life

zero.

and white—candles in old-fash-

ioned candlesticks

With the thermometer ranging far below' zero and a
gale blowing, yesterday was about as
bitter a day out doors as this climate ever
offers. Thermometers about town registered fifteen to eighteen below zero last
weather of the

fraud

A tine enthusiasm has been shown at the

I

a

Abijah Fletcher, formerly of Ellsworth,

George Richards, of Bangor, will preach

Hiffh quality rice,cleaned, scoured, 1A„
JUiloC, packed by machinery, readies you IV/b
untouched by human hands. pk(?.

Watch for Our Announcement at the Bijou, Thursday

The Young-Adams Co. is appearing at
Hancock hall Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings of this week, w-ith Wednesday matinee. The company has been
most unfortunate in striking the blizzard
weather here this week, but those who
on Monday evening braved the cold and
wind felt well repaid. Last night’s bill
was cancelled.
To-night’s bill is “The
Banker, the Thief and the Girl”.

Monday evening.
Hollis B. Estey is in Whiting, Me.,
called there by the critical illness of his
A. H. Norris, with his daughter, Mrs. !
father, who is ninety years of age.
Harry W. Haynes, went to Old Town
Capt. N. H. Means and Mrs. E. 8. Means yesterday, called there by the death of Mr.
will leave for Bangor to-morrow for a Norris’ sister. Miss Louise E. Norris.
Miss Norris died Monday evening, after
short visit with friends and relatives.
Louis F. Higgins and Arthur L. Moore an illness of ten days. She had been a
frequent visitor in Ellsworth, and had
are soon to move back to the Morrison
house on Bridge hill, which they formerly many friends here who learned with deep
regret of her death. She was born in Miloccupied.
ford seventy-six years ago. Mr. Norris is
Capt. John Peterson has purchased the the
only survivor of the family. The
Files house on Oak street, near Park

—

The Value of

to-night for Boston. To-morrow night he
will address a
meeting of the Sons of
Maine at Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Peters
left for Boston yesterday, accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Cushman, who will
spend the remainder of the winter in £
x
Boston.
Congressman and Mrs. Peters
V
will leave for Washington Friday.
Ellsworth council, Royal Arcanum, at v
its annual meeting yesterday elected offi- O
cers as follows:
F. B. Aiken, regent; W.
6
A. Alexander, vice-regent; C. C.
Burrill,
orator; J. E. Parsons, sitting past regent;
O. W. Tapley, secretary; F. L. Mason, collector; J. E. Parsons, treasurer; C. 8. McLearn, chaplain; F. A. Coombs, guide;
Colin McKenzie, warden; M. Y. McGown,
sentry.

.16

chapter, O. E. 8., next Friday evening.
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth

Standard
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hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

1914.

the

Union Trust Co.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
New England Tel & Tel Co.
To let—Tenement.
Probate notice—Kurt Diederich et als.
Exec notice—Est Frank W Rollins.
Notice of foreclosure—Francis M Eaton.
Adr.ir notice—Est Elizabeth A Higgins.
Probate notice—Charles G Weld.
George R Fuller—For Judge of Probate.
Bangor:
Hhstern Trust & Banking Co.
New York Syndicate—8ale.
Auburn, Me.:
Twin City Co.—Agents wanted.

Unsurpassed service and monthly interest should be an
inducement. Write us to-day. State some amount as an
average balance and let us show you what you are losing.

83 Main St.,

ADVERTISEMENTS THI8 WEEK.

Holz—Bakery.

A

QF ELLSWORTH
on

Small, cashier; F. J. Dunleavy, assistant
cashier. The stockholders ratified the vote
of the directors to join the National reserve association as provided for under

Aliev's market.
J A Haynes—Groceries.

The Burrill National Bank
will pay you 2 per cent,
check balances of $500

meritan.

flames

were

of

had

to

was

afire

discovered.

access

to the

fight

j

TRUSSES

■'

Made

attic, the whole upper

the

before the

There

attic,

and

fire

from

was

no

the fireoutside.

Right, Fitted Right, Priced Right.

My long experience

in

fitting

tesidence, a rescue The main house was destroyed and the j
trusses enables me to fit them
girls. Savage was in Ellsworth upper part of the ell gutted. The sheds
about a month ago, soliciting, with some and barn were saved.
properly and give satisfaction.
The boarding house had been run for a j
success, subscriptions for his “home”.
1
few years past by Mrs. Martha Witham.
The young people of
the Unitarian
of her furniture was saved, but she
society met at the vestry parlor Sunday A part
Her furniture
was j
Forrest O. Silsby;
Charles R. Burrill,
evening for the purpose of organizing a lost considerable.
Old Reliable Drug Store. Established 1834
officers, Charles C. Burrill, president; club. The club is to be called the Uni- insured.
Telephone Connection.
was
owned
The
O. W. Foss, vice-president; Edward F. tarian club.
building
by Whitcomb,
Meetings will be held every
1810 inform
Haynes A Co., and w as insured for |800.
two weeks, on Wednesday evenings; next
every reader of The American, who has need of any kind of inSTfibcrUBcmnu?
meeting, Jan. 21. The club will be active
surance that all our policies combine broad protection aud prompt settleNorth Ellsworth Telephone Co.
in the social life of the society, and be of
Exceptionally good lot just rements with the lowest possible rates.
The North Ellsworth Telephone Co.
ceived. Price reasonable by ton or
inestimable value to the church. Officers
bale.
held its annual meeting Monday of last
w’ere
elected as follows:
President,
week. The report of the president and Horses to let for work
or driving.
Edith
Sophia Walker; vice-president,
H. Fremont Maddocks,
F. H. Osgood,
Lord; secretary, Georgia Leland; treas- general manager,
Ellsworth.
and of the treasurer, showed the company
__EL.LSWORTH, MAINE_
The old Hale Stabta.
urer, Mabel Lord; Pierrot and Pierrette
a prosperous condition.
There
committee, Delia Hopkins, manager; Erva to be in
their
owners will be protected from fire by placing
are now twenty-five local subscribers, and
Harold
Giles,
Higgins, Maude Walker. under the local
management they are reAdvertising manager, Alice Garland. Club ceiving the benefit of the telephone at a
night committee, Charles E. Alexander remarkably ,low rate.
Civil Engineer,
until all are gone,
Directors were elected as follows:
H.
and wife, Marion Nealley, Ella Wardwell,
F. Maddocks, Charles A. Dew’s, Eugene H.
andL
Ida Sinclair.
Surveyor.

The Object of this

the stockholders of the Burrill national bank, held
yesterday, the following officers were
elected:
Directors, Charles C. Burrill,
W.
Orlando
Foss, Lewis Hodgkins,
At

the annual

meeting of

Bangor,

which is his

home for

Q. A. PARCHER

Advertisement

BALED HAY and STRAW

C. W.

&

F.

I_.

MASON,

Property

Fire

Gold Fish

Insurance With

with E. 3. WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

fire

insurance

If you haven’t
about
any insurance on your buildings or if your policy is
expire, call aud let me prove to you that your property may be fully
jo
Protected in the largest companies and at reasonable rates.

Wm. E. WHITING, Ellsworth, Me.

Every 25c Purchase of
Rexall Cherry Bark Cough Syrup
we will give two gold fish and
glass aquarium. No fish delivered. Call for them, and bring

this advertisement.

Moore’s

Drug Store,

Cor. opp. P. O.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr..

Moore, Frank M. Moore and Webster M.

Announcement of the engagement of
Miss Ruth Helen Garland, of Ellsworth,
and Daniel Horton Quill, of Portland, was
made at a party given last Wednesday
evening by Miss Alice Garland, sister of
the bride-elect, at her home at 10 High
street. The announcement was a com-

plete surprise to the dozen girl friends
present, and came near the close of a delightful evening of whist and gaiety,
when the guests assembled in the diningroom. The room was artistically decorated

Higgins. Mr. Maddocks was re-elected
president and general manager, Mr. Dews
secretary and Eugene H. Moore treasurer.

MONEY
Oa Improved, Productive Real Eatale:

Carraspondtnce Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

to
on

LOAN

Collateral and Commercial

Also dealers in

Paper.

Municipal aad Other Boada of approved legality and ascertained strength

C. C. BURRILL & SON,

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me

aotmtMmtnw.

JHutual benefit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.

SUITED BY

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text

of

the

Lesson, Luke x,
25—Golden

25-37.

Verse,

all communications

The record of the good Samaritan is
found only here, but the question with
which the lesson opens. "What shall
I do to inherit eternal life?" is found

Praise

to

The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

John D. Wells.

convinces of sin. See Rom. iii, 19, 20;
Gal. iii. 21, 22. That Christ bare our
sins and is made unto us righteousness.
See II Cor. v. 21; I Cor. i. 30. 31; Rom.
“What is written? How readx, 4.
est thou?” (verse 26) are two questions
of the utmost importance. That which
is written by the Holy Spirit is forever settled in heaven (Ps. cxix. 89),
and we are to receive it as a little child
would, believing every word, seeing
everywhere Him of whom Moses In
the law and the prophets did write.
Jesus of Nazareth (John i. 45; Luke
*V7

Again I
with

a

each

feast

niece

who has

favored

us

with

a

Madge and M. B.'s:
Verily, as Carlyle says, “a friendly thought
is the purest gift a man can afford to man”—or
woman to woman—for no gift of the Christmastide has pleased me more than Aunt
Madge’s card of remembrance. I, like Martha
of old, have beeu encumbered with many
Dear Aunt

cares

year
for

and trials in the past year, but the new
message of hope and courage*

brings its

v\

e must

and live

wipe

out tne

past,

now.

Something to please tjiee, Father,

we would
learn;
Some little deed to thank Thee, instead of
words;
Some little prayer to do instead of say.
With a message of good cheer to all the sick
ones—sick in body or in heart—and wishes
for a happy new year to all.

from differfind some excellent extracts in it
I send a few.
ent poets and authors, of which
friends
The ornaments of a house are the
Emerson.
that frequent it.—Ralvh W’oido
no
can
be
great
If there be no loyalty there

e. c. a.

Bangor, Jan. 5,1914.
Dear Aunt Madge and Sitters of the M. B. C.:
I have been thinking to-day of how dilatory
I have been about writing for the M. B. column, and how much I enjoy reading it.
I
have made some good new year resolutions,
and among them is one to write often for this
column.
Probably, like all new year resolutions, it will be broken before the year is half

as we

stallation

I

the statue of Columbus.
I
I studied the habits of the natives as best
could, and was very much interested seeing
native venders of fruits and other eatables.
of
They carried their baskets on the top
diftheir heads, balancing them without any
of the bodyficulty, just with the carriage
I had
and this shows bow practice perfects.
here for fear
of
fruits
been warned not to eat
venders.
of fever, so I turned away from all
Onthetraiu going across the isthmus we

recipes.
It must be a great loss to this column to
lose Mr. R., and not^only to this column, but
to all the columns of the paper.
He called
on me at the time of the festival, and I little
thought I should never look on his face again.
My sincere sympathy for our sister in her beWasn’t it lovely that you, Aunt Madge,
could take that nice trip to the “Fort”.
And
I know you must have enjoyed it. with Uncle
John going too. I only wish you had made
a stop with us one night,
either goiug or
coming, and told us all about it
Received
your nice card, with many others, for which I
thank you.
Aunt Jana.

Penobscot, Jan. 5,1914.
Sisters of the M. B. C.
How did you all spend'.the first day of the
new year?
I was alone, so cooked and ate my
chicken —oh! no! not all of it
and theu
went to one of my neighbor’s for a few hours,
then home, and got in wood and water so that
when my “John” came he would not have so
much work to do. Yes, and I fed my hens,
but I am not pleased with the returns they
make. What can be done for them to make
them pay?
Who knows? Last year I felfc
pretty nice, as I was making them pay—oh!
what would the man of*the house say to that—
well I will omit the I, and substitute “we”.
We are feeding them the same. Now, what’s
the difference between|Vhis year and last, and
why don’t they do better?
—

We enjoyed the letters from “Pansy” and
“Aunt Maria” very much, and, looking forward to a nice letter from Aunt Maria telling
us of that Christmas dinner, the time will
soon pass away.
I, for one. Aunt Madge,
would enjoy looking at the cards of good
wishes which you had sent you at Christmas
time.
Will you please putin the column the address of “Jennie,” who is ill?
I wonder if “Pansy” was as well remembered at Christmas as*I was. Had two books
and a booklet, “Spirit of* Friendship.”
I

Other

j

of

missing!
Susan.

old friends of the column will be

heard from next

“promissory”

week.

I had

notes and

a

number

cards from

good pieces at Christmas,
which gladdened the heart of
of

some

our

Aunt

Robertson,

lady

Madge.

of-

we

these resolutions.
Resolved, That in the death of Bro. Gray,
Harborside grange loses'a faithful and effi-

recent

cient member,
Resolved, That

our

charter

draped in

4be

mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That
copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family and a copy be
published in The Ellsworth American.
LbForkst H. Gray.
Lottie E. Gray.
Thomas E. Harvey.
a

with

Thursday

met

and worked for her.

The

girl’s

thimble club met

Thursday

evening with Miss Susie Over, who for a
treat took the party to Henry Hamilton’s
for ice-cream.

Dr. C. C. Earrabee and wife have

re-

a
week’s visit to Dr. F. F.
Earrahee, who has recently moved into
his new house in Washburn.

turned from

S.

W'bitaker aod infant
Irving
daughter have gone to Washburn for a
change of climate to benefit Mrs. WhitaMrs.

ker,

who is

a

sufferer from asthma.

Miss Genevieve F. Cole left Thursday
for New Harbor to visit a former schoolmate, Mrs. Francis J. Penniman, before
going to Massachusetts to spend the winter among varioQs friends.
w.

»ruce

r.

ana

who

entertained at

supper Saturday night for Prof. I. 8. Ray,
wife, followed by a musicale in the evening with additional guests. Mr. Ray, Miss
8usie Over and Mrs. H. F. Ray gave freely
of their talents, which was a rare treat to
all. Dainty refreshments were served.

library
monthly
meeting Monday evening at A. L.
Strout’s.
Ways and means of earning
funds were discussed and plans put on
The

foot for

association held its

a

food fair to

be held

some

time

February. Mrs. George W. Allen hae
presented the library with several volumes, and it is gratifying to know that
more books were taken out Saturday than

in

before.
Jan. 12.

NARRAMISSIC.

R. H. Davis, of Trenton, and
Madison, spent a few days last
week with Mrs. Nathan Smallidge.
G.
Jan. 12.
Mrs.

_

Committee.
RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Rainbow grange met Jan. 8, with forty
The following program
was
present.
presented by the lecturer: Music, Phebe
Durgain; reading, Anna M. Qrindle;
question, “Do my hens pay?” discussed
by A. A. Qrindle, N. F. Dow, H. P. Qrindle; reading, Hattie Saunders. The first
and second degrees were conferred on a
class of three.

Cake and coffe

served at the next

regular meeting.

SCOTT’S

on

WEST BROOKLIN.

Jesse Eaton, wife and daughter Alice,

Oceanville,
Mrs. L.

The Spirit of Winter.
Spirit of Winter is with us, making its

presence knownjn many different ways—some
tunes by cheery sunshine and glisteningsnows
and sometimes
by driving winds
Wonderful Cough Keniedy.
it seefhs
Dr. King’s New Discovery is known everya ! and blinding storms. To many people
to take a delight in making bad things worse,
where as the remedy which will surely stop
cough or cold. D. P. Lawson, of Eidson, for rheumatism twists harder, twinge sharper^
Tenn., writes: “Dr. King’s New Discover^ is catarrh becomes more
annoying, and the
the most wonderful cough, cold and throat
and lung medicine I ever sold in my store. many symptoms of scrofula are developed
It can’t be beat. It sells without any trouble and
is
not much poetry in
There
aggravated.
at all. It needs no guarantee.”
This is true,
and it is a wonder
because Dr. King’s New Discovery will re- this, bat there is truth,
that more people don’t get rid of these ailUeve the most obstinate of coughs and colds.
Lung troubles quickly helped by its use. You ments. The medicine that cures them
should keep a bottle in the house at all times
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—is easily obtained and
for all the members of the family.
60c. and
there is abundant proof that its cures are
$1.00.
All Druggists or by mail.
H. J£.
Bucfclen £ Co., Pliadelphia or St. Louis.
radical and permanent.—Advt.

—

are

B.

visiting
Bridges,

with

o

his mother.

will

be

home.
Miss Ruby Bridges
has returned
Cherryfleld after spending the holidays

t<
a

home.

Moulton Cooper cut the end of on<
Anger off while chopping in the woodf
recently.
Roy Carter has purchased a sawing ma
chine and has commenced to

saw

wood ii

this vicinity.

Gaynell Bridges, who has spent th<
holidays with his parents, has returned
to Hebron academy.
Jan. 12.

B.

PARISIAN SAGE
It is a delightful and invigorating
hair tonic which quickly penetrates
into the scalp, gets to the roots of the
hair, removes dandruff, and supplies
the hair with just the kind of nourishment it needs to make it grow.
Parisian Satre is not injurious to the
it removes dandruff
hair or scalp
with one application and stops falling
hair and the itching of the scalp
—

i

j

Parisian Sage quickly cleanses,
cools and invigorates the scalp and
makes hair that is thin, dull, matted
or stringy soft, abundant and radiant
with

It

life.

A

1

gloss and beauty
Get

was

appointed

to

have

Century

356, DEDHAM.

grange

held

an

all-day

install

officers Jan. 10.
A
stormy day prevented a large number ol
visitors, but the attendance was good.
to

applications for membership were received, and four candidates were elected
to membership.

Six

Rub

A.

little

made.

I

j

Worms

Sap Chrildren’s

Health

Mothers often wonder why their children are not rugged and hardy. In a vast
number of cases the trouble is—Worms.
worms

are:

in-

digestion, variable appetite,
craving for sweets, nausea,
vomiting, swollen upper lip,
sour

H breath,
Trade Mark

stomach,
hard and

eJU8 UC“VJ

uuu

offensive
belly,

full

wun,

itching of
rectum, short dry cough, grinding of
the teeth, little red points sticking out on
tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever.
Dr. True s Elixir, the 60 years lime-tried
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, will
expel the worms and restore the vim and
for adults
vigor to your child. Good
also. Discovered by my father over 60
years ago. 35c, 50c and fl.00 at all dealers’. Advice free. Special treatment for
tapeworms. Send for book.

in? eyelids, itching

of the nose,

the

Auburn, Maine.

for dinner was taken at noon,
afterward officers were installed by
Past Master G. W. Brewster assisted by
Ethel Fogg and Leslie John bo n, of Lakerecess

was then
enjoyed,
which was a short

play, “A Love of a Bonnet,” by memberc
of the grange and the Neighborhood club
of Holden. Miss Ethel
Fdgg gave a pianc
solo, Mrs. Nellie Cook and Miss Alts
Black vocal solos, others readings, recitaremarks.
Altogether it was an enjoyable session
A meeting of the officers and others interested will be held Jan. 17 for practice.
tions and

MABIAVILLE, 441.
Manaville grange met Jan. 10 with thi

O.
a

into the scalp—ymt will be surprised
with ttie result. Delighted users pronounce Parisian Sage ttie best, most
pleasant and invigorating hair tonic

and

view grange.
A literary program
the chief feature of

the

saves

you desire.
from

—

Signs of

charge of a celebration of the anniversary
of the organization of this grange.
One
application was received and a short prowa9
Bro.
gram
presented.
Pratt, of Bayside, favored with remarks and songs.

only

a 50-cent bottle
now
at once.

Parcher

sixty

committee

not

hair, but gives it that incomparable

were
present last Tuesday
The newly-elected officers were
night.
installed by Past-Master Clarence Young.

A

been at
Mrs. Myrtle Powers, ii
who has

YOUR HAIR NEEDS

LAMOINK, 264.
Over

New

Miss Lutie Bridges is at Brooklin witt
Mrs. H. D. Powers, who iB ill.

Brooklin

!

and insist

224, ORLAND.

Whereas, Our heavenly Father, tor some
wise purpose, has again entered our ranks
and taken from our midst our beloved friend
and sister, Mrs. Mary L. Buck, therefore
Resolved, That in the death of Sister Mary L.
Buck, Narramissic grange has sustained a
great loss; that while, owing to ill health, she
was not for several mouths permitted to meet
with us, yet she was a loyal patron, a true
frieud.and one that will be sadly missed by
those who knew her best.
Resolved, That we offer to the family of our
departed sister our heartfelt sympathy in
their affliction.
Resol red. That we place on our records
this tribute to her memory, and that copies
of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved
family; also to the press for publication.
Mrs. Lilla^G. Hubbard,
Gertrude Hutchings,
J. Wesley Eldridge,

session
was

Master

The

j

Shun alcoholic mixtures

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

NEW CENTURY,

C.

PRETTY MARSH.

|

Fi nasal

breathing
impaired? Does your throat
get husky or clogged?
Modern science proves that
these symptoms result from run
down health. Snuffs and
vapors
are irritating and useless. You
shouldbuilayourgeneral health
with the oil-food in Scott’s
Emulsion-its nourishing
powers will enrich and enliven
the blood, aid nutrition and assimilation and assist nature to
check the inflammation and
heal the sensitive membranes
which are affected.
Scott’s Emulsion
will raise your
standard of health
to correct catarrh.

er

ever

Harvey P. Freeman, of Rockland,
the week-end guest of Allen Smith.

HAVE YOU
CATARRH?

assistant

during his long and painful illness,

Prof. Irving S. Ray and wife and Henry
Handy, of Marblehead, Mass., were guests
of E. F. Ray’s last week.

we

trunk, lo, and behold, the strap was
He had an armful of straps for sale.

Mrs. Fannie Stin-

treasurer.

—

Mrs. Stephen C. Cole fell on the ice Saturdry, sustaining an injury requiring the
services of a physician.

naked and at home.
At Colon I was asked by a native, “Won’t
I answered
you buy of me a trunk strap?”
“No.” I said that I had a good one on my
it
now, I think he
trunk. And as I think of
must have laughed in his bare arms—he had
no sleeves—for when I next got sight of my

_

elected

478, SOUTH* RBOOKBV1LLE.
The newly-elected officers are: Everett
L Gray, master; ‘Sylvia D Gray, overseer;
JuliaS Gray, lecturer; Everett Howard,
steward; Herbert L Hutchinson, assistant
steward; Helen Orcutt, chaplain; Allen G
Smith, treasurer; Beatrice R Condon,
secretary; Willie Hutchinson, gatekeeper;
MUlicent
Hutchinson, Ceres; Agnes C
Chatto, Pomona; Grace S Mason, Flora;

visit relatives.

who had.
Some of the children were very brown and
cunning; and they seemed to enjoy life.
and play
They'd clap their hands and shout
antics. Here, perhaps, was shown that igWhy be wise enough to
norance is bliss.
take a bath and dress up? I saw one old man
sitting crosslegged, in a chair, UDder the porch
a shanty, smoking his
pipe. He didn t seem
to mind the weather or our presence; he was

reavement.

471, SOUTH DFER ISLE.
Jan. 3 for the in-

grange met
of officers.

HARBORSIDE,

Mrs. George W. Colwell and daughter
Edna went to East Steuben Saturday to

made many other stops
_natives were sure to be on hand. They
seemed to have no other business than that of
and
gratifying our and their couriosity,
a
they were lined up where they could get
what some
good square look at us. 1 wonder
of them, who had no rags on, thought of us

stations—and

atomtanwerc#.

week.

lieve.
At

were

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

a

ORLAND, 409.

were

Herbert Huckins, of Milbridge,
has been a guest at E. A. Over’s the past

at

had sunshine and shower alternating every
interestfew minutes, it seemed. This was an
I being car ride of about thirty-six mile,

j

very

a

EAST

The officers
installed in an impressive manner by
Brother John Wood, of East Bluehill.
Refreshments were served. .There were
eight present from Deer Isle grange.
was

son

Mrs.

Dear Aunt Madge:
time
On our arrival at Colon we had a little
would
to look over the town before our train
so I walked
start to cross the isthmus, and
look
around to a point of land and got a good

in

extended
remarks by Brother .Charles Sband, of
Bayview grange. During recess supper
was served.

Seagirt

was

spent.

Alamoosook grange met Jan. 10 with a
good attendance. Officers Were installed
by Sister Fannie Billings, of Halcyca
grange. North Bluehill.

Whereas, Death has removed our brother.
Jesse B. Gray, in memory of his interest in
and fidelity to our order, his upright dealings
with his feilowmen, his patient suffering

Deasy,

Mrs. Daniel

marshal,

as

There

manner.

Blanche

The Unity club

—

1

A LA MOO HOOK.

from

and C. Earle Smith

efficient

PROSPECT HARBOR.

love we serve. So long as we
say we
by others, I would almost
useless
is
are indispensable; and no man
Robert Lotns Sterenwhile he has a friend.
N' L' H’
son.
So long
are loved

gone.
Well, didn’t we have a beautiful Christmas,
with the trees all covered with snow and nice
sleighing here? I think I enjoyed it the most
of any Christmas since I came here, for all of
my family were here. We sat down to dinner
with a family of fourteen.
We had a Christmas
tree the night before,
and Saota remembered every one of us generously.
I
hope all of the sisters were remembered as
well, and that they were all able to sit at the
table with their dear ones.
I wonder if any of the sisters have used
crisco? I went to a cooking school held here
a fews weeks ago, at which they used
crisco,
and some of their recipes were very nice. I
have used it myself some since, aud like it
very well. Sometime I will send some of the

t

five granges. The
newly-elected officers were installed by
Deputy A. I. Foss, assisted by Mrs. Foss
visitors

with

COUNTY NEWS.

friendship—Black.

476, ELLSWORTH.

steward.

James Coombs, of Corea,
guest of relatives here.

attendance,

was

Benjamin Ballard. A rising vote of
was
heartily given to Brother
After
Harriman.
and Sister
singing
‘America,” goodnights were said.

regular meeting of Bayside grange
held Jan. 7, with, a large attendance,

w as

Compound has

trust tne future

good

a

thanks

The

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many sufferingwomen to health,
M^^Write to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your It tter will be opened, read and answered
by a wc man and held in strict confidence.

“The inside of every cloud
Is bright and shining;
I therefore turn
my clouds about.
And always wear them inside out.
To show the lining.”

was

enjoyable evening

Mrs.

assistant

_

BAYSIDE,

women to
tell what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound did for me. One
year ago I found myself a terrible sufferer. I had pains in both sides
and such a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times. My
back ached, I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
then I would be so tired mornings that I could scarcely get around.
It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I never would l>e any better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and soon felt like a new woman. I had no pains, 6lept well, had good
appetite and was fat and could do almost all my own work for a family of four. I shall always feel that I owe my good health to your
medicine.”—Mrs. IIaywakd Sowers, IIodgdon, Maine.

permitted to present yon
of good things, thanks to

Bickford, lady

Lela

steward.

SEAGIRT.

letter.

as.

When Philip was asked to explain
the Scripture to the treasurer of Queen
Candace he began at the same Scripture and preached unto him Jesus
(Acts viii, 35). and so it should be always. From Gen. i. 1 to Rev. xxll. 21.
we
must see Jesus Christ Creator,
Redeemer. Judge, our great High
Priest, the coming King, and to anointed eyes He may be as plainly seen iq
the first verse as the last.
The lawyer was cornered, as we say.
and would fain justify himself, like
those in Luke xvi, 15. It is more flattering to self to be praised rather than
condemned. It is the manner of men
to seek praise one of another, to desire
the good opinion of men rather than
the approval of God. but the word of
God never flatters any mere man. it
always condemns him and points him
to the only perfect man. Christ Jesus.
The lawyer’s question. “Who is my
neighbor?” is answered by our Lord's
story of the good Samaritan, who is
none other than Himself.
The man
from Jerusalem, city of peace, to Jericho. the condemned city iJosb. vi, 26).
may represent the down grade of all
mankind.
The thieves suggest the devil and his
demons, and demon possessed men
and women, whose business it is to
steal and to bill and to destroy (John
x. 10).
The priest and Levite who passed
by on the other side represent the utter
inability of tbe law or ordinances or
any form of religiousness to help the
sinner who is not only half dead, but
wholly dead in trespasses and sins
(Eph. ii. 1-3). The conduct of the Samaritan has at least seven distinct
points—came where he was. had compassion. bound up his wounds, poured
in oil and wine, set him on his own
beast, brought him to an inn. took care
of him.
The Lord Jesus came where we
were, came from heaveu to earth to
save us. became sin for us. died in
our stead.
Our condition is described
In Isa. i. 6. as having no soundness,
but wounds, bruises and putrefying
sores, which have not been closed and
bound up nor mollified with ointment.
We have recently noticed the compassion of Christ upon the shepherdless multitudes (Matt. lx. 2G). and if Is
often mentioned.
He puts us in His
place. He took ours that we might
take His. and by faith in Him we are
made accepted in the Beloved and
stand complete in Him (Epb. i. G. 7:
Col. ii. 10).
Having redeemed us. He
takes care of us all the way home,
urging us not to be anxious, for our
Heavenly Father knoweth all our need,
and teaching us to east all our care
upon Him. for He careth for us.
We have found rich spiritual instruction In the story, but the lawyer saw
simply the nnkindness of two and the
kindness of the third and was asked
to decide which was a neighbor to the
man in trouble.
The reply was easy,
“He that shewed mercy on him." The
Saviour’s application was. “Go and do
thou likewise.”
Compare His “This
do and thou shalt live" of verse 28
Why‘ibis repeated "do?”
To prove him guilty as a breaker of
the law. for he manifested no love tc
Jesus when he came to Him to tempi
Him. neither had he proved himself
nay kind of a neighbor, for there wat
no mercy* In his conduct toward Jesds
There is no life eternal by doing, tot
therein all men fall.

am

Tracy, Flora;

A Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.
IIodgdon, Me.—“ I feel it a duty I owe to all suffering

Dear M. B. Friends:

an

~

Independence, Oregon.—“I was sick with what four doctors
called Nervous Prostration, was treated by them for several years,
would be better for a wliile then back in the old way again. I haa
palpitation of the heart very bad, fainting spells, and was so nervous
that a spoon dropping to the floor would nearly kill me, could not
lift the lightest weight without making me sick; in fact was about as
sick and miserable as a person could be. I saw your medicines advertised and thought I would try them, and am so thankful I did for
they helped me at once. I took about a dozen bottles of Lydia E.
Finkham’s Vegetable Compound and also used the Sanative Wash.
Since then I have used them whenever I felt sick. Your remedies
You are at liberty to publish this letare the only doctor I employ.
ter.”—Mrs. W. Stephenson, Independence, Oregon.

absolutely

night, there

FLORAL, 158, NORTH BUCK8PORT.
Floral grange held its installation of ofSedgwick.
ficers Jan. 6, with an open session.
Brother Hiram Harriman ably installed,
CAST INK, 250.
with the assistance of Bister Harriman
Castine grange met Jan. 3, with seventy and Brother Merritt Smith. The followMaster, Ueorge W
installed
by ing were installed:
Officers were
present.
Chipman; overseer, L E Colomy, jr.; stewDeputy N. L. Heath. A harvest supper ard, Thomas Sabine; chaplain, Maria
Number of granges VV
was enjoyed by all.
Lowell; treasurer, Clara E Arey; secretary, Helen K Rich; gate-keeper, Hiilery
represented, seventeen.
Bennett; Ceres, Vary L Sabine; Pomona,
%
Sarah J Parker; Flora, Lida E Chipman:
8CHOODIC, 408, WINTER HARBOR.
lady assistant steward, Julia K Houston.
K T
After installation, the worthy matron
The newly-elected officers are:
invited all to the dining-room, where
Bickford, master; William P Uuptill* the
lady officers served a bountiful spread.
Hattie
Spurling, lecturer; Seventy-four
overseer;
partook of the supper. Later
Harold Davis, steward; Leonard Anthony, all were called to order, and on account of
of
the hour part of the prothe lateness
assistant steward; Myrtle Uuptill, chapj gram was omitted. Remarks
were made
lain; V.,F. Baud, treasurer; G E Hanson, j by Brother and Sister Harriman and
secretary;,Charley Joy, gatekeeper; Edith Brothers Moore and Snow. There were
Griffin, Ceres; Ella Giles, Pomona; Susie reading by Sister Parker and recitation by

Wonderful Case of Mrs. Stephenson,
on the Pacific Coast.

—

bad
and

Meeting of Hancock
Friday, Jan. 16
with Sedgwick grange, Norik

Vegetable Compound

E. Pinkham’s

reason.

Pomona

Women from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from all sections
of this great country, no city so large, no village so small
but that some woman has written words of thanks for
health restored by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. No woman who is suffering from the ills peculiar
to her sex should rest until she hasgiven this famous remedy
a trial.
Is it not reasonable to believe that what it did for
these women it will do for any sick woman ?

A QUAINT OLD SAVING.

perfect righteousness
which God has accepted.
That the law cannot save, but only

Lydia

good

484, WEST EDEN.

regular meeting Friday evening
the fourth degree was worked on a class
of three, followed by a harvest feast and
installation of officers. Although it was a

munications will be subject to approval by
without
the editor, but none will be rejected

Svetouur/ietoz

also in chapter xviii. 18. and the parallel Back as far as I recollect,
passages in Matt, six, 16; Mark x. 17.
Father said, in his quaint old way:
Both in this lesson and in the Story of “Look for things that you don’t expect.”
Sort of an odd idee, you say?
the rich young ruler our Lord directed
them to the law, for there can be no Mebbe it is, but I’ll confess
have ginerally turned out jes’
life eternal without the conviction of Things
Percise as father was apt to say:
sin.
He came not to call the righteous,
“Look for things that you don’t expect.”
those who think they are righteous,
VVa’n’t it sort of a queer old way?
but sinners to repentance (Matt. ix. 131.
Jes’ as he told me, I’ve alius found
in
revealed
Saviour
The only
ScripFinest crops in the blackest loam—
ture is a Saviour for sinners, one who
Sweetest blooms in the sciubbiest ground—
have
There
came to save lost people.
j Biggest hearts in the hnrohlest home—
been, and always are. those who go Greatest hopes in the Ki->»-o*.»okies—
about to establish their own righteous- Deepest love in the tiredest eyes.
Jes’ adzackly as father’d any:
ness. being ignorant of the righteous- !
“Look for the thiugs that you don’t expect.”
ness of God (Rom. x. 3>. That which is
Wa’n’t it sort of a strange old way?
necessary to enter the kingdom is the
perfect righteousness of a perfect law. Kelp has come whtn my sorrows grew
Burdensome—an’ it come from where?
as explained by our Lord in what is
called the Sermon on the Mount. No Right from the folks that had burdens, too
Folks with a cross of their own to bear!
mere man ever had of himself such a
Friendliest friends alius seemed to me
righteousness; the Lord Jesus Christ Friends that didn't
pertend to be—
alone fulfilled every jot and tittle of
Ginerally, thiugs turned oat that way!
the law (Matt. v. 18). and when any Things have come that I didn’t expect,
one pleads
guilty and comes to nim
Jes’ percise as he used to saj !
—Selected by B. E. 8.
and receives Him, they have in Him
an

MOUNTAIN VIEW,
As the

cept by permission

communications, and its success depends largely
Coro
on the support given it In this ret-pect.
municatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without irood reason. Address

Text,
Mark xii, 31—Commentary by Rev. D.
M. Stearns.

Memory

pecially

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, it is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suegestlon, a medium for the Interchange ot ideas. In this capacity It solicits

Lesson III.—First Quarter, For
Jan. 18, 1914.

usual attendance. Officers were installed
by Brother Daniel Q. Young, assisted by
Two candidates
Sister Blanche Heath.
were instructed in the third and fourth
degrees. A harvest feast was served.

(ftrungerB.

trjc

esThis column is devoted to the Orange,
to the granges of Hancock county.
for the
The column is open to all grangers
and
discussion of topics of general interest,
letters
for reports of grange meetings. Make
mnst
short and concise. All communication*
exbe signed, but names will not be printed
All comof the writer.

"AUNT MADGE".

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

It* Motto:

among

_

E. G. MOORE,
Kill worth,

Me.

Kli'lKKY TO CARIBOU.

propagation of lobsters

the

on

coast.

Arthur F. Buswell
Deputy U. S. Marshal
iu Portland Sunday,
died at his home
aged fifty years.

In 1 be supreme court
at Bangor Friday
the jury returned a verdict of
(1,170 in
favor of G. F.
BUckden, of Etna, who
claimed (3.000 for personal
injuries resulting from being thrown from his
carriage
when bis horse was
frightened by an
automobile owned by Ernest D.
Blaisdell,
of Lexter. The plaintiff claimed be
signailed the driver of the car to
stop, but
waa not heeded.

of Sidney Fogg, ol
The farm buildings
last Wednesday, with
stirks, were burned
and twenty sheep.
three cows, two bogs
small insurance.
The loss is fl.000;
William King, aged nineteen, of South
water of the
Brewer, fell into the boiling
wood pit at the plant of the Eastern
Co. Friday. He lived but

Manufacturing

a

few hours.

Mllllnocket,
Becker block
Jones
Bros.’
the postofflee,
Folsom’s barber shop and
grocery store,
fire Monieven offices, was damaged by
at

The

con-

taining

Loss, ffi.OOO.

day.

The York county grand jury failed to
flnd an Indictment against Leon M. Rowe,
the Buxton boy who shot bis father,
Norris W. Rowe, on Christmas eve, in deof his mother.

fense

meeting of potato growers of Maine,
under the auspices of the Maine department of agriculture, will be held at the
and WednesCity hall, Bangor, Tuesday
28. An interesting
day. January 27 and
is announced.
A

program
Dr. Henry W. Miller has filed bis formal
resignation as the superintendent oi
the Augusta State hospital, to take effect
on

He will leave Maine to
Jan. 21.
a flattering offer of a responsible
in New York.

accept

position

Announcement has been made that the
Thomson-Cairn line will inaugurate a
freight service between Portland and
Calais, France, in Frebruary. This new
service will give Portland adirect line to a
French port for the first time. The service will be Btarted Feb. 15.
new

William H. Gorham, a prominent business man of Bangor, member of the firm of
Gorham, painters, died last
Marston
Wednesday night, aged sixty years. He
had served in both branches of the city
government, and was a thirty-second degree Mason.

dormitory at Higgins classical inatitule. Charleston, was destroyed by fire
The loss is
last Wednesday afternoon.
estimated at |20,000; inaurance. f7,000.
The students rescued practically all of
their effects, and most of the furniture
The students wilt be taken
was saved.
care of by the people of the village until
temporary arrangements can be made, snd
there will he no interference with the
routine of the school.
The

Haines, Henry D. 8. Woodbury,
commissioner of sea and shore fisheries,
and a number of Maine lobster-dealers
Gov.

a bearing at Washington
before Hugh M. Smith, United States
commissioner of fisheries, on Jan. 23, to
urge the government to provide a new
lobster hatchery at Boothbay and an ap-

will appear at

to conduct

propriation

the

work

in

Maine !

Gov. Haines on
Saturday announced
members of the new board of trustees
for the State insane
hospitals, to replace
those whose resignations were called for
by the governor and council: Howard L.
the
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him for over 30 years.
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Vour Physician Knows Fletcher’s Castorla.
Sold only in
or

one

size bottle, never

otherwise; to

in bulk

the

protect

babies.
The Centaur Company,

1
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50c. Saves

^

$10,000

A valuable racing horse was entered for a $10,000 stake.
En route to the race meet she was stricken with colic. The
caretaker on the train, being a wise man, had a bottle of
Tuttle’s Elixir. He gave the mare a dose as directed on the
bottle. This not only saved her life but cured her completely,
and she won the race.
K«*P a bottle of Tuttle’s
Tuttle’s Elixir is the
Elutir a'waJ,s on an
best horse insurance
can

you

have

Get it today of your dealIf he doesn't have tt,
send U5 his name and 60 cts.
er.

It’s

a

sure

Colic, Shipping

Colds F o U n d
Lung Fever.
"

for
Fever
r a nd

cure

e

It locates and cures shoulder lameness, stifle lameness, sprains, big anee, knotted cords, etc.

What C. W. Post, of Postum Cereal,
Says.
“I don’t know exactly how to amplify
the very true concrete fact that I never
could have built up this busiuess without

advertising.
“In spite of killing competition

copy of “Veterinary Experience,” a valuable book by
the la,e ^ A~ S’ TutUe’

,'

_

_

Tuttle s Elixir
1. Beverly Street. Boetoa. Mass.

business has shown
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In the city of Bungalore, in India,
one Kadur, an old man, lay dying. Ilia

*-lfe knelt by his bedside—there were
lo children—waiting for the end and
praying to Vishnu tn his behalf. In
India they believe in the transmigraKeyaer, Greene; Albert J. Stearns, Nortion of souls, and the woman prayed
way; C. W. Clifford, Batb; WilliB E. Parthat In order that she might have her
sons,
Foxcroft; Dr. A. C. Hagertby, husband near her his spirit might pass
Ellsworth; Hartley C. Baxter, Brunswick;
Into the body of one of her pets, of
and Mrs. Elizabeth B.
Plummer, Dexter.
When
which she had a great many.
A new highway is to be built Between
the was satisfied that he was dead she
I Augusta and the city of Quebec, accord- left the body where It lay and, weepi ing to an announcement
Monday by the ing, went out to another room. As she
State highway commission. The
Quebec opened the door she saw In the middle
government has appropriated (300,000 for of the floor a
tiny monkey that had
the construction of the road from
Quebec lust been born looking up at her with
to the Maine line by
way of Bcaueeville a peart face and a pair of bright eyes.
| and St. George, a distance of ninety-three Whether or not It was her imagination
miles.
Maine will build to the Quebec that made this human-llkecountenance
line through
Madison, Solon, Bingbam, appear In her eyes to resemble her late
The Forks and
Jackman, the distance husband it Is impossible to say. Cerfrom Augusta to the
boundary being 131 tain it is that she took the little creamiles.
ture up in her arms and hugged it to
Perlty C. Brown, of Presque fsle, county- her bosom, at the same time thanking
attorney of Aroostook county, committed her god that he had auswered her
suicide Saturday, by shooting. A nervous prayer, for she did not doubt that the
! break-down from over-work is the cause soul of him she loved hud passed Into
attributed. He was a son-in-law of Hon. the body of the monkey just born.
W. K. Paltangall, of
Waterville, who was
Now, the woman was rich, and this is
in Presque isle st the time for the
purpose what she did.
She made a will, leavo! urging Mr. Brown and his
wife to accompany him to Waterville fora visit and ing all her property to the monkey so
rest.
Excusing himself for a moment to long as it lived, and at Its death it
< Mr.
Pattangall and Judge George E. was to go to her nephew, Rustom, a
w ith whom he had been
Smith,
chatting
| and
laughing in bis office, he stepped into boy of whom she was very fond. She
an adjoining room and shot himself
with also bequeathed the monkey to a wohis rifle.
man in whom she had great confidence,
who was to have a large sum for Its
LAMOINE.
rare as long as It lived.
It was thus
Mrs. Fred Hodgkins is ill of grip.
made the Interest of its keeper to preMrs. Lydia Hodgkina leaves to-day for serve Its life as long ns possible.
Winterport to visit her niece.
The widow lived three years after
Miss Jennie Hodgkins and her father, her husband's death.
When she died
D. D. Hodgkins, have gone to Bar Harbor her nephew, Rustom. was about eightto apend the winter with John
Hodgkina een years old and had a sweetheart.
and wife.
Naturally he wished to marry and
Eben H. King, eighty-two years of ago, needed the money.
But the woman, Dulmara. who was
is one of Lamoine’s most
enterprising
of
citizens. He has not only cut bis fire- getting large pay for taking care
that Rustom was
wood, but has cut forty logs and is now- her ward, realizing
Interested in its death, redoubled her
engaged in hauling them out.
efforts to keep the monkey alive. She
■)«n. 12.
R. H.
put it In a wing of the house, had
Iron bars put on all the windows, and
no one was permitted, to go in to it
TcH Your Grocer You Want
without passing through apartments
occupied by herself.

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
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IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.
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at

increase

times,
right

along,

year by year.
“Our first step was to produce an article
of undoubted merit. Then there had to
be good business principles surrounding
the conduct of the business and advertising to keep it alive.
“I was somewhat appalled in looking
over our annual statement the other day to
discover that our advertising expense for
the twelve months ending September 30
was

ui

print

caacx

|2,172,232.94.

“I suppose

paying

rid of

to

no

one

would

out this amount of

accuse us

of

simply

money

it.

get
“It has kept a good many printers busy
past year, and incidentally the Postum
employees have not been idle. There’s a
reason!”
the
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BEST 011 THE M ARKET.”
Fertilirors fo” sr verai years with most excellent results.
Complete Manure for Potatoes, Roots and Vegetable®,
oodingjy dry season, I am selling over 340 bushels of polo-

WEST FRANKLIN.

Caleb Bradbury and wife

congratulations on the
ter, born January 4.

receiving

are

birth of

a

daugh-

Mrs. Mary A. Cousins has returned
home, after spending the week with her
daughter, Mrs. George Springer.
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hesitate to say that I consider the Essex Fertilizers the
J. L. Palmer, Somerset County, Me.

£3
®

select tlie brand of Essex Fertilizers that will
suits. Our fertilizer hand-book will help you.

I
if

x Fertilizers in your town, write us about it
:0., 39 NORTH MARKET ST., BOSTON, MASS.

I
1

3

Mrs. Lewis A. Shuman spent the weekend with her cousin, Gladys Springer.

■

in ttio** organic and incrop must have in nil stages of its
strictly high grade, but to get the best results
it is prepared especially f r that
given crop.
id the land as well as the crop and leave the soil
r condUon with a reserve
fertility for another
I tie to your farm.

luuu.

organic substances which

Goodyear Glove Rubbers

John T. Clark has returned from SulHe will go to Bangor this week to
visit his daughter, Mrs. Frank E. Bracey.

livan.

Primary

school

successful term
Miss

closed Friday, after

taught by

Adah

studies
Jan. 12.

especially tor those who
\w4QyE
•■mwii w* to •
The materials used
in the GLOVE brand Arctics are tbe highest standard of
quality. The rubber is from the best quality of tough,
made

appreciate the best.

Savage.

has gone to Castine to
at the normal school.

Savage

her

Are

a

resume

The Jersey cloth used in
elastic gum to be obtained.
GLOVE brand is recognized as the best made in America—
and the GLOVE factory consumes the entire out-put of
this factory.

Ch’e’er.

'^ttjuttttscmnus

These materials are fashioned on the latest styles of
lasts and are finished with the utmost skill

Women Who Take
this universally popular home
remedy—at times, when there
is need—are spared many hours
of unnecessary suffering—

Glove Brand Rubbers
most styiish, comfortable
best-wearing footwear to be had.

Are the

JjKgjtftp
Sold

over?where. In boxes, 10c^ 25c*

Made in all styles and sizes but only

one

grade—tbe

!

BEST.

MERRILL & HINCKLEY,
*

Bluehill, Maine

^
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essary, for Hustom had been brought
op to believe that his uncle’s soul was
In the monkey and-If he killed It he
would be guilty of a crime. But Agya,
the girl he wished to marry, had been
to a Christian mission school and did
not believe In the transmigration theory. She could not see why a monkey
thould prevent her and the youth she
Inloved from enjoying a fortune.
deed, she thought no more of killing a
monkey than a dog. Besides, it was
plain that Dulmara might at the monkey’s death substitute another monkey
In its place and keep on thus substituting monkeys till the crack of doom.
She therefore determined that the little beast should die.
Fortunately for her intention, Rustom’s love for her was not known to
Dulmara. nor had Dulmara ever seen
her.
One day Agya appeared to Dulmara
and said that she had a singular dream.
But before she told the dream she looked about her at the pets which were
wandering around. A hen was sitting
on some eggs, upon seeing which Agya
told her dream. She said that a woman
had appeared to her in her sleep and
said that her husband's soul was in a
monkey In a house which she describThe woman herself had died and
ed.
passed into the body of a cow (sacred
In India). The cow was about to die,
and the woman's spirit had been permitted by Vishnu to be born In the
house where her husband lived in a
monkey’s body. She would come out
of an egg. The girl was instructed to
go to the house described, and the first
chicken hatched in that house would
contain the spirit of the wife of the
man whose spirit inhabited the monkey. She was to have the care of the
chicken.
There is uo cud to the superstition in
the people of India, and Dulmara believed the story. While the two were
talking a wee chick picked through
the shell of an egg, and this settled the
Dulmara did not dare to turn
matter.
Agya away for fear of the wrath of the
tiny bird which might contain the soul
of her from whom she drew her stipend. The girl was at once taken into
the household and given the care of the
chicken. She took it in to see the monkey, but the little brute evidently did
not recognize it as Its wife, for if permitted to get at it would have eaten it.
Agya. having effected an entrance to
the household us well as access to the
monkey, lost no time in carrying out
Soon after her
the rest of her plan.
arrival the monkey sickened and died
the next day.
Though Agya did not admit that she
had poisoned the monkey, she threw off
the sham she had put on and, leaving
her little ward to take care of itself,
went to Rustom and told him that he
had succeeded to his fortune. She being a witness to the death of the monkey, he had no trouble in securing his
property. The two were married, but
Agya did not then dare to tell her husband that she had killed the monkey
lest he consider her a murderess.
Years after, when she had converted
him to her religion, she confessed. He
was scarcely prepared for such a sin,
and In order to make him feel more
comfortable she told him that his uncle
had appeared to her in the form of a
bird of paradise and thanked her fot

poisoning

an

It__

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

CANT AFFORD IT?
Let’s

Figure It Out and See,

How much would you charge
the

grocer’s

or

the

How much would you give,

day,

a

go

to

dealer’s?

provision

to be able to visit

to

on

a

stormy

distant friend?

worth, in case
night, to be able
your child were taken suddenly
to summon the doctor at OllCe, and, perhaps, by
special instructions from him by wire, to be able to give
temporary relief pending his arrival or even to save
it

How much would

be

ill at

its life!

The expense of a telephone is not figured
by what it COSTS for a whole year, but by how much
it SAVES each time it is used.
Therefore, with all
these

things

in

mind,

ask

yourself

Can 1 afford to be without
If you need further details

New

as

a

telephone?

to cost, ask the manager

England Telephone
*

and

Telegraph Company

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
BY THB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
a y«ar; *1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If pud
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of *2 pei

| The American invites announcements
from candidates of all parties in the coming
primaries, to be published in this column.
This Is purely a news column, and announcements will be treated as such. It will introduce to the voters of all parties the men who
ask for their support, bnt no candidate will
be given, intentionally, any advantage over
another, either as betweeen candidates for
nomination within his own party, or as between parties.]

tBoecrtptton I*rlc*—**-(»

of the new year it is
that 1913 was the
most successful year from an agricultural standpoint that this country
Notwithhas
ever
experienced.
standing adverse climatic conditions,
the total yield of wheat surpassed all
former records, and while the corn
crop fell considerably beiow the banner production of the preceding year,
higher prices more than compensated
for any loss in output. Consequently,
the value of the nation’s farm products reached unparalleled, totals,
while the export trade of the United
States in those staples touched figures
nearer before attained.—Dun's Review.
At the

rear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Baslnesscommunlcatlons should be addressed
a®, and all checks and money orders made pay
»ole to The Haw cock Cochty Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

This week’s

edition

of

Tte

American is 2.550 copies.

Average per week for 1913,

opening

gratifying

2,877
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meeting

a

candidacy

for the

Mason

was

for

Audubon societies have
issued a call to fight the Webb bill, recently introduced in Congress, which they
declare will serve the interests of the professional bird-butchers of the millinery

;!

.!

cuum

market.

;;

For Cash!

of

Supplies,

■

feather-huuters an easy way
to defy the federal ban which the people
of all the country demanded last year.
Millions of mother egrets and other wild
birds are being saved from butchery for
to

an-

republican

c
Oa

one-third fuel.
AOENT8—Large
Dampers,
Damper Co., Nicholson, Pa.
saves

Aruolc
Arnoli

With the customs men helpless to pretwenty-four years.
Sprtial Soticta.
Webb amendment would
vent it, the
County Treasurer Boyd A. Blaisdell, of
a
of
wholesale
LOAN A BUILDING ASS'N
a
non-resident
legitimatize
smuggling
ELLSWORTH
dent hunter’s license,
Franklin, announces his candidacy for reginning to make jJeople think. BusiShsr«-hoider>’ Meetingplumage that would soon restore their
a close time on doe
and
license
nomination
for
this
in
office
the
fishing
republiness men in particular are concerned
annual meeting of the Ellaworth Loat
old market to the men who massacre the
deer. No action was officially taken can primaries. Mr. Blaisdell is associated
Association will be held oi
A
over the prospects, and timely advice
birds of the whole globe to supply the THE Building
Januarv 19. 1914. at 7 30 p. m at the office of th(
with the firm cf VV. B. Blaisdell & Co.,
these
recomon
the
association
in the form of warning reveals the by
association
in
the
Tap'ey block. Ellsworth
costly millinery plumes.
it is more than likely granite dealers and general merchandise.
for the following purposescareful consideration
of practical mendations, but
“While the successful carrying out of Maine,
1.
For the election of a board of seven di
He
has
served
his
town
as
selectman
and
that some such legislation will be inthe provisions of
the new American rectors
American minds.
for the past three years and was
2.
For the transaction of any other busi
of the treasarer
feather law marks a milestone in bird ness that
A statement was issued recently by troduced at tbe next session
may properly come before saic
elected county treasurer two years ago.
O. W. Taplrv,
protection among the peoples of the whole meeting.
T. B. Walker, of Minneapolis, whose State legislature.
B. E. Clark, of Bar Harbor, has anSecretary.
world, its amendment according to the
Maine, Jan. 6,1914.
Ellsworth,
wide experience in business life has
nounced his candidacy for the republican
Webb bill would surely destroy much of
friends
of
Dr.
A.
C.
Ellsworth
Hagfamished him a basis on which to
nomination for judge of probate.
Mr. i
ANNUAL MEETING.
its beneficial effect,” says T. Gilbert Pearmake a forecast. lie calls attention erthy compliment Gov. Haines upon Clark is a graduate of the University of
annual meeting of the stockholders o'
of the National Association
son,
secretary
bis selection of the Hancock county Maine, studied law in the office of E. 8.
THEthe Hancock County Agricultural So
to the fact that 8100,000,i >00 reduction
! of Audubon societies. “Backed by the cietv of BlueHlI. will he held at Merril
board
of
the
new
senator
as
one
of
and
Boston
and
was
Clark,
& Hinckley’s store on Satu>d»y. Jan. 17, 1914
on tariff duties has already begun to
university,
same sentiment that supported our efforts
at 2 o'clock p. ro. to act upon 'he following
make a dumping-ground of our home trustees of the Bangor and Augusta admitted to the bar in Hancock coant. y in that resulted in barring imported plum- business, to wit: To hear report of secre'^rj
is the October. 1893. He began the practice of
to hear report of treasurer; to elect a board o:
age by tbe tariff, we shall fight any atmarket, and this is gradually but insane hospitals. Dr. Hagerthy
directors, and to transact any other business
named
on tbe board, his profession in Bar Harbor. He was
such
as
to
of
its
this
only
physician
any
legally brought before said meeting.
nullify
the
tempt
demand on
eventually reducing
of the Bar Harbor municipal court
A large attendance is desired.
provisions, since we know that the
factories, mills and mines.
G. F. Candaob, Secretary.
j This is in accordance with the vote of judge
from 1899 to 1911.
American people are squarely behind the
Bluebill. Me., Jan. 4.1914.
The reduction of one-third of the ! the governor’s council that only one
E.
chairman
of
the
Vernon,
law
as
it
stands.”
Irving
proi physician should be named on the
total amount of
the duties collected
will farther increase the imports and i board.
reduce prices for goods to such an exIn October 44,091,170 pounds of fortent that factories will have to close
eign wool were in the bonded wareor adjust the wage scale to meet the
houses of this country, waiting to
redaction in prices necessitated by
enter our market when the tariff went
tariff changes. Many factories have
into effect. It is all here now and a
transferred
their
manufacturing lot more besides. Did you pay any
abroad to take
advantage of the less for your last suit of clothes?
cheap labor, and that deducts just so
much from American payrolls.
The only issue in 1914 is the tariff.
Mr. Walker is optimistic as to the
The only issue in 1916 will be the
ultimate result. He believes that the
tariff. It is always so after the demopeople have already begun to see crats have been in office.
their mistake and will remedy it by

electing

overwhelming majority
for a farther adjustment of the tariff
along practical lines, based upon facts
an

determined by
than

a

The
been

congressional
logrolling and secret partisan caucus.

Payson,
pointed by Gov.
the

Senator

Ilagerthy, of Ellsworth, is
allowing the matter of State
highways to rest with the announcement by the State highway departof the

points

out

that

only

_

W. S.

not

ment

the

club.

through

North Ellsworth have
ballot—in the Farmers’

of

women

granted

Castine, has been reap-

of

Haines

Maine board of dental examiners.

Hancock

ciation,

selected.
He
in another press interview
seven of the thirty-seven

county

County assoAug. 31-Sept. 4; Mt.
Southwest Harbor, May

as

follows:

Desert island at

_

route proposed.

election for the first time.

Bar

highway

commission

of the good roads bond money to
trunk lines was one never considered
by the legislative committee which
considered
the
good roads bill.
Senator Conant was chairman of that
committee.
We print on page 7 a
summary of
the annual report of the
county commissioners of Hancock county. The

figures speak for themselves of the
careful management of the county’s
finances by the commissioners and an

will

this

system

year

use

the

its municiDal

in

to

urged by the

by the State
in devoting all

Harbor

It is expected
greatly shorten the town meeting, as
the voting for candidates can go forward
while other matters are being discussed.

He believes that the

people generally should receive the
benefits of good roads, as hae been

taken

Eden town meeting has
dragged through three strenuous days.
Heretofore the

has

a

taught

by

Marion

Hodgdon.

primaries for the republican nomination Several visitors were present at the closfor judge of probate for Hancock county. ing exercises. Candy and fruit were served
Mr. Fuller is a native of Hancock county, to the pupils.
Jan. 12.

educated in the common schools
from the University of
Maine in 1882. He taught in the public
schools of Maine from 1879 to 1891, read
law in the office of Locke & Locke in
Portland, and was admitted to the bar in
1886. He was a member of the Maine
house of representatives in 1891, and commenced the practice of law at 8* uthwest
Harbor that year. He whs superintendent
and

was

N.

graduated

SEAL HARBOR.

Henry Marks
Bayside.

has

moved

his family

back to

Pearl Clement and Eliston, who have
been

ill,

are

gaining.

Mr. Reed, architect and owner of the
new Reed cottage, is in town.
There will be a benefit supper and dance
fire house Thursday evening.

of schools for ten years, and has been chairman of the board of selectmen for the last

at the

Mrs. F. E. Billings, with daughters
Marion and Meda, left Monday to spend
thereat of the winter in Massachusetts.
Jan. 12.
P.
#

six years.

ComsponDcncr.
State Highways.
So uthwest Harbor, Jan. 13,1914.
To the Edi or of The American:
1 have been reading Dr. Hagertby’s
State road articles in the Bangor News,
and
1 must say that I think
the
doctor’s ideas of a permanent road are
very vague. The various State highways
now’ in the hands of the commission to

WEST SULLIVAN.
Announcement is made of the wedding
last Saturday of Mrs. Nancy H. Ash and
Andrew Doran.
Friends extend best
wishes.
The drama, “Way Down East,” will be
presented at K. of P. ball Friday evening,
by high school students. A social dance

build, as I understand, must be permaroads, so that when the two millions
are hired and paid, the roads will still reEldridge, whose combined ages are 496 main. In order to do this, the roads must
years. Their names and the dates of their be built on a firm foundation, either on a
i
birth are: Joseph C. Eldridge, born Nov. gravel or rock foundation.
The new’ modes of travel require that a
3, 824; Charlotte W. Soper, born Jan. 19,
i 1826, Abner C. Eldridge, born March 8, new kind of road be built-one that will
j 1S29; Caroline E. Soper, born April 15, stand up and not go to the dogs in one
Ebenezer Eldridge, jr., born Nov. 21, year. Present modes of travel also
require
j! 1831; and
J. Wesley Eldridge, born Nov. that one driving may see at least 300 feet
1836;
1838.
ahead
at any point, either horizontally or
i 6,
This must be done for safety.
Rufus 8. Milliken, twin brother of Mrs. vertically.
In order to get a good foundation for
I Abigail Milliken Mayo, of Franklin, died
such roads, they must be well supplied
Saturday at his home in Hampden Highwith culverts, side-ditches, V drains and
lands, aged eighty-six years, three months
remarkable family—six
children of the late Ebenezer and Mary

Bucksport

nent

will follow.

Vox Populi.

Jan. 12.

political Announcements.
r=—-:-1

_

and

three days.

He

native of

was a

Surry.
not, at

accounting by the county Mr. MilliKen and Mrs. Mayo were
Perhaps the most signifi- the time of his death, as many papers of
cant feature of the report is the sbow- the Slate have stated, the oldest twins in
ing made by Sheriff Silsby’s report. Maine. Mrs. Mary J. Dunham and LeonThe total number of prisoners in the ard J. Maddocks, twins, both of Ellsworth
county jail is only about one-half the Falls, were eighty-six years old on July
27 last.
average-twenty as against forty-one
treasurer.

Worked.
and four children in

It
“I

have

a

wife

The surface musl be made
of the hardest material obtainable, either
side drains.

crushed stone

Now,

how

or

gravel.

many miles of this kind of
Is it good busi-

road

will |100,000 build?

ness

to build

a

road that

w’ill be

gone be-

the bonds are paid?
Now as to the extensive surveys.

fore

How

ledge

to be

subscriber

oz

“No, madam,”

was

“Did you marry

Separation

of the Boston & Maine
and the Maine Central railroads has
been accomplished by the action of

a

reply.

the

widow?” the

woman

inquired.
“No, indeed,”
There

was

he said.
silence again

while the in-

Maine’s directors in quisitive ^woman tried to solve the problem
to her satisfaction. Falling to do so, she
retiring the 100,000 shares of Maine asked:
Central stock, which that corporation
“Didn’t I understand you to
Mr.
the Boston

&

say,
has purchased from the Boston &
Evftns, that you had a wife and four childMaine in exchange for a <10,000,000 ren in
Chicago, and had never seen one of
bond issue. By this transaction con- them?”
trol of the Maine Central passes from
“Yes, that was what I said.”
“How can it be that you never saw one
the Boston & Maine to the individual
of whom are of them, Mr. Evans?” asked the woman.
stockholders, a

majority

Maine

people.

It is understood that
Che Boston & Maine directors of the
Maine Central will resign within a

time, and that the roads will
managed as separate corporations.

abort

“Why, madam,” replied

of them

Weekly.

born after I

“one

left.”—Harper's

_

BAYSIDE.

be

The progressive members of the
Massachusetts legislature had their
choice
between
an
alliance with
the republicans and the democrats,
and they wisely chose the republi
bans.
By going over to the democrats they might have gained more
for the time being, but such a course
would hare widened the golf between

was

the man,

Little Ralph Remick
again, but appears to

has

been very ill

be

gaining

once

more.

R. F. Remick, who has been ill since
October 6, is still confined to the
house,
j but is gaining slowly.
! Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. will start
lumbering this week on their land at Bayside, formerly the Jordan property.
12.
i
R.

said deceased

H. FREMONT MADDOCKS,
of Ellsworth.
Democratic candidate for county com*

missioner in the primariea of 1914.
Mr
Maddocke ie a well-known democrat in
Hancock ocunty.
He was a candidate lor
this office two years ago.

think that the matter of State roads is
up
to any town having 1,000 people and eight
autos.

Macadam.

FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE

National Prohibition Day.
Jan. 15 is National Prohibition day for
the W. C. T. U. A.11 anions that can will
meet on that day at 2.30 p. m. and spend
an hour io prayer for nation-wide
prohibition in 1920.
Ellsworth union will
meet
at
the
Baptist parsonage. The
county president will be present.

Southwest Harbor. Mb., Jan. 12,1914.
To the citizens and voters of Hancock
County, Maine, I wish to announce that I
shall enter the June primaries for the republican nomination for judge of probate;
and respectfully ask your support.
George R. Fuller.

for

are

desired

to

present the

same
are

settlement, and all indebted thereto

requested

to

Ellsworth,

make payment
immediately.
Ellbn W. Rollins.
Jan. 14,1914.

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed adminis
trators of the estate of

THE

ELIZABETH A. HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given
bonds as tbe law directs.
AH persons having
demanos
ceased

against

the

estate

of

said

de

are desired to
present tbe same for
settlement, ana all indebted thereto are requested to make paymert immediatelv.
CtiNTOK B Higgins.
Nathan Ash.
u.
Bar
Harbor, Jan. 7,1914.

■2Umcrtisnuma1
JFot Sait.

I

■
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To all persons interest'd In either oMhe
n
tales hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth |„
for the county of Hancock, on the
1111
day of January, a d. 1914.
...

following
haying been
seuled for the action thereupon her.,,
THE
after indicated, it is b*
matters

reby

ordered

Tii,

given to afl person* int.,
by cansing a copy of this order to £
published three weeks successively id th!
Ellsworth American, a newspaper publish^
at Ellsworth, in said county, that
they mi
nonce

thereof he

ested.

EilV

probate court to be he’d at
said county, on the third d» .1
a. d. 1914, at ten
f the clock iuth.
forenoon, and be beaid thereon If tbev
appear at
worth in

a

February,

Kurt Diederlch, late of Bar Harbor. j„ nu
A cenaiu iustrument
county, deceased.
our
porting to be the isst will and testament
said deceased, together with petition for nro
bale thereof, preamied by Enid Hunt Slsis.
the executrix therein named.
Cstberine Carlton, late of Blnehlll, |D nil
A certali instrument nnr
county, deceased.
porting to be ihe laat will and tes:amentsf
said deceastd. together with petition for
nrs.
bate thereof, presented by Otis Llttlelicia the
executor therein named.
Hannah P. Holmes, late of Eden, in Ui<i
A certain instrument
county, decea-ed.
dun
porting to be the last will and testameutof
said deceased, together with petition lor
probate tueieof, presented by Esther M (»rteler
ihe executrix therein named.
Augusta C. Pierce, late of Bucksnort, in
said county, deceised. A certain instrument
purporting to be the Iasi will and t«stament
of said deceased, together with petition for
presented by Frank 8
probatethethereof,
executor therein named.
Pierce,
Eugene S Thumbs, late of Castine. in uid
countv.deceAs.d. A certain iustrument parporting to be the last will ana te-lament of
said deceased, together with petition for
pro.
bate thereof, present*d by Ralph *S
Wardwell, the executor therein named.
Harry V. Phtppm, late of Cranberrv IgW
in said county, deceased.
A certain'instrument purporting to be the last will and testameet of said deceased, together with pet itioa
for probate thereof, presented by
Agues
Phippen, the executrix, therein n *med
Alien H.C. Rice, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that *larry E.
county, deceased.
Rice cr some other suitable person be*
appoint* d administrator of the estate of taid
deceased, pre-euted by Harry E. R ce, a sou
of said deceased.
nuNt-a

naraweu,

iau-

oi

renooscot,

in

ment.

J Warren Clark, late of Franklin, in ssid
First ami final account of
county, dece sed
Will E. Havey. administrator, filed for settlement.

Eulalie Finn, a minor, of Ellsworth, in said
county. First and final account of M*rjrL
Frost, a former guardian, filed for settlement.
T. L Roberts, late of Eden, in ssid county,
deceased.
Wil.iam M
First account of
Roberts, trustee filed for settlement
.Sophia E. Perkins, late of Penobscot, ii
said county, deceased. Petition filed b} Albert P. Leach, administrator, for license to
sell certain real estate of said deceased. «
described iu said petition.
Klosaie M. Carter, Harry E. Car'er and
Wendail E. Carter, minora, of Brook<in. la
s*id county. Petition filed by George W. Carter, guardian, for license to sell certain
estate of said minors, as described iu said

reij

petition.

rranees

a.

Mima,

a

or

un*yu»

person
i'ettliu*
mind, of Deer Isle, iu said county
died by F'anuie M. Min-on, guardian, f^rlisaid *»™-

cense to sell certain real estate of
as described iu said petition.

unsound
Annie O. 8n- wuiau, a
person of Petuios
mind, of Penobscot, In said coumy
filed by Amanda J. Stevens, guardian, foru*
cense to sell certain real estate of said ware,
as described in said petition.
Josiah G. Bunker, late of Franklin, in sw
county, deceased. Petition filed by Alice *•
Bunker, administratrix, that an order bf
issued to distribute among the heirs-at 1**
of said deceased, the amount remaining i*
the hands ot said administratrix, upon tW
settlement of her first account.
Eliza A. Ginn, late of Orland, in said countj.
deceased. Petiton tiled by Norris K
adminisiraior of the estate of said
that the inheritance tax upon said eststrbe
determined by ihe judge of prooate.
Lucinda Hadley, late of Eden, in »»*“
county, deceased. Petition filed by
W. Hale, administrator of the estate of
dec as d, tha. the inheritance tax upon
esta e be determined by the
judge of pronsia
Ann R Fennelly, late of
E< en. in
county, deceased. Petition filed by Elmer.Morrison, Leonard A. Austin, and r'harles **•
Wood, all of said Eden praylt g that tt.e
point me nt of said petitioners named as
tees in the last will and testament of »»»“ of
ceased, may be confirmed by said court.
Ctnihia E. Crosby, iate of Orland >ns*l“
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be he last will and testament »
said deceased, together with petition for Pr°*
bate, presented by Benjamin R. otubbs, w
executor therein named
iB
Harold J. .staples, a minor, of Ellsworth,
said county.
Pe ition filed by Agnes
guardian, tor license to sell
Staples,
real esta.e of said minor, as described in

dece*s«J
Ricbwj

J
.j

eceased.

•»£

locket charm with I. O. O.
F. emb'em on one side and monogram A.
L F. on reverse side
Finder will be rewarded by returning to A. L. Frazier. 148
Franklin 8t., Ellsworth.

CHARM—Gold

f

2To 31rt.

merit

lower
and s'ted; bath room;
TENEMENT—Five
stove;

rooms,

cook

The merchant who does not advertise in
Advertising is like learning to swim
a dull season makes it more
profitable for Have confidence, strike out and
you will
those who do advertise.
I surely win.

iB

D®8®^jr*l*

8imon H. Pinkham, late of Mt.
said county, deceased. Final account
ton W. Pinkham, administrator, fi*ed
settlement.

with cellar

furnace;

carpets; storm doors and windows on;
6 miuut s from pos'offlje. Inquire of Gkorgb
E PiFiBLD, Ellsworth.

I

said

Petition that Herbert C.
county, deceased.
Perry or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Charles Hod ad on, a
creditor of ssid deceased.
Abram Perkins, late of Penobscot, in said
Petition thst David L
county, deceased.
Perkins or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented bv David L. Perkins, so#
and heir at-law of said deceased.
J. Bewail Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
First account of 8. B.
couuty, d» ceased.
Condon, administrator, filed for settlement.
Mary C Auslir, late of North Hancock,ii
said countv, deceased.
First an i final account of Theodore P. Austin, administrator,
filed for sell lenient.
Eben M Hamor, late of Eden, in said county, deceased. First and final account of Fred
A. Gonya. administrator, filed for sett etnenu
Mary E. Beil, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. First account of Frank $»
Bell, administrator, filed for settlement.
Francis Austin, late of Ellsworth, in said
count}, tieceaetd. First and final account of
Charles L. Austin and* Hansford M. DeWitt,
executors, filed for settlement.
Edward T. Finn, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Final account of F ank L
Heath, administrator, filed for settlen- ut
Eliza A. Ginn, late of Orland, in saw. county- deceased. First account of Norris E.
Ginn, administrator, filed for settlement.
Frank P Wood, late of Castine. in ssid
county, deceased. Final account of Langdoi'
B. W’ood and Charles P. Wood, executor*,
filed for aettlenient.
Lewis F. Gray, late of Brooksville, i* slid
county, deceased. First and final account of
Alverado Gray, executor, filed for seitirruent'
Louise M. Mitchell, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased.
First and final account of
Fred M. Mitchell, executor, filed for settle-

Final account of John
Peters, administrator, fl ed for settlement.
Lunette F Giles, late of Ellsworth, in
deceased.
Petition that FrW
county,
Mason or s-me ot her suitable person be E
pointed administrator of the estate of*nu
deceased, presented by Charles U. Giles,
band of said deceased.
.*.»«*•
Lorenzo N Kettle, late of Weston,
chuseits, deceased. First and final accou“D
J. Henry Bussell, administrator, c. t. a..
for settlement.
Olive 8. Bartlett, late of Tremont, in
cou ty, deceased,
Final account of wm»
E. Whiting, administrator, filed for set

Host.

Family Pills for constipation.

w

3

cause.

county,

8t.. Ellsworth.

gists.

iH.

petition.
Ueury Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in

three-seated, double-runner
PUNO—Large
pung, in first class condition. Alley’s
stable. Franklin

How’s THls?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and flnancial'y able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the Bystem.
Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugTake Fall’s

testament of

ROLLIN8, late of ELLSWORTH,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tne terms of sai l will. All
persons having demands against the estate of

Chicago, and 1 have never seen one of you estimate without the measures?
I will also call your attention to the fact
them,” remarked a Chicago man one
that these roads are not being built by the
against twenty-four the year before evening.
Mrs. Dodge, who was noted for her in- people’s money. They are being built enand fifteen in 1911. This in
spite of
the fact that the year's expenditure quisitiveness, looked toward him in great tirely by the people ow ning autos, costsurprise. After a moment’s pause, she ing the thousands who use horses and
for enforcement of the
liquor laws asked:
those who walk not one red cent for what
was something like $200 less than the
accommodation it is to them.
“Were you ever blind, Mr. Evans?”
I do not
year.

notice

FRANK W.

moved, and how will

—

preceding

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
E lsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock,
on tbe sixth day of January, in the
year of
r Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and
testament of
CHARLES G. WELD, late of
NEWPORT,
in he state of Rhode Island, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Rhode Island, duly authenticated,
aving been pre
aent d to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of » eiog
allowed, filed and r«cordecf in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interest* d
therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three
weeks successively
in
the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper
at
printed
Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock. prior to the third day of
February,
a. d 1914, that
they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in
and for
said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in tbe
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the
original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register

hereby gives
that
she has been duly appointed executrix
THE
the last will and

many contractors will take any piece of
road unless they know the amount of
earth and

|

TreHancock and
▼V
niont, in the county
State of Maine, by her mortage deed dated
Augu«t a-veutb, 1902, and recorded in Han
cock registry of deeds, book 881, page 208, conveyed to Laura M. Eaton, now deceased
of
and State
before
Tremonl, county
mentioned, etc., the following described
lot of land with buildings thereon, situated
in said Tremoot, bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning at the northeast
corner bonnd
of land of Joseph E. Wooster. and
following the highway in an
easterly direction for a distance of eight*-five
feet to a stake and stones: thence southerly
seventeen rods to a stake and stones; thence
westerly and parallel with said highway
twelve and one-halt rod* to eastern line ol
said Dix; thence following eastern line of
Dix’s in a northerly direct on e:even rods and
fourteen feet to southwest corner bound of
land of said Wooster; thence following southern line of Wooster easterly one hunart-d and
thirty feet to Wooster's southeast corner
bound; thence following Wooster’s eastern
line northerly eighty-five feet, to place of beginning, containing one and one right h acres,
more or less.
Together with tbe buildings
situated thereon. Also a right of wav over
the homestead of the late Sullivan Webster
(of a hich the above described premises area
part/, in common with the grantors of a deed
to said Mary G. Thurston, dated March 12. a.
d. 1*85, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, vol. 204. page 250. Baid premises hein*
a
part of that deeded to me by Wills D.
ThurstOD, October 25, 1898. and recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 8?8, page 458.
Whereas, tbe conditions of said mortgage
have been broken, now there’ore, by reas >n of
the brea* h of the conditions thereof. I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose
Fbancis M. Eaton,
administrator of the estate of Laura M. Eaton.
January 9,1914.

A

j

accurate

the preceding year. And
practically
all this falling off is accounted for in
the smaller number arrested for intoxication
only five last year as

term

announced that be will enter the June

25.

Australian ballot

position

has

at Ellsworth

towns and plantations of the
county
will receive direct benefit from the

that the

member of

State Supt. of Schools Payson Smith has
announced dates for teachers’ institutes in

routes

Maine State grange.
Senator Hagerthy agrees with Senator Oonant, of Waldo, who declared

a

as

NOTICE

COVE.

»

“•

j

SEAL

NOTICE.
is hereby given that Arthur V*
Patterson, of Castine. Maine, has mad«
application to the State Board of Bar Examiners for admission to the Bar at the next ses
sion of the board to be held at Bangor, Maine
on the first Tuesday of February, 1914,
Leonard A. Pibrcb.
Secretary of the board.

Capt. David Murphy and wife, of Calais,
are visiting his mother,
Mrs. Margaret
Murphy.
the State convention will be fixed. George
Rev. Mr. Forsythe, of Ricbford, Vt.,
W. Perkins, of New York, will speak.
Mr. Vernon says that the progressives will i held service at the hall Sunday, Jan. 11,
Etg.il hotter*.
nominate complete State, congressional and celebrated the holy communion. A
was
held
in
the
service
evening.
j
and county tickets.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE,
School closed Jan. 9, after a six weeks’ j TITHEREAH, Mary O. Thurston, of
uncr, ui ouuiu
nsruur, |
ot

and

COUNTY GOSSIP.

commission rather

gressive State committee has issued a call
for a meeting of the committee in Portland Feb. 5.
The program includes a
meeting in the afternoon and dinner in
the evening. At this meeting the date for

I

icgal Botins.

profits selling

farce

Payment Plan

99 MA,N STI*EET,
Bar harbor, Maine.

I I I I'M lilt '!■"1-t-H llll I"<

I I

Ao"enTS—Look

would render its further enforcea

Easy

the

on

What'i here! Easy raoot|
for you in practical household article
Twin Citt Co., Auburn, Me. Box 1J4.

nuptial plumes as a result of the
law, it is shown by tbe Audubon
agents, who believe tbe proposed amendment

and

QBanttb.

new

ment

Cleaners, Post Cards.

f|
FMFNT
■
wLCJTlEii*
*

i

the

their

county

the nominee of

Player Pianos

Small Instruments of all kinds, and everything in
the music l'ne. Talking Machines, Sewing Machines
Cabinets, Bicycles and Sundries, Vaand

By amending the tariff law to admit
plumage held here before its enactment ::
and taken abroad by residents of this ::
country, this measure is sure to open

Mr.
attorney.
his party two
years ago, winning out in a three-sided
contest in the primaries. Mr. Mason has
been practicing law in Ellsworth for
nomination

Carries Pianos and

importation of aigrettes and ::
plumage, officers of tbe National

Association

The Hancock county progressive committee is planning for a meeting at which
the question of potting a fall county
ticket in the field will be determined, and
if determined affirmatively, a call for a

nounced his

:! Clement’s MUSIC Store

hibiting
other

I 1M I I | | i
lHH

I I I

I 1 I I 1--M -I-I I I 1 1 I I

Amendment
Make
Would
Loophole In Plumage Ban.
Scenting a scheme to bore a loophole in
the law by which Uncle Sam has just been
enabled to protect wild bird life by pro-

of the

county convention will be issued.
Fred L. Mason, of Ellsworth, has

flODcmatmcttit.

FRAME-UP.

Webb

democratic State
committee in Augusta Friday, it was
voted to hold the State convention in
Portland March 26.
At

to note

J. Putnam Stevens, president of the
Maine
fish and game association,
comes out plainly in favor of a resi-

Effect of Democratic Tariff.
[ \attonal Magazine. |
Echoes of tariff legislation are be-

FEAR FEATHER

POLITICAL NOTES.

the republican* and progressives and
made it more difficult fer them to
Tbe democrats realcome together.
ized this, of course, and were willing
to offer almost anything to keep the
In Massachusetts, as in
two apart.
Maine, all the hope that the democracy has of success is being able
to prevent the union of those who
are opposed to it and its principles.
—Portland Press.

€l)c (Sllsruorth American

TBK

JEROME H. KNOWLES.Judg.o, laid coo*
A true copy o, the original order.
Attcat:—T. P. Mahowbt. Brg'.*”^

AMERICAN'S ad.eeni.er, or.
letting down the priee-bar, into the held
The more euee on advertisement
of bargain«.
the more dotlare it i« worth.

j

TALKKD WITH JKKK DAVIS.
Interesting Incident In Army Lite
of an Kllaworth Man.
[From the Bangor W*v>*.|
now
One of the few Civil wer veterans
service is Pearl B.
in the railway mail
on the Calaia and
Day, clerk in charge
haa been keepBangor R. P O., and who
Chrlatmaa presents the
ing the air fall of
Mr. Day knowa aome less
week.

pant

a million people between Bangor and
in other
the St. Croix, and several millions
and always baa a
parts of the world,
amile and glad hand for everybody.
If bis train hit a dynamite bomb and
dropped Pearl plump down in the Dead
chum would be right
era. an old college
him out.
on band to pull
A page out of Mr. Day’s long and eventful life, of which be haa a particularly
vivid recollection, ia the contact with Jefferson Davis, the president of the southern confederacy. He tells this episode, as

than

follows:
“In 1886, the 14th Maine infantry, of
which I was a private in Company A, was
stationed at Savannah with the 12tb
Maine and the 8th and 18tb Indiana regiments. We had the Bangor band lor
regimental music, with leader Harlow,
M. If. Andrews, the
deceased.
now
w II-known musician, of Bangor, was in
the 14ib at the time.
“Our colonel was A. K. Bolan, now
dead. One day while we were camped in
Savannah, the brigade was ordered out,
up the river toward
and we marebed
AuguBta. We learned that Jefferson
Davis had been captured, and that we
I supwere detailed to go up after him.
in such force, because
pose we came out
atrength in the
there was still rebel
vicinity of Augusta, and our erraud was
very iinjiortant.
“The brigade

marched up the river

as

Sister’s Ferry, where my company
far
under Lieut, tlrant
was detached, and
The remainder
was put aboard a steamer.
of the brigade went up the shore on foot.
“We swaited the arrival of the main
When it arrived, the
body at Augusta.
entire force was drawn up, and in a closed
carriage, Davie waa turned over to our
command, together with some of bia officers. They were at once put aboard the
ss

company was again detailed to duty aboard of her. The main
body inarched back to Savannah, 200 miles
away, on foot.
steamer and

my

“Our steamer

too*

Mr.

Davis ana

ms

party down river to Havannah, where we
took the Clyde line steamer, William P.
Clyde, (or Hilton Head. There we were
met by the U. 8. cruiser Tuscarora, which
conveyed us to Fortress Monroe, where
the Confederate president was confined.
passenger steamer, which
into a war transport.
She had many staterooms, well furnished
and fitted.
“With Mr. Davis were bis wife, son and
a
The former was allowed
daughter.
deck space, two rods on either side of his
room.
Privates of ray company guarded
him in turn, and I was thus placed in
contact with him on several occasions.
“One day I was on duty on the deck
and he was pacing
near his stateroom,
the narrow spaoe allowed to him. This
He stopped
was a favorite habit of his.
in his walk when
he reached the spot
where I was standing, aud asked my
name.
I told him, then he asked me other
questions. He was so easy to talk with,
1 suppose I wasn’t particular about violatThe

Clyde

was a

had been made

ing

over

regulations.

thing led to
another and before I knew it we were
much interested.
My grandfather's name
was Davis and he came from Virginia.
I
mentioned the fact and also that my name
was half Davis, at which the president
smiled. We discussed the matter a great

deal,

the

One

occurred seven years
ago on the
ton
line, east of

County

was

He

GREEN LAKE.

injured

in

the

Calais-Bangor wreck,

Capt. Horace F. Lord sold
horses this week.

which the mail car was broken
up and
was buried
amongst the wreckage an
hour before they dug him out. He was
severely burned and injured. He was also
in the wreck at Greenland
Depot, N. H.
In August, 1912, while
sorting the mail
in his car at the Bangor
station, a car
crashed into the mail car and Mr.
Day
was thrown with
great force against the
iron mail racks, with the result that he
in

he

was severely
injured internally. None
of these mishaps have had
any effect on
Mr. Day’s ready smile.

Bayard Young, who has been ill for the
past week, is in school again.
On account of the extreme cold, there
was but one session of school
yesterday.
Eleanor Higgins has recovered from the
sufficiently to be in school again

measles

Monday.
A meeting of

the junior book club was
held at the high school last evening.
An
interesting program was enjoyed.

Frank Anderson, who was operated on a
week ago Friday for the removal o' tonsils and adenoids, expects to resume his
studies shortly.
The reporters

this

week

have

who

brought in items for this column are
Basil Robbins, Lena Camber, Evelyn Bellatty, and James Dorgan.
An examination of the ears and eyes of
the students, in compliance with the
State requirements, took the place of the
regular exercises last Friday afternoon.

Robert Ewer, of the Essex street basketball team, w’as a visitor in school last
Last week Olive Morrison,
Monday.
Helen Shute and Edwin Chapman were
among the visitors.
meeting of the athletic association
was held Thursday to discuss the advisability of purchasing sweaters for the
basket-ball team.
No decision
was
reached, the matter being laid on the
table until a later meeting.
A

A

series

planned,

or

the

entertainments

proceeds of

being

is

which

are

to

be

used to procure for the school a new set of
reference books and other volumes for the
The first number of this course
will take place some time next week, the
exact day to be announced later.
It will
be given by Miss Ida Moulton, a talented
reader. On February 6, Harold Moon, of
Brewer, will present a farce and musical
entertainment, and others will be arranged for, if possible, later. The school

library.

is much in need of the books which

are

to

purchased w ith the proceeds, and it is
hoped that the public will assist generbe

ously.

_

BASKET-BALL.

Ellsworth high gained an easy victory
over Hampden academy Friday evening
winning by the wide margin of 63-8. Tbe
second team was also successful, defeating
the Essex street team, of Bangor, 37-7.
The summaries:
HAMPDEN.

FIRST TRAM.

k. Whitcomb, r. 1.
Foriier,
R. Haynes, 1. f.

Clark, 1. g.
Mayo, r. g.
Pomeroy, c.
Sweet, r f.

W’hitcomb, c.
Shea, 1. g.
McGown, r. g.
E.

M. Whitcomb
Time, 20 aud 15 minute

periods.
Flanuagan; timer, Campbell.

ESSEX STREET

SRCOND TRAM

M. Whitcomb,
Treworgy, 1. f.

Referee,

r.

Parker, 1. g.
Webster, r. g.
Ewer, c.

f.

condition.
“Mrs. Davis was a handsome woman,
tall, of tine figure and of splendid carriage
and presence. I think she was a typical
southern woman.
Her third child, Miss
Winnie, was bcrn a few months later,
while Mr. Davia was in prison. I remember that when Mrs. Davis came aboard the
steamer it was reported that she had with
her and was wearing the very clothiug in
which the president has always been said to
have made an attempt at escape. W het her
be did try that method or not 1 do not

know, but I

remember that

that Mr. Davis

Grant,

our

wore

it

was

the dress.

commander, wanted the

ing

stated
Lieut.
cloth-

later in the

season on

the Orono

floor they

With the improved
won
41-26.
form of the home t«am, however, the
game this year should be very close. The
school feels confident that its team will
win, though not without a hard game.
Bar Harbor high school has recently

again

cballengtd

Ellsworth

high

to

a

series

of

The challenge was at once
games.
accepted, and an attempt is now’ being
two

made to arrange dates.

Union Trust Co.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Uuion Trust Co. of Ellsworth, wa9
An executive
held yesterday afternoon.
board and geDeral board of directors were
elected as follows:
Executive board—Henry W. Cushman,
M. Oallert, Arno W. Kicg, John A. Peters,
O. W. Tapley, John O. Whitney.
William F. Campbell,
Go: eral board
Cberrytield; Fred A. Chandler, Addison;
Henry W. CuBhman, Bangor; Alfred B.
Crabtree, Hancock; Lucilius A. Emery,
Ellsworth; John K. Graham, Bangor; M.
Oallert, Ellsworth; Henry H. Gray, Mil-

Davis. She
proudly and refused the
request. He annDunced that he should
take the clothes and she dared him to do
it. She was a fearless woman.
“When we arrived at Fortress Monroe,
I was one of four
privates detailed to
guard the president ashore.
We were
ordered out, with fixed bayonets and escorted him into the cutter and to the
shore. Lieut. Grant was in command. We
marched up the shore and iu through the bridge; Eugene Hale, Ellsworth; Barney
sally -port. Mr. Davis was taken into one B. Havey, Sullivan; W. A. Havey, FrankL. Hodgkins, Lamoine; L.
of the casemates of the
fort, where I stood. lin; Frank
Lieutenant Grant went in with irons, and Elrie Holmes, Northeast Harbor; Robert
J
R. Holmes,
I beard a scuffle
there, but did not leave B. Holmes, Ellsworth;
Almy post. In a few minutes things grew Eastport; Arno W. King, Ellsworth;
C
Nash,
quiet, and Lieut. Grant came out, and bert E. Mace, Aurora; Frank
John A. Peters, Ellsworth;
said that be had
placed the irons on Mr. Cberrytield;
Davis. I always understood that the irons Bion M. Pike, Lubee; Henry W. Snrgenti
Elmer P.Spoffnrd, Over Isle;
were placed on
him for only a few Sargentville:
O. W. Tapley, Ellsworth; John U. Whitminutes. 1 never saw Mr. Davis again.”
Ellsworth.
ney,
Mr. Day has had qnite an evenful caAt a meeting of the directors, omcers
follows: John A. Peters,
**** in the mail
service, having driven the were elected as
Henry W. Cushman, vice-presimail for
nearly twenty years from Blue- president;
dent; Henry H. Higgins, treasurer; M.
bill to
Bncksport, and from Bangor to Oallert, secretary.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor. The last five
years of
driving by team was on the BanORLAND.
and he said
raised her heard

so

to Mrs.

—

Ellsworth line, the route by team
being discontinued when the Mt. Desert
branch was bnilt, and upon which he was

gor to

Guy Soper

is

still in

a

critical condition.

mail clerk for some
He also drove
years.
tbe mail from Hockland to
Damariscotta,
®nd in all he has been in the mail service

Whitney, ot Verona, will have
hall Satura social daDce at Orland town
day evening, Jan. 17.
Vinnie Amber Nickerson, wife of Her-

uearly thirty years.

man

He has been in three railroad
accidents,
ead-on collisions, and baa
es-

death.

narrowly

The first head-on collision

William

E. Ginn, died in Bucksport Saturday,
They were
Jan. 10, after a long illness.
formerly residents of Orland.
DJan. 12.

ROUP

been plantin' corn all day, and
wben 1 started for bum 1 met Martha

Hodges.
“Evenin',

Mr.

Rogers,”

sbe

said.

It
way borne. I reckon.
be mlgh’y pleasant to bave sncb
a nice borne as yours to go to after
a bard day’s work.”
"It used to be ’slong as motber and
Anna lived, but now It’s kind a lonesome.
Besides, wben a feller’s tired
out be don't want to cook bis Bupper
nnd wasb dlsbes.”
“Why don't you git married? Then
you’d bave some one to do your cookin’ for you and wasb tbe dlsbes and
take keer o’ tbe house.”
’’Waal.” I said, kind o’ tblnkln’ out
loud. “1 don’t know but that’s a good
Idee.
But It ain’t so simple as would
Furet off. a feller’s got to
appear.
And tbe gal be wants, and to make It
a
Then,
go sbe’s got to want him.
s’posln' It Is a go. It’s easy and cheap
enough to git married: yon kin git a
parson to do the Job for whatever yon
like to pay
Now. I can’t hitch two
critters together and expect 'em to
travel easy.
Foret off. one on ’em ’ll
plunge for’ard. and t’other ’ll hang
back
Then one on 'em ’ll balk when
tbe other is sot down to a stidd.v gait
That’s the way It is when two pussons begin to travel tbe matrimonial
road together
And. s’posin that instead of gettin’ used to tbe same kind
o’ goin they git wuss and wuss. what
you goin' to do then?”
“Ob.
Mr
Rogers.” says Martha,
"you're a pessimist, and the wust kind
of a one.”
•|

aun t

Know

wnat

do know that gittln'

that

is,

married

nut

Is

It

prsSSs, Poultry Regulator

Refuse substitutes:
Cef P\

Grossman.

—

Mrs. D. J. Babineau has gone to KaIron Works to visit her son, Guy

tahdin

HINCKLEY, Biuehill, Me.
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., Ellsworth Falls, Me. 6. A.

Bonsey, whose wife is ill.
Jesse 8weeney and wife, of Holden, who
have been taking care of Mrs. Sweeney’s
father, have returned home.
Ed Gray, Al Higgins and Frank Moore,
of Ellsw’orth Falls, are hauling wood for
M. Quinn.
McDevitt is employed as

Her Early Life In Germany.
‘Scenes and
In her hook entitled
Memories” Walburga Lady Paget ba*
this to say of her early life in Ger
many: “We ran about without shoe*
or stockings in the grass; we wore a
minimum of clothes; in summer wt
were plunged Into the river, a wide
and rushing mountain stream; in win
ter we had to break the ice in our tubs
and our nurses dashed basins of icy
I can still fee
water over our backs
the thin bits of ice mixed with ibe wa
A tire
ter slithering down over me
in our bedrooms was never thought of.

cook.

Mrs. George Langley and daughter Clara
Saturday to join Mr. Langley, who
is hauling wood for W. B. Crossman, of

came

Bangor.
Mr. Howes, fish culturist, wh© was employed at the hatchery, has returned to
Wood’s Holl, Mass., and Mr. Schneider
has taken his place.
NORTH
J. H. Nason

ELLSWORTH.

was

in

Bangor last

and the schoolroom was never more
I was
than 9 degrees Reaumur (52 F
fourteen or fifteen before I knew whai
It was to have something to drink ai
breakfast, as 1 (lid not like milk
Bread, with a little butter, was all I
An egg for a child, if it was
ever had.
not ill. was considered quite absurd
Between meals we were given a bund
ance of fruit

week.

Mrs. H. F. Maddocks is at home from
Harbor.

Bht

Frank Moore, with his team,
at Green Lake.

is

em-

ployed

Mrs. Harold Maddocks pleasantly entertained the embroidery club Thursday
afternoon.

Fon Nason is at home from Orono, and
with Station
studying telegraphy
Agent Bert Tripp, at Nicolin.
The many friends of Mrs. William RichShe is
ardson regret her serious illness.
now with her mother, Mrs. Seeds, at the
medical
attendcity, in order to receive
ance each day.
is

Romance of a Picture.
Half a century ago a medical student lodging tu Loudon so ingratiated
himself in the eyes of his landlady
that on his departure for Hobart tc
practice she asked him to accept a sou
venir of his Loudon home, and he took
a picture which had been in his sit
ting room. This picture remained in
his house for upward of forty years
without attracting any particular notice. but then its hour struck, for a
visitor detected merit in it and advised
the owner to forward a description ol
He did so, and the picIt to London.
ture, which turned out to be a Rom
ney, fetched 3,500 guineas. The best
of the story is that the Tasmanian
editor who printed an account of tht
matter gave the price as 350 guineas
saying that he did so because he did
not believe that any picture could b€
worth the larger sum.—London Sphere

i

like

ptg In a poke. You kin see
the gnl plain enough on the outside,
bayin'

a

but you don’t know what she Is on
the inside.
She may be white as
on
snow
the surface, and not two
Inches down she may be a smolderin'
fire, ready to burst out at any moment”
“I’ll tell you what I’ll do with yon.
Reckon yon don't want me. and I'm
Yon kin
not hankerin’ to git married.
experiment on me If you like, and if
you don't find out at the end o’ six
months that I'm what you took me
for in the beglnnln' I'll agree with you
that wimmen Is mighty deceptive.”
“Well, now. that's accommodatin’, I
declare,” I says to her. “When shall I
begl n ?"
“Whenever yon like.”
“I’ll commence tonight when I’ve
had supper and got the dishes washed."
“You needn't mind about the dishes.
ToJest you let 'em alone tonight
morrer when you're out to work I’ll go
in and tidy up for yon and do your
Where’ll I find the door key?"
dishes
“Hangln’ under the porch, left side
the front”
She’d started on. and 1 didn't say no
1 went on hum. got my supmore.
per and tuk Martha at her word, leavAbout 8
in' the dishes In the pan
o’clock I went over to her house and
found that she'd done her evenin'
chores and was a-sittln' before a blazI thanked
in' fire, darnin' stockln’s.
her for the offer she'd made me and
told her when she’d convinced me
that wimmen was jest as amiable as
they looked I’d like for her to put
me onter a nice gal thnt 1 could experiment on. with a view to marriage.
She said she would If she could hit on
the right gal
I spent a couple of hours with Martha. toppln- off with some cakes and
elder she brought out The next day.
when I went home at noon, 1 found
the dishes washed, the pots and kettles shinin' like lookin' glasses and
and
By
span.
everything spick
crackey. I hardly knowed the place.
That was Saturday, and I tbort 1
oughter go over the same evenin’ and
1 did so. and she
thank Martha.
said that for a few weeks she’d clean
op for me every Saturday
After that every Saturday mornin'
Martha put everything to rights, and
I dropped In to thank her Saturday
She said she’d do it for a
evenin'
few weeks, but the few weeks growed
into a few months.
Meanwhile l was a-watchin' her to
all the way
see If she was good
through or only varnished. At last 1
told her that I was well satlsfled with
the experiment and I didn't think
wlmmen was so onsartln’ after all. I’d
been so encouraged by her goodness
She
that 1 concluded to git married
looked very much pleased after this
aDd asked me who I was goln' to
1 hadn’t any one In view; but,
marry
thlnkin' I oughter name somebody. Inasmuch as 1 said I was goin' to git
married, I said the gal was Matilda
Blake.
“You list oughter seen the change In
Her face got red. and her
Martha
eyes fairly spit tire‘‘Matilda Blake!” she said, mighty
"She doesn't know how to
scornful.
fry bacon. She couldn’t sew a button
She couldn’t even darn
on your coat
Aockln'8.”
1 said soraefln In defense of Matilda,
but It only made Martha madder than
before She began to abuse me more'n
Matilda, and when I got a trifle huffy
she up and tbrowed a hook at my
I got out as quick as 1 could,
head.
but not before an Inkstand struck me
It didn't hurt me.
on the shoulder
but spotted a suit of store clothes.
I’ve
The experiment was a failure.
been cookin' and washin' dishes myself since then, and 1 expect to keep
it up all my life.

North Ellsworth Farmers’ Club.
The North Ellsworth Farmers’ club
held its annual meeting on Saturday,
Jan. 3. The presence of women, in full
membership, armed with the ballot, was
a new feature, they having been admitted
during the year, as provided by vote at
tbe annual meeting last year.
The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, John McNamara; secretary, H. Fremont Maddocks; treasurer,
Asa
C.
Flood; trustees, Arthur W.
Clement, James A. Salisbury, William K.
McGown; George L. DeWitt^ and Dr.

George

COLDS

fill* or Powdar. Ue, SOe, and tl.OO.
porlfiu the system end not only prevents but wlTSSroBSi ernes, torar, natscrll, aipotborlo, etc Toineure perfectly healthy etronr. husky layers, add to the load daliy

George Crossman, who has been seriously ill of pneumonia, is improving.
A. R. Foster has Louis Gray, Bob Moore
and Mr. Parker hauling wood for W. B.

your

Core

P&£&%2&

School began last week; Miss Nickerof Belfast, teacher.

son,

I'd

maa

Don’t let roup wipe out your birds
and your profits. Use

Bert Spencer
visiting his parents, R.
S. Spencer and wife.

near

Aldrich, 1. f.

Prevent

is

must

Written for The American by Members of E. H. S. Press Club.
Carlton Royal has left school.

of his

one

The ice in upper part of Green lake is
nine inches thick.

"On
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

said, that, curiously enough, Bresnahan, c.
he had a brother whose name was exactly Hodgkins
like that of my grandfather.
Getchell, r. t.
Joy, J. g.
“We didn’t succeed in establishing any C. Haynes, r. g.
Shaw, 1. f.
Carter
relationship, but we had a good time talkTime. 20 and 15 minute periods.
Referee,
Mr. Davis talked
ing the thing over.
Flannifcan; timer, Campbell.
easily, as if he enjoyed it. He did not
The next game will be with Orono high
seem to feel his captivity in the least, and
Last year
his remarks to me were free from any school next Friday evening.
48 10, and
allusion, so far as I can remember, to his Orono defeated Ellsworth,
and he

<bbrrt'0rmrtH0

Washing-

Charlotte.

Phillips.

A.

MAR1NE_LIHT.
Hancock County
Ar Jan 11, sch Manie
Southwest Harbor
Saunders with coal for Brauscom, at Northeast Harbor.
Jan 12, Br barges Bristol, PlyIn port
mouth and Glooscap.
Pons.

e.

Parcher
The Druggist
Help YOU and Your i-ets.
DOG BREAD; Dr. Daniels kind
for your dog or puppy.

Can

CAT CRUMBS
for your cat or
kitten.
lOc
Catnip Ball, the cat toy,
MLDICIN ES, for dog, cat, horse or
cow.
All Dr. Daniels’—with free
book on care and treatment of all
these animals.

Parcher

the

Druggist.

Phonograph and Sewing
Machine Repairing
and Cleaning
Scissors and Edge Tools
and Houed.

Saw-setting

and

ground

Filing.
Repaired

Parasols and Umbrellas
and Mended.

Locksmith, General Craftsman.

Isaac L.

Hodgkins.

There’s A Photographer
In Your Town
“Just as you are, I wouldn’t change a
thing.” That is the spirit of modern photography. Long exposures in uncomfort*
able and conscious attitudes are a thing of
the past.
In fact, having your portrait
taken in a modern studio is as pleasant as
an informal call on good
friends. Make
an appointment to-day.

The

Hooper Studio,
ELLSWORTH ME.

PLUMBING,

—

attocTt’.&rmnita.

—

'-n

r~

Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

BORN.
HONEST PRICES

HONEST WORK;
BRADBURY—At Franklin, Jan 4, to Mr
Mrs Caleb S Bradbury, a daughter.
CARTER—At Surry, Dec 27, to Mr and
Frank M Gaiter, a daughter.
COLE—At Deer Isle, Dec 22, to Mr and
Thomas E Cole, a daughter.
COOPER—At Sedgwick, Jan 10, to Mr
Mrs George E Cooper, a son.
L Lewis

and

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Mrs

aud
El-

EDWARD F. BRADY,

wood.]
CROSBY—At Waltham, Jan 1, to Mr and Mrs
Adelbert B Crosby, a son.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

HARRIMAN—At Franklin, Jan 5, to Mr and
Mrs Freeman Harriman, a sou.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Jan 11, to Mr and Mrs
Leon L Leach, a daughter.
MARSHALL—At Deer Isle, Jan 1, to Mr and
Mrs Francis T Marshall, a son.
MOORE—At Lamoine, Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs
John K Moore, a daughter.
PATENAUDE—AtOrland. Jan 7, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur G Patenaude, a son.
WOOD—At Surry, Jan 8, to Mr and Mrs Harry
H Wood, a son.

Albert IN. Cushman

Sure to Be

are

Our
For

Goods

Bakery
Are

Jolly

They’ll Put

Jolly

All kinds of

Those Who Eat

Save
Heat.

Jolly

1)1 KD.
BENNETT—At West Sullivan, Dec 21, Mrs
Charlotte Moon Bennett, aged 68 years, 8
months. 16 days.
BRIMMER—At Mariaville, Jan 7. Mrs Eliza A
Brimmer, aged 76 years, 9 months, 6 days.
CLARK—At Franklin, Jao 4, Minnie E, wife
of Weston B Clark, aged 45 years, 5 months,

days.

CONNER—At Penobscot. Jan 9, Miss Ada F
Conner, aged 55 years, 4 months, 15 days.
DAVIS—At Ellsworth, Jan 9, Mrs Helen R F
months, 2 days.
Davis, aged 77 years,
DOLLIVER— At Bar Harbor, Jan 9, Clifton E
Doiliver, aged 65 years.
FLETCHER—At Bar Harbor, Jan 11, Abijah
Fletcher, formerly of Ellsworth Falls, aged
78 years.
FREETH Y—At Brooklin. Jan 11, Mrs Esther
E Freethy, aged 74 years, 1 month, 23 days.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Jan 10. Sewall Leach,
aged 78 years. 4 months, 24 days.
MEADE—At Dedham, Jan 9, James F Meade,
aged 76 years, 5 months, 11 days.
TAPLEY—At Portland. Jan 8, Angier Wallace
Tapley, formerly of West Brooksville, aged
69 years, 22 days.
THURLOW-At Stonington, Dec 30, Wilmot
B Tburlow. aged 66 years, t months.

atiberttsnwnu,

Stove

a. nor.z,
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth

H
B. ESTEY
Kstey Building. State St...

& CO.
Ellsworth. Mo

Commission iflercijants.
The advertisements billow represent some o
the leading houses of New
England. Our
r»<M.<1prq will rtmihMess find them nt v>»!oe.

THE—=

cfyyde',

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fui

“Clarion”, it it
requirement.
Made by the Wood Btsliop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

15

BOSTON

COMMISSION MERCHANT

naee—if it is a
sure

to meet every

APPLES
we

have

J. P. ELD RIDGE,

^ L ICE

Warranted
terms.
water, snow’ sets.
Bait and scent in pint jars
Edgar
R.
for sale hy
Page, Orland, Maine.

land,

sizes
ao(»
width8
in

A

Products.

ijhaftBBtanat Catos.

and

stvipn

MEATS, EGGS, and all
Farm

Walter Bray, Orland Me.,
caught 24 fox, 34 mink;
Tbomas Callahan, North
Monroe, N. H., caught 23
fox with Page methods.
Stamps for testimonials

?«;

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

SHIP THESE ALSO:

Ellsworth

Main Street,

Impure
Instantly suggests the remedy,
A
SARSAPARILLA.
HOOD’S
word to the wise is sufficient. Buy
Be sure to
a bottle this very day.
get Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the true
blood purifier, prepared only by
C, I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.

done

•NO PAT, NO WASHKK.
\11 kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

61-2.

iurss

Blood

repairing promptly

Steam Laundry and Balh Rooms.

Mood—

the Cook

Phone

line just received at

ELLSWORTH

—

|

coats
new

DAVID FRIEND’S

Good

You in

A

Fur
Large

Noon and Tea.

The Goods We Bake

They

Ellsworth.

*

Telephone 37-11.

Morning,

Hence

Supplies and Fixtures.

Estey Building,

If You Use

Cherryfield.

14

Electric
Which You

ASH—DORAN—At West Sullivan, Jan 1(1, by
Clarence W Havey. esq, Mrs Mary N Ash to
Andrew Doran, both of West Sullivan.
BUNKER—MOK8E—At Cherryfield, Dec 20,
by L C Haycock, esq. Miss Ethel G Bunker,
of North Sullivan, to Ralph E Morse, of
GOODELL— ARCHER—At Waltham, Jan 5,
by Asa C Colby, esq. Miss Bertha Bernice
Goodell to Brackett G Archer, both of Mariaville.
HOPKINS—WORKMAN—At Bangor, Jan 8,
by Rev George A Martin, Mrs Lillian Hopkins, of North Sullivan, to Charles H Workman, of Sorrento.
At West Tremont,
ROBBINS
MURPHY
Jan 8. by L W Rumill, esq, Mi«s Stella May
Murphy to Perry Langley Robbins, both of
Tremont.
STINSON—CONARY—At Deer Isle, Jan 2, by
Rev John H Wales, Miss Carrie E Stinson
to Forrest Conary, both of Deer Isle.

Electrician and Contractor

II

MARRIED.

—

to all details.
Telepho
promptly atteuded to.

Mrs

Personal attention
or mail orders

II.

S C OT T

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union .Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of rortand, for turulsbiog Probate and Surety Honda
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Maiu and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
eari i___

A PAIR of S OES
EASILY E RNED
Any

woman can

this beautiful pair o
$4 shoes during a lit
tie of her spare time
*r°r Particlilar8 ad
dress
BAY STATE
HOSIERY CO., Inc. *
Lyun, Mass.

WANTED—LADIES \
(PI Pi1
|

To Know 1 Make Switches
Fiona Your Combines.

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN,
175 TEEMONT ST..
ROOM 57 »
Boston, Mass.

WILLIAM

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
506 Eastern Trust

Bldg., Bangor,

Me.

IN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

Telephones: Office, 1269*13; Res.,
The newspaper
rate

which has

no

708-1

unt/orm

for advertising space, and is satis*

ied to take what it

can

get for it, ia

aheap advertising medium,

and

a

the ad*

need expect nothing hut cheap
results.—Lawrence burg; (Ind.) Press.
nertxser

‘Sbbmfrmentr
hereiwill miss his kind words and deeds.

COUNTY NEWS.

Sympathy

family.

goes out to the

Sub.

Jan. 12.

CAPE ROSIER.

BAR HARBOR.
on Mountain avenue belonging
Harden was burned last Wed
nesday with several carriages and considerable harness. The stable was not occupied and it is not known how thfe fire
caught. The building and its contents

OTIS.

stable

A

to A1

Henry
Thursday

noon

$1,200

at

valued

were

insur-

$1,500;

or

$800.

ance

Clifton E. Dolliver died at his home on
Hancock street Friday, after an illness of
three months of Bright’s disease. He was
about sixty years of age. He leaves a
Mrs. Stanley and
widow, two sisters
Mrs. Fennelly, and one brother, William.
Hon. L. B. Deaay and wife, Mrs. A. H.
Lynam and daughter Marie, and Miss
Harriet Shaw will leave Monday for New
York, from w'hich place they will ,sail
Tuesday for Florida. The party, accompanied by several other Bar Harbor
people, will land at Jacksonville and go
from there to New Smyrna.
—

GOLDEN WEDDING.
Mrs. A. J. Gott, of School
street, formerly of Gott’s Island, observed
their golden wedding anniversary Sunday, Jan. 11. Owing to xMrs. Gott’s receni
illness there was no. formal celebration,
but their family was all present, and many
friends called to express their good wishes.

Capt.

and

The cake served to all callers

the

was

time, and the bride’s gown

the

made

was

spoils

of white linen from among the
captured blockade-runner.

of

a

Gott’s two sisters, Mrs. Miller and
Mrs. Orlando Ash, and her niece, Mrs
Mrs.

Myra Joyce,
wedding fifty

who

present

were

the

at

j

Blake.

Dr. L. H. Ford, of Eddington, who is
attending Arden Yonng, was called again
last Saturday. Mr. Young is a great sufferer.
All hope to see him out again

followed the

of

soon.

active

Ransom Johnson, of Brewer, lbrought
borne last Sunday his little daughter
Mildred, and her half-«ister Viola, from
a visit with him extending through the

when

holidays.

many years, and there is not
this section who is capable

husband, Capt.

and

Mrs. M. V. Babbidge, of Gott’s Island,
having celebrated their golden wedding

April.

la6t

Babbidge^

Mrs.

Gott’s matron of honor.
Jan. 12.

Y.

X.

fishing from
iug, and for

He

men

the

on

Cherryfield

island

and

home to

gone

the winter.

for

Kate Pray was here last week
from Portland, landing freight for Leslie
R. Bunker and Arthur L. Sargent.
Schooner

Ralph Sargent has leased the Fernald
place, formerly occupied by the Black
family, and is making improvements before moving in.
Our mail-carrier, Sawtelle Teel, finds
the parcel post gives him his hands full
these days. People are taking advantage
of the increase in the number of pounds
allowed since Jan. 1.
It is surprising to
delivisland post-offices.
Austin L. Sargent & Son, boat-builders,
have commenced on a thirty-foot launch
for Henry A. Bunker, of Cranberry Island.
As soon as the boat is ready, they will install two Bridgeport engines.
Grover
Morse has placed an order with them for
know the amount of mail sent and

ered from these

twenty-five-foot launch to be completed
by March 1.
With deep sorrow we learn of the death

a

of

another of

our

in

to fill

her

K. Haslem and Charles Jordan left
Thursday for Hancock, Mass., where they
A.

j

Burnham

club met

Sewing

the

following year leased the

When this lease

built

and

a

was

fine

for

three

he

up,

summer

years.
bought land

house,

and has

occupied it

almost every summer for the
ten years. With Mrs. Hessenbruch

past

son, Hermou, jr., they have added
much to the pleasure of the island people.
Mr. Hessenbruck will be missed not only

and

Philadelphia, where he had large
interests, but his many friends

in

business

Record of The Past

Lettie Willey Thursday. A pleasant time
was enjoyed.
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Belle Haslem

was

chosen

secretary

Nettie DeBeck treasurer.
Jan. 12.

and

grip, is better.
Congratulations

Moore and

wife

are

one

guarantee

with

from

a

extended to

the birth of

John K.

treasurer;

Albee and
on

wife

the birth of

a

son,

Any

ind

comforting

words in

:

suffering ;

especially
When

severe

when I

stooped

The endorsement I gave
Doan’s Kidney Pills when I was cured
•till holds good. I have never heard of an
lasted.

instance where Doan’s Kidney Pills have

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
•ole agents for the United States.
Remember the
take

no

other.

name

—

Doan’s

A.

—

and

son

has gone back to Exeter, N. H., to rehis studies, after the holiday vaca-

Mrs.

of

surprised
last Monday by cutting

our

young

men

M.

s

Hollis

H. Herrick

Stonington

Saturday

came

home

night,

from
,

Miss Grace

Young,

home,

at

who

spent

has returned

to

the holi-

deck,

12.

in town.

SALISBURY

moved

Corea into his house here.

Evangelistic
the

services

Methodist church.

listing

the

his family from

are

being

as-

pastor.

Jan. 11.

Irving McFarland
Imyrna Mills, where

Jen.
—-

G. O. Treadwell and wife have gone to
Ellsworth for an indefinite stay.

glad to
Jan. 12.
are

see

him

] iis

Smery

Wednesday.
looking so well.
Abe.

“Suffered da; and night the torments of
itching piles.
Nothing helped me until I
—

lived here.
when

ever

trod

a

young woman,

and

with

has

returned

be has been

j
j

An Ideal Woman's Laxative.
Who waDts to take salts, or castor oil, wbeu
here is nothing better than Dr. King's New
L.ife Pills for all bowel troubles. They act
renfcly and naturally on the stomach and
iver, stimulate and regulate your bowels and
one
At all
up the eutire system. Price, 26c.
Kuvkien & c*».# PhiladelDruggists’. H.
phia or St. Louis.

Kate

board of health.

She will speak at LaJan. 19 and at Bayside hall Jan. 20.
Jan. 12.
0.

moine

her

brother, William Meade, of New HampBhire. Funeral services were held
Sunday,
Kev. Mr. Davis, of
Eddington, officiating

NORTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. C. F. Wescott fell at her home Sunday evening, and dislocated her right
shoulder. This is the first time in
forty
years Mrs. WestcoU has bad occasion to
call a doctor.
Jan. 6.
D.

many friends of Miss Mildred
will be pleased to know that she is

Interment
Jan. 12.

I operate easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation. 26c. Ask your druggist for them.—
ndvt.

was

in

Union cemetery.

g

process
from the finest Ohio
Rnl Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
(16)

■

|R

—

—

I

j

!

fittiam Telli
flour
HAYNES

C. W. ORIH

»

J
CO.

A

x

—

Begin usinp Hyomei

now

—

to

day-

and see how quickly the dropping!
into the throat, the diseharpe from the
now, sniffling and all other symptoms
of catarrh are overcome; and remember
no
stomach
you
drugging
breathe it. The complete outfit, coninhaler
and
of
bottle
taining
liquid,
costs but $1.0u.
Extra bottles of
liquid, if later needed, 50 cents.
—

HUB-MARKj

RUBBERS

Sc« that the Hub-Mark is on the
rubber before you buy. It is yo“r
insurance of Standard First Quality
Rubber Footwear for every purpose

!

SOLD BY

CENTURY

HOOT SHOE,

ELLSWORTH.

j

w. H. KLAISDELL,
FRANKLIN.

L.

E. YOUNG,
COREA.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ell**
worth to support and care for those
may need assistance during the neit five
veare and are
legal residents of Ellswt rib,
rorbid all persons trusting them on n»y account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care lor them at the City Earm
b'Mise.
m. J. DarvMSV.

HAVING

Foe Frost Biles nod
Chapped ditto.
For frost bitten ears. Queers
and toes;
and lips,
chilblains, cold
tores, red and rough
skins, there is nothing
to equal Bucklen s Arnica
Salve.
Slops the
paiu at once ani heals quickly. In everv
8ho“,d be a bo*
irae. Beat remedy for all akiu handy all the
itchioft eczema, tetter, piles, etc. diseases
26c. at DruK«
*
*
Phi adelphia or ht. Louie.

tberf

j
I

maii

Buckl*

HhlUHtSTER S PILLS
A
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Lnd W-e t Ask your Drug*In f' f
hU-huo-ter'a Diumood Braiid/A\
Ills In Red and Hold

<
•

J*”’18

Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels,
chronic constipation. Doan’s Reg u lets

cause

1

B i
B
■ j
X

special

our

James F. Meade, one of Dedham’s oldesi
and most respected citizens, died Jan. 8
after a long illness.
Of upright, in
dustnous character, he
faithfully
formed the dutes of citizenship as he persav
them thoughout a long life.
His wi'e
survives him; also a daughter—Mrs Alic
Dell, of Quincy, Mass., an adopted son
Charles E. Meade, of Beverly,
Mass, and s

B. Ellis, of Fairfield, will
speak at the grange hall, Jan. 21. Subject,
“health.” She is sent out by the State

from

^R
B

DEDHAM.

EAST SURRY.

visiting

^R
B

a

L.

Mrs.

j

^R

I)o not let this serious disease et.
tend along the delicate mucous membrane, gradually going from the nose
to
the
thence
into the
throat,
bronchial tubes and downward into
the lungs.
There is no other treatment for catarrh that is like Hyomei or just as
po .d- None can take its place. none
pive such quick, effective and sure
relief and at so little cost
furthermore G. A. Farther will refund your
money if you are not satisfied.

united with the church

She

B

'^R
^R<
S|§

YIELDS TO HYOMEI

great disciplinarian.
Tomson.

husband, had always been an earnest
worker for the support of meetings here.
Since last spring, owing to
increasing
feebleness, Mr. and Mrs. Brimmer have
made their home with their
daughter,
Mrs. Charles K. Silsby. Besides her husband, now in feeble health, sbe leaves

Chips.

COVE.

departure.

The

last

used Doan’s Ointment. It cured me permaJohn R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard,
neatly.”
Altk.—Advt.

that

H

make tlie dainty
rake or luscious pie
or
the good, wholesome bread on which
the fnm:lv thrives.
Order William Tell
Fh urand baking day
will t e a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest ia
nutritive value too,
and rocs farthest, bemilled by
cause it is
to

SERIOUS CATARRH

Eliza, wife of Edward O. Brimmer, died
Wednesday, Jan. 7, after a short illness
of pneumonia. Mrs. Brimmer was
highly
respected by all who knew her. She was
the daughter of the late Ebcn Harding
and wife, of this place, and bad
always

WEST SURRY.

William DeJLaittre left last week for
His many friends here regret

Homer Wilbur, wbo spent three weeks
Eastern Maine general hospital in
home

a

I

When you start

WU1TOOSK,

Emery Morrison has a flax comb used
by his ancestors for combing flax. The
comb is in good condition; also the caBe.
Jan. 5.
p.

Mrs. Wesley D. Leach and son Hoyt
spent a few days last week with her parents at East Orland.

1 be winter.

in the

came

Miss

School in district No. 2 closed Thursday,
after a successful term, taught by Uriner
Jordan, of Waltham.

Mrs. Fred

1 rienas.

MARLBORO.

j

and

has earned

MARIAVILEE.

William E. Gott butchered a fine pig,
months old, which weighed 266

M. Rinaldo and wife, of Sand Point,
( pent last week in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Sanford McFarland, who has spent
t everal week at East Eddington, is
home.

held in

Miss Baker is

circle

Capt. Charles Coulter, who has been
Mrs. Harold Warren returned to Bar
iwo daughters, two grauddaughters and
lome two weeks, has returned to his work
Haroor Thursday, after two weeks’ visit three great-grandchildren.
The funeral
J n Boston.
with her mother-in-law,
Mrs. George was held at the chapel Friday afternoon.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, officiJan. 12.
Anon.
Gasper.
ating.
Jan. 12.

R.

George Rolfe has

and

Jan. 12.

seven

far recovered that
last week.

Tapley

year 1913.

officers

smartest chief

Lobster fishermen report lobsters scarce.
School closes to-day after a six-weeks
term taught by Mr. Hassey, of Albion.

house

the

F.

The

sea at the age of fifteen,
joining
Capt. George H. Tapley’s ship in New
York in March, 1871, and sailing with him
for more than seven years, doubling
Cape
Horn eight times and Cape Good of Hope
four.
Angier Tapley was one of the

L.

Jan. 9-

Mrs. 8.

Farnham.

low the

_

so

Tomson.
__

Angier Wallace Tapley was born iu
West Brooksville, the son of the late Capt
William Tapley. He commenced to fol-

GOTT’S ISLAND.

Mrs. C. E. Billington is still quite ill at

able to ride out

H. L.
Refreshments

and Rev.

monia.
Mr. Tapley bad been for about ten years
first officer of the lighthouse render Hibiscus,
and previous to that time was in the service
at Cuckholds light station.
Mr. Taplejr’s death was enMrely unexpected,
he having been ill only since Monday. In the
service he was regarded as a capable and efficient officer, and great regret is being expressed at his sudden demise. He is survived
by a wife aud one daughter Hazel .—Portland
Press.

her school

few weeks.

was

former

from

were

OBITUARY.

Brunswick.

Bennett, of Revere, Mass., is
with her father, Capt. E. L. Gott, for a

he

I

given

which

H

More than
Just.Flour

Angier W. Tapley, aged fifty-nine, for many
ye-irs employed In the lighthouse service on
this coast, who by a hair's breadth escaped
being killed when a gas buoy blew up as it
was being placed several weeks ago, died
suddenly at bis home at the colonial on High
street last evening, death beiDg due to pneu-

pounds.

Mrs. Freeman has

returning

of

$193 during

Farren and wife have gone to
to visit relatives.

Bernice Phillips, who has been ill,
out again.

A. L. Shorey and wife are keeping
i n Almira Milliken’s chambers.

Leach, Frank Webber, Luther

B.

bers, two

Alice

COREA.

son.

were

a

Miss

I be borne of ber

Responses

Farnham,

employment.

Portland

Phillips.

C
i
|

You Want

illness.

The annual meeting of the ladies' circle
held at the home of Mrs. O. L. Tapley
Thursday. The following officers were
elected: President, Mrs. Hattie 3. Tapley;
vice-president, Mrs. S. Frances Tapley;
secretary and treasurer, Mrs Maggie B.
Blodgett. The following committees
were chosen:
Aprons, Mrs. Maud Perkins, Mrs. Marion P. Blodgett, Miss L.
W. Jones.
Fancy work, L. Marie Tapley.
Knitting, Miss Grace D. Jones. Patchwork, Mrs. Gersham Farnham. Membership, Mrs. Ida Farnham, Mrs. Louise

E. E. Nevels, while hauling wood last
week, was caught under the sled.
His
1 gs were badly bruised, but no bones
were broken.
Jan. 12.
A. J.

Ida Carlisle is working for Qeorge

captain’s

The town clerk’s reports show twentynineteen
one births, twelve marriages and
deaths in Brooksville during the year 1913.

was

Mrs. J. M. Allen was thrown from
and had her arm broken recently.

indefinite

Mystic,

account of the

served.
Jan. 6.

sleigh

at

of Mrs. Fred Black the past week.
the
Capt. Lawrence Varnum’s boat,
has been laid up the past week on

were

Prof. But-

of the late

Jan. 5.

an

^

west; brooksville.

pastor-Rev. Mr. Richards
Packard, now of Eastport.

Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy has gone toCastine
for medical treatment.

Fred Beede is clerking in W. E. Phillips’

of last week.

Bridges and

All

Price 50 cents.

Butler,

Allen

lor the winter.

Elmer Kane is home for

Linwood Leach was called to Seal
Harbor Friday by the illness of her father,
Henry Marks.

Bangor,

failed to prove satisfactory.”

Relatives and friends of Miss Alice Butler are pleased to bear she is gaining in
health.

he has

ime.

or

of these spells
having
1 decided to try Doan’s

For sale by all dealers.

home

>

in
Miss Iny» Wilson is visiting her aunt
Rockland.
Miss Marion Stevens has been the guest

by those present,
with nine letters ftom non-resident mem-

Rena Page has returned from Boston.

Fred Anderson is ill.

M188

A

COUNTY .NEWS

annual meeting and roll-call of the
Congregational church was held Saturday
evening. There was a good attendance.

of

Capt. N. J. Kane is

GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. Bessie Decker, of Corea, is visiting

one

Kidney Pills, and got a supply at Moore’s
Drug Store. They removed the trouble in
a remarkably short time, and after taking
them, 1 enjoyed ipuch better health. The
has

Parris,

f

(
P

for the agency.

The

Committee.

days

Saturday for New
she is spending the

_

three years ago,

eure

Friday

Jan.

E. P. Lord, Ellsworth Falls, Me., says:
•‘I had acute attacks of backache, and they

lifted.

Lizzie B. Holmes,
Sar\h B. Robinson,
Ida M. Parker,

Lufkin has moved his family into
the Bernard Smith house on the Long
Cove road.

left

Sunday.

the fol-

lowing statement from Ellsworth Falls:

•were

publication.

Cherryfield

built here, spent the past week at

Mrs.

urinary troubles, from kidney ills,

should find

resolutions

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Cole Dec. 29—Cecile Grace.

Caleb

(1
|f

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, He who knoweth and doeth all
things well has seen fit to take from our midst
our brother, Harry Pbippin, therefore be it
Resolved, That in his death Rowena Rebekah lodge. No. 91, I. O. O. F., has lost a most
worthy and esteemed brother.
Resolved, That we tender to the bereaved
family our heartfelt sympathy, and may the
Almighty in His goodness console them in
this dark hour of their affliction.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days.
be spread
Reiolved, That tnese
on our records, a copy be sent to his widow
and a copy to The Ellsworth American for

Eric Closson has gone to Surry, where

Fred

us

1

1

LOWELL FERTILIZER CO

NORTH SEDGWICK.

A

;

write

|1

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Jan. 12.

SUNSET.
Lawrence Sellers came from
Saturday to visit his father.

receiving

are

announcing
to Fred

Capt. B. Mullan
and hauling a fine lot of hardwood to his
door, partly manufactured. Mr. Mullan
was gratefully surprised.
He has been
very poorly the past few w'eeks.

Vox Populi.

l|j|

▼

Write for our free booklet. It gives a guaranteed analand is
ysis of every brand of Lowell Animal Fertilizers
full of information as to fertilization for all crops.
If we are not represented In yonr locality,

Cbumbs.

Several

ham.

Mrs. E. S. Shaw has gone to Gouldsboro
Point to visit her son George.

received

Jan. 12.

Bessie

Jan. 5.

been

tion.

_

ft

<•400 bushels to THE ACRE."
I used 800 lbs of yonr Superior Fertiliser on a piece of land
that had not been ploughed for 38 years. The yield of potatoes is as high as 400 bu. to the acre and the Held will averFranklin Co., Me.
age 300 bu. to the acre. M.E. TlTOOMB,

marriage of Miss Edna Briggs
Long, of Jacksonville, Fla.

—

She expects to return here the
irst of April.
Jan. 12.
E.

What they

reader

Cards have
the

sume

Springer, conductress;
Isabella Milne, associate
conductress;
j Inez Newman,
chaplain; Annie Wentworth, marshal; Louise Holt, organist;
Lonnie
Woodworth, wife and son j Lizzie
Campbell, Adah; Mary Robertson,
Harold, who have been visiting Mrs.
Ruth; Maria Clapham, Esther; Maud
Woodworth’s parents, B. F. Jordan and
Osborne, Martha; Charlotte Stanley,
wife, have returned to Bar Harbor.
Electa; Nicolas Abel, warder; Roscoe
Watson Gilbert died Friday morning at
Springer, sentinel. Installing officer, Past
the home
of his sister, Mrs.
George Patron John
Campbell.
Homer, who has tenderly cared for him j
John Robertson, W. M.; Peter
Lodge
was
a
his
illness.
Mr.
Gilbert
during
Milne, S. W.; Arno Wooster, J. W.; O. G.
much-respected citizen,and will be missed
Newman, treasurer; E. F. Clapham,
not only in the family, but among his :
secretary; Robert Abel, chaplain; Horace
many friends.
Deep sympathy is exAshley, marshal; W O. Newman, S. D.;
tended to his relatives.
Alonzo Wilbur, J. D.; David Conners,
Jan. 12.
May.
S. 8.; Fred Clark, J. S.; Albert Jewell,
tyler. Installing officer, P. M. E. F. ClapWEST GOULDSBORO.
Carroll Dunn and wife have been in
Franklin the past week.
Mrs. Foster Bunker spent the week-end
with friends at Beech Hill.

/

boys are catching many smelts; in
the salt popd.
A. T. Conary and son are catting their
weir stuff for the coming spring.

ler,

—

daugh-

a

T'

ice-house

an

EGYPT.

itore.

future results.

back; any

bad

side of the overturned

recently, are:
Grace M Mitchell, W M;
Chapter
Robert Abel, W P; Martha L Havey, A M;
Barbara Taylor, secretary; Linnie Havey,

vin er.

Be

times in years gone by is
of

a

The officers of Oasis chapter, O. E. S.,
David A. Hooper lodge, F. and M., in-

A. E. Long is home from Stonington.
E. J. Carter was in Bangor Thursday

the best

Banks in

MASONIC OFFICERS.

EAST BLUE HILL.

have done many

the Grand

;

__

Had in Ellsworth.

their record.

on

WEST SULLIVAN.

Mrs. Thomas McDonald 8nd three sons,
of Bar Harbor, are visiting her parents,
B. F. Jordan and wife.

Peasley’s. She
lampshire, where

Look well to

One time

the close

ft

food in Nature’s most concentrated and available forms because they are made of Bone,
Meat and Blood, with high grade Potash
added in proper proportions. They are active
all the time—from planting to harvest—and
store up a reserve fertility for future seasons.

The

stalled

on

Hr.

Stronger Evidence Can

showing

H.

ter.

louse

No

ing.

Cooper
along the coast, an
brotherly feel-

known

dory, they managed to resist the seas until
Lewis reached them. In telling the story
recently Jesse proudly said: “We never
even hist the oars.”
Jan. 10.
G.

Mrs.

with

A. B. Conary is ill.
Mrs. E. Nevm is having
built.

Raymond Dunbar and bride, Miss
Everett, Mass., who has Amanda Young, are occupying Capt. A. C.
Lumber for the new hall is being cut | Bold his cottage to B. Raynes, will in the Lufkin’s house this winter.
md several loads are already on the land- ! Bpring build a bungalow.
Harvard Crowley, who had to have one
ing to be sawed.
Angus Annis is home from Boston to of his toes amputated on account of careN. Noyes and wife entertained on Fri- I spend a few days with bis
family with lessness with a gun, is out again.
Jan. 12.
lay. The guests were J. A. Hill and wife, ; Mrs. Annis’ mother, Mrs. William Sellers.
g.
F. P. Noyes and wife and Mrs. Abbie Taft.
Cleveland Sampson and wife and Miss
Jan. 12.
NORTH CAS TINE.
L.
Jessie Johnson were called here by the
Miss Una Gray, of West
death of Mrs. George Johnson.
Mr.
Penobscot, is
HANCOCK POINT.
Johnson is at sea on the schooner Magnus employed at W. E. Ordway’s.
Andy Partridge is visiting at Nicolin.
Manson, bound for a Florida port, and has
Miss Emma C. Wardweil, after a week
not yet learned of his wife’s death.
Arthur Lounder
has employment at
at home, has resumed her school work in
The
of
body
Elizabeth, widow of Biuehill.
Washington Junction.
Bernard Small, of North Ellsworth, was Horatio Raynes, a former resident of this
F. F. Perkins, of Sandy Point, has a
place, was brought here from Gloucester,
in town a few days last week.
Mass
for interment in Mount Adams crew of men cutting logs on land of M.
Fred Young, of Wilton, who has been cemetery. A daughter, Mrs. Colby, with D. Devereux.
her husband, accompanied the body here.
Mrs. Manfred Mixer, with her son
visiting his mother, returned home last
6.
8a°IE.
Monday.
Horace, is in Penobscot with her parents,
Edward Littlefield and wife.
Miss L. E. Johnson, who is having a
SURRY.

years ago as guest of the
was much
pleased with the

farm house

incident

from each

home here.

permanent

Sunbeam

B. A. Gray has finished his work at
Parker Point for the winter, and is clearing land on the Palmer property.
Jan. 5.
Cbumbs.

Will Duffee.

and

1

THE ASSET OF A FARM
Is the fertility of its soil. How are you maintaining and even increasing this fertility?
Lowell Animal Fertilizers give you plant

un-

—

widely

were

employment.

congratulations
born Jan. 6.

coming here

Burnhams,
island, and

went

Howard Jordan has moved in the woods. | bad gale, when the rest of the crew had
Mis9 Lewis j returned from their trawls, Jesse, fearing
His wife will cook for him.
Rankin will keep house for Mrs. Jordan. j for his brother Lewis’ life, called for a
volunteer to go with him to his aid.
J. Hanson and wife, of Boston, are at j
of Castine, responded.
Mrs. Hanson’s former home for the win- Joseph Maclntire,
On the wayr out a huge wave overturned
ter. Mr. Hanson is making extensive re- ;
the dory aud thew them out.
By clasping
pairs on the house preparatory to making i hands

Emery

Hessenbruch, who died in Philadelphia New Year’s eve. Mr. Hessenbruch,

suffering

or

owned the schooner Charles

Mrs. Ada Gouldsboro was in Winter
last week, visiting relatives.

man

No ap-

generous-hearted.

sorrow

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs. Clarence Merservey has returned
from Camden.

Frank Spow is hauling weir poles} for

his wife during his long illness,
everything was done to alleviate
his suffering. Besides bis wife he leaves
four sons—Blanchard, Albert, Everett and
Jasper, and on© daughter—Mrs. Austin
Cushing, of Manchester, Mass. Jesse and
his twin brother Lewis, who died two
were
constant companions
years ago,
nearly all their lives. For years they

Harbor

colony, Her-

summer

very

of

^

Frieuds of Thomas J. DeLaittre, of Minneapolis, formerly of this town, extend
congratulations and best wishes on the
event of his marriage recently. “Tom” is
a great favorite in Salisbury Cove.
R.
Jan. 10.

by

for

Mrs. N. J. Mosley, who bas been ill of

parents.
Davenport Willey has employed his

practically all his life,
Gloucester, Mass., later coastthe past few years as captain

He leaves three brothers
Alvarado, Martin aud Ernest Gray, and two
sisters -Mrs. Martha Mitchell and Mrs.
Bertha Veague. He was tenderly cared

the

field to visit her

long

sea

heeded.

TRENTON.

Mrs. Ralph Sargent has gone to Cherry-

a

fishing.
was

from a severe illness of the
grip. Miss Emery is in New York, attending Pratt’s institute.
recovering

•

Jan. 0, after

New York yacht. He was a brave and
sailor, usually high line of his vessel

a

peal

Davis.

Z.

SUTTON.

died

illness of cancer, aged sixty-two years. He

WALTHAM.

Mrs.

was

obituary.

Capt. Jesse Gray

place.

have

York, spent

and

another

Jan. 12.

a

_

efficiently

and

from

Blake and William Blanchard,
last week with John

Hobart

D. Q. Young is circulating a paper for
jignatures to establish a R. F. D. route,
but all are in favor and w’ill make an effort for the continuance of the postofflce,
with Mrs. Carrie Kincaid as postmaster.

fathfully

rapidly recovering

is

illness.

of New

•*>

has served

who

severe

w

3he

working for Mrs. Flora

Hall is

Charlie Pyle and his little fox dog' are
busy these days, hunting foxes. It is a
sly reynard that escapes the vigilant little
log and his master’s sure and quiek rifle.

This is the

his oldest sister and

Hazel

Gray

their

years ago.

second golden wedding observed within a year in Mr. Gott’s family,

Alai bury Haslem.

C. Warren took back to Bar Harbor last Saturday the big boiler which ha9
been in service to carry on the w'ork of
cutting down the hill in Mariaville.

of

years ago, at the home of her parents, the
late Lawrence Welch and wife, at .Gott’s
Island. The Civil war was«in progress at

last

to Waltham

went

to work for

Izetta Dyer, who was operated on at the
Webster hospital, Castine, is doing finely.

Eben

gift

Miss Fannie Joyce, grandniece of .Mrs.
Gott, and bore the dates 1864-1914.
Mr. and Mrs. Gott were married ;fifty

Brawn

NEWS.

COUNTY

og.

sealed

win*

Bl.*

/a\
n»ettli:c>V/
Rit«boo. W

Taka no other- Buy of your
Drue»i,.t. AskforClII.t'lIEx-T. U»
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DIAMOND BRAND PILLS
years known as Best, Safest, Always Ke iao^

sm n rv nnir.r,icrc ..

AMERICAN AOS
PAY

BEST

COUNTY NEWS.
BKOOKUN.
has

ftti Kane

HAJNWHJK
REPORT

Judge B H

COUNTY.

Temporary
Interest

OP

on

man

58 33
500 00

temporary loans,

1,448

Urand jurors,
to
FINANCIAL 8TANDINO FOR PAST YEAR_ Traverse jurors,
Gladys Bridges hss returned
she
teaches.
where
Constables, serving,venires,
Kochelie, N. Y.,
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES—
Court expenses paid by sheriff,
and wife have gone to
JAIL STATEMENT.
Charles Sherman
for a visit.
York and Massachusetts
has gone to ProviHerrick
Alice
Miss
where Bbe

I.,

ence, K.

has

position

a

as

teoograpber.

entertained the
Mrs. 8- E- McFarland
circle at her home
dies of the missionary
Refreshments were
■nesdsy afternoon.
work was accomplished.
Much
,rvcd.
Rcbekah lodge has elecOeDter Harbor
officers: Mrs. Edith
ed tbe following
Mias Helen Mayo, V. G.;
■bilhps. N. G.;
Mrs. Belle
Jr9 Hose Alien, secretary;
Mrs. Alice Stanley,
[ridges, treasurer;
Nerva Bridges and Mrs. Francis
Irs.

Bridges, trustees.
of tbe
Rev. Arthur Tarbell, pastor
has ■organized a natureBaptist church,
also a literature society,
ltudy club,

In tbe ladies’
Khicb meet alternately
between tbe ages of
Mrlor. All persons
are eligible
(oorteen and twenty-eight
over tbe ages of
to membership; persona
are invited to tbe meetings.

twenty-eight

The Baptist Sunday school is having a
attendance
contest lor the best average
Alice Stanley ia
during the month. Mrs.
“blues” and Mrs. Belle
saptain of the
Tbe contest
“reds”.
Bridges of the
The new officers were cbobegan Jan. 4.
a nominating commitien at that time by
tee as follows: Eugene Kane, superintenassistant superintendent' W. F. Cousins,
and
dent; Miss Marjorie Kane, secretary
Ruth Kane, librarian;
Miss
treasurer;
George Gott, assistant librarian; Miss
Helen McFarland, Mrs. Kate Staples, Mrs.
Harriet Leach, Miss Rutb Kane and Mrs.
Laura

music committee.

Joyce,

Une Femme.

jan, 5.
O.

L. Flye

ill.

is

B. Farnsworth went to Boston Thurs-

A.

day.
Mrs.

Artnur

uuuuum

uas reiurueu

irum

Lyon, Mass.
Fred Herrick has returned to Colby college, after the holidays at home.
Mrs. E. D. Mayo has returned to her

Beverly, Mass.
Brooklin lodge, 1. O. O. F., held
installation Saturday evening.
hume iu

a

private

Rowers, who has' been
pneumonia, is improving.
Mrs. Susan Judge, who has been visiting
her children in Massachusetts, is home.
Mrs. Harold D.

ill of

H. M. Pease and wife have returned
from Bedford, Mass., where they Bpent
several weeks.
Mrs.

Miss.,

Julia Jackson is home from Lynn,
where she has been tbe guest of

Mrs. Ada Earl.
Mr. 1’a

>»oa, of Deer Isle,
by the death of his

>:n

called here

Nisiesg lodge, F. and A. M., will hold
ijsiullatiou at dasonic hall Weduesiau.-2S.

St

rawhide

district

y,

1

1 ; s

•

Brooksvnie
pi ied hy

hi

this

deputy
district,

the

of
was

iu

Siturday
evening, accomH. Bn iges.
cmpter, O. E S., held its reguiir meeting d isy evening. Tbe degrees
w-re conf»rr l on one
candidate
Refreshments were served and a program
was presented.
Mrs. Esther Thompson Freethey died
...

•arly Sa.it.y
•everai

$115.34, against an increase in
1912 of $2,188.66.
The total expenditures for the
year were
$32,380.17, not including a temporary loan
of $4,000 negotiated and
paid during the
year. Last year’s expenditures, not including loan, were $31,195.02. The cash
balance this year is $11,260.90. Last
year’s
balance was $11,738.76.
COUNTY TAX.

County Treasurer Blaisdell’s
report
shows all the county tax collected,
except
that of No. 21 and No. 8 plantations. The
assessment for the year was as follows:

morning,

164 56
404 03
346

97

Orland,
$435 30
96 80
OliB,
373 06
Penobscot,
339 43
Sedgwick,
222 99
Sorrento,
S W Harbor,
616 37
809 21
Stonington,
Net resources, Dec. 31, 1913, $11,996 44
547 78
Sullivan,
270 32
Surry,
Comparative Statement.
Swan’s I,
262 19 Net resources, Dec. 31,1913,
11,966 44
430 69 Net resources, Dec. 31, 1912,
Tremont,
12,081 78
189 24
Trenton,
Net decrease in 1913,
98 31
Verona,
|115 34
106 43
Waltham,
JAIL REPORT.
Winter Har,
627 99
The report of Sheriff F. O. Silsby, as
5118
Long I Plan,
approved by the county commissioners,
Plan No. 8,
*30 25 with
figures of last year for comparison,
Plan No. 21,
*54 88 is as
follows: Number of weeks’ board of
Plan No. 33,
55 58
prisoners for 1913, 130 19-21 against 312 1-7
last year.
Number of prisoners com13
$26,339
mitted during the year, 20, ail males,
Amount assessed on towns
as above,
$26,33913 against 37 males and 4 females in 1912.
The various offences for which they were
Amount assessed on uncommitted, with record of last year for
incorporated places, $1,161 86
Timber and grass on
comparison, were:
1912

35 68

Assault,
Breaking and entering,
$27,536 67 Debt,
Intoxication,
"Unpaid.
Illegal sale of liquors,
TREASURER'S REPORT.
Rape,
Following is a summary of the county Vagrancy,
treasurer’s report, which has been exam* Bastardy,
ined and approved by the county commis* Larceny,
! Non-support of family,
aioners:
Forgery,
Receipts.
Balance in treasury Dec. 31, 1912, $11,938 76
Municipal tax, 1912 and 1913,
26,61135
Tax on incorporated places,
917 13
Plantation road taxes,
atmmtamnUB.
718 38
54

1913

2
2

2

4

4

24

5

.lin.

11,

after

736 66

1
1
1

1

6

3

Clerk of

deeds,

1,842

Register
probate,
Temporary loan,

311 25

illness,

t

116 60

on

ue

,^e

of

Miss Gray is
spending the winter with
“er
grandmother in Surry.
®' M.
Stanley came last week to accomP““J' his mother and sister home to Wolcott, N. Y.
S. II. Candage and
wife have been visit'“g for a few weeks in Boston. Mr. Cand•gr, who has reached the meridian of

life,

making
first trip outside the county.
Columbia chapter, O. K.
8., held its
annua! installation of
officers Friday
his

caing,
ton

ihe officers

are:

Mrs

W.M; Ralph Buckminster,

liquors,

Refining.

191 92

from O H Jettison,

Stenographer’s

bill

2 25

probate court,

Total receipts,

14 00

$47,611

07

$1,850

14

Pure, clear castor oil, without taste or
smell, is a recent discovery of the house
of Spencer Kellogg & Sons, refiners of

Expenditures.
Repairs
Repairs

on

at

court

house,

jail,

vegetable oils.

Kellogg mils take away the
nauseating taste but remove none of the
good properties of castor oil.
As Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is
merely a purified castor oil, it works better than the evil-tasting, evil-smelling
The

114 50

Court house furniture and supplies,

193 02

Jail furniture and

Laura

W

Fred P Sargent,
J S Fernald,

Investigation,

14

50

29 68

H,

M’KINLEY.
nets
88

u‘J9tanl®y

l»at week.

in Boston

CM Wilson,
Paul W Scott,
George E Clark,
M W

Paine,
W Wescott,
Robie M Rum ill,
H L Fernald,
N L Grindle,
F E Weston,
County roads,
Work on indexes in registry of
Ward

232 38

*o!k8ieA1,red
tk'ng
in

busi-

Higgin8 *nd *0“ Gilbert
Medfield, Mass.

ft»m*&rnt,^n

are

°®“ b*“ 68611 “oved
,he roon“ 0Ter tbe McEinlev
miey postoffice.
8

fd2°

QoU’ Tina -Hobinson and
barren*
Biggin.
? ey returned Saturday to
‘gg'oi classical
„i

Is in Town
Cold in Chest, Sore Throat, Pleurisy
Bronchitis and Lumbago Vanish
While you Sleep
J. A. Begy of Rochester, N. Y., Is the
Chemist who discovered MUSTARINE
and now all wise people have no further
use for mustard plasters, ointments, liniments. etc.

BEGY’S

MUSTARINE
won’t blister.
You can rub it on in a minute and the
next minute you’ll know that it has
started to draw out the inflamation.
Use it also for tonsilitls, stiff neck,
sprains, swollen joints, neuralgia, headache, earache and toothache. It absorbs
quickly and stops all aches and pains
llko magic.
All Druggists.
It gives blessed relief to people who
suffer from Rheumatism or Neuritis.
Only 2S cents. Be sure it’s BEGY*fl
MUSTARINE in yellow box.

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers in

THE AMERICAN,

KatlToatJg ant) Steamboat*.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

institute.

P. M.

of

probate,

Register of probate,
Clerk hire,
Clerk of courts
Clerk hire,
Register of deeds,
Clerk hire,

Ml-o-na Will Prevent Further Trouble
It Quickly and Surely Knds In405 67
30 64
digestion and Stomach Distress.
144 54
Distress after eating, belching of
38 32
gas anti undigested food, that lump of
lead feeling in the stomach, headache,
13 88
and lack of energy, are
97 20 biliousness
warning signals of out-of-order stom980 51
ach.
Now—at once—is the time to
stop this distress.
300 00
Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets is the
18 50
remedy. They are absolutely harmless. Get a' tifty-cent box
2 00
to-day.
and quickly stops
30 00 Their use surely
and
improves and
15 00 stomach distress
strengthens the digestive system so
3 00
that what you eat is converted into
117 68 nutrition and the entire
system is
20 00
f
properly nourished.
584 40
Money back if not benefited.
126 00
G. A. Parcher.
—

Sheriff,
County treasurer,
County commissioners,
Judge Ellsworth mun court,
Recorder Ellsworth mun court,
Judge W Hancock mun court,

1,100 00
1,000 00
300 00

2,1000 00
300 00

1,3000 00
99°

69

1,600 00
459 00

2,260

00

600 00
400 00

500 00

Dec. 1. 1913.
BAR HARBOR TO
AM

BANGOR
AM

PM

PM

$39,681.
Name of

Except Monday.
e Stops to leave passengers from points east
of Washington Junction.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10 62
p m connect with Washington County rail-

j

i Stops on signal to conductor.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure tickets before entering the trains, and

especially
Ellsworth.

Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

Steamship
Corporation.
Winter Schedule.

Special Fares.
Bar Harbor and Boston,t'$3.50,
Bluehiil and Boston, $3.50
Sedgwick and Boston,
$3.00
Steamer J. T. Morse leaves liar Harbor Monday and Thursday at 10 00 a m for deal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehiil Monday and
Thursday for South Bluehiil, Brooklln, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South firooksvllle,
Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Connection is made at Rockland with steamer
for Boston.

RETURNING
Turbine Steel
Leaves Boston

Steamship Belfast.

5pm Tuesday and Friday for
Roekland, connecting with steamer leaving
Roekland 6 00 a m, Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehiil, Sedgwick and In
termed late landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkkjck, Agent, Bluehiil.

stion.

Tax.

4.060

40 00
10 00
1 20

1,000

120

6,470

64 70

6,820 $11,640

$116 40

No.
owner,

acres,

Campbell, A & Co

700
619
26

Frank E Hinckley, John W
Hincb
10,’80
Greely, E H, Hamlin, H E and Joy,
Gideon L
800
860
Holman, C Vey
Holman,Minnie Ross 365
700
Ajer. Fred W
Nash & Bewail
2,710
68
Oubutt, Joseuh
4
Robbins, James A
Siewart, A L &
Sons
600
Ward Bros &
Wyman
1,000
Wyman, Jasper &
Son
160
850

distressing

Valuation.
1,400
1,238
50

Tax.
5 60
4 96
to

20,760

81

54
20
2 00

46

Young, John S. and
Kidder, Lewis
Total
Total

40
8J

50

200

residents, 14,418 $28,996
702
residents,
3,302

non

40
$57

99
6 60

Totals,
15,120 $32,298
$64 59
The foregoing amount of $64.59 is to be expended upon the county roads in township
number seven in said county of Hancock, and
R V. .-mith, of Steuben, is appointed agent to
superintend the expenditure of said amount.
On township number 8, south division,
we assess

the

sum

of

of $102.47 as follows: Rate
on a dollar.
Valuation,

taxation, five mills
$20,494.00.

No.
Name of

owner,

a^res.

Valuation.

Tax.

Archer, Hiram E
Fletcher, Howard C
Rankin, William H
Fletcher, Lorenzo Z
Fletcher, Iris D

100
59

10
54
115
338

$400
268
170

$2

00

1

34
85
54
15

108

230

$1,176

1

$5 88

NON-RESIDENT OWNERS.

Burnham. Albert F
275
186
Holmes, Roscoe
31
Phillips. Pearl J
MurOh, E J
840
rhomas, Calvin P, and
Littlefield, John E 1,410
87
Kingman, Hervey
1.252
Kitcridge, C M
50«
Morang, Chas L
Austin, Mary C, est 1,125
10
Frazier, Gasper
350
rreworgy, Chas J
40
Higgins, C A
Hamlin, H E and
Hastings. Waldron E 932
575
Hagertby, A C

2 75
1 86

62

1,680

8

31
40

2,820

14 10

1.000

12 52
5 00
11 25

174
2.604

2,250
20
700
80

87

10

3 60
40

1,864
1,150

9 32
5 76

1,931

3,862

19 31
25

60

120
60

60

non-residents, 9,659 $19,818
338
residents,
1,176

$96 59
5 88

Whitcomb, Haynes

&Co
Brown, Lin wood
BroWn, Lin wood and
Brown, Mrs William
3iles, L F
Potal
rotal

550
372

25

80

50

30

Totals,
9,997 $20,494
$102 47
foregoing amount of $102.47 is to be expended upon the county roads in township
lumber eight in said county of Hancock, ana
Herman E. Jordan, of Waltham, in said
ounty of Hancock, is appointed agent to
lupenntend the expenditure of said amount.
On township number 9, south divison,
ive assess the sum $116.40, as follows:
Rate
>f taxation, ten mills on a dollar. Valuation,
111,640.
The

120

189

380

Tar.
94 05
1 80
§70

30
260

60
2,400
600

90
86 00
9 0$

155
60

390
120

9fi0

6

85
1 80

hereby

12,174 48 70
15,600 62 40
Ill 10

21.897 $38,594
$154 37
We hereby assess upon each of the several
owners named in the
foregoing list his respective proportion therein set down of said
sum of $164.37, and we do
hereby appoint Herbert T. Silsby, of Aurora, in said county of
Hancock, as agent to superintend tbe expenditure of said sum of $154 37 upon tbe
county roads in said township number twenty-two.
On township number 28, middle division,
we assess the sum of $88.16 as follows:
Rate
of taxation, two mills on a dollar.
Valna
tion, $14,080.
No.
ValuNarne of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.
Campbell, Samuel N 160 $ 320
64
$
Nash, William M
5,012
20 05
10,024
Nash, William M exr 4,105
16 42
8,210
_r

1

32

40

6,270

10,400

20

40
30

Valuatiou.

50

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co,
6,087

60

05

00

S1U.34U
4,102
$155 10
assess upon each of the several
named in the foregoing list his respective proportion therein set down of said
sum of $155.10, and we do hereby
appoint
Samual N. Campbell, of Cherryfield. in tbe
county of Washington, as agent to superintend the expenditure of said sum of 165.10
upon the roads in the eastern part of
township
number 10, commencing at a stake marked
‘•A” on the north side of said road and extending to the west line of Cherryfield.
On township number 22. middle division,
we assess the sum of $164 37 as follows:
Rate
of taxation, four mills on a dollar. Valuation.
$88,594.
No.
ValuName of owner,
acres,
ation.
Tax.
345
Ayer, Fred W
$ 690
$ 2 7ft
Campbell, Geo R &
UO.
2,741
11 92
5,482
Campbell. A & Co,
1.681
13 47
3,368
Frost, Mark, heirs of 320
640
t %
Mace. Albert E
320
640
t 56

76
65

60
40

1 20
6 80

owners

93

8 80
20
40
10
30
60

80

2,608

McDevitt, John L
and Ralph
Ayer, Fred W
Robertson, W L
Small, Woodbury
estate
Wooster, Aaron

1 96
80

30

S 00

300

acres,

Downing, George

$150

64

owner.
A & Co

Cook, M H

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
At the court of county commissioners begun
and holden at Ellsworth within and for the
county ot Hancock on the second Tuesday
of October a. d. 1913, and by adjournment
on the 9th day of December a. d. 1913.
now the county commissioners Id
accordance with section 68 of chapter
IX of the revised statutes of Maine, having
first made an annual inspection, in the month
of September a. d. 1913, of all the county roads
in the unincorporated townships and tracts
of land in said countv, and having therenpon
made an estimate of the amount needed to
put said roads in repair so as to be safe and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
tow.nships and tracts cf laud in said county
of Hancock, exclusive of water and land re
served for puolic use, for the above-named
purposes of putting and keeping said roads
in repair during the year a. d. 1914, as follows,
to wit:
On township number 7, south division,
we assess the sum of $64 69 as follows:
Rate
of taxation .002 on a dollar.
Valuation, $32,298.C0.
No.
ValuName of owner,
acres,
ation.
Tax.

00
36

4

2,000
1,700

No.
Name of

Campbell,

We

8

1,200

tion, $103,40.

Hegal Notice

80
32

5 60

21 68
1 2-2
1 10

19,611 $39,681
$168 72
We hereby assess upon each of the several
owners named in the fo*eg ing list bis respective proportion therein set down ol said
sum of $1:8.72, and we do hereby appoint
Lincoln O. Bragdon, of Franklin, in said
county of Hancock, as agent to superintend
the expenditure of said amount of $158.72
upon the county road in the western part of
said township number ten, to wit:
Commencing at the east line of township number 9, and extendi-g to a slake marked “A"
standing on the northern side of said road in
said township number ten.
On township number 10, eastern part,
we assess the sun of $155.10 as follows:
Rate
of taxation, fifteen mills on a dollar. Valua-

Rheumatic Complications
Checked
[and the “Human Sewers” Restored.
The Kidneys, Bowels and Skin are the
“human sewers” which carry off the impurities in the blood. When these are
clogged, Uric Acid sediment lodges in
the muscles and joints and Rheumatism
follows. RHEUMA, the great remedy for
ail forms of the terrible disease, checks
the deposit of Uric Acid.
“I suffered from Rheumatism for six
Tried different doctors, with no
years.
relief.
I have taken three bottles of
RHEUMA and am entirely free from the
disease.”—P. W. Miller, Catawissa, Pa.
Q. A. Parcher will return your money if
it fails; 50 cents a bottle.

$6

4*

6!40
6 80
2 20

1,600
1,700
780
1,400
5,420
308
275

8

RHEUMA WILL STOP
URIC ACID DEPOSIT

RESIDENT OWNERS.

Eastern

Valu-

Henry Prentiss,

10|.I.j.
.j

m

No.
acres,

Blaisdell, John W
Emery, Charles
E E King Land Co

R»r Harbor, lv. 10 80
4 15
Sorrento.
4 45
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Fy.. 11 20 5 15 t 9 50
9 58
Waukeag, S Fy. 11 27 5 22
RESIDENT OWNERS,
Hancock. 11 80 5 25 '10 03
160
Franklin Road.{ll 40 f5 33 10 14 Preble, Emerson,
$:50
116
466
Wash’gt’n June. til 00 {11 50 { 5 41 10 45 Smith, Wilmot
180
980
K'laworth. 11 06 ll 57 5 47 10 52 Smith, R V & 8 L
Jackson
A
100
400
Ellsworth Falls. ell 10 12 02 5 52 {10 57 Tracy,
82
Wood, Fletcher T
382
6 07 {ll 10
Nicolin. ell 22 {12 15
324
6 17 {ll 19
Tracy, Bedford E, est 74
Green Lake. ell 30 12 24
Phillips Lake. ell 37 {12 31 { 6 25 {11 26
702
$3,302
Egery’s Mill.{ 6 28 -|
6 33 {11 34
Holden. ell 43 12 39
NON- RESIDENT OWNERS.
12 00 12 59
6 53
Brewer June.
11 53
est of
50
100
12 05
1 05
7 00 11 59 Ashley, Eben,
Bangor.ar.
Howard C
200
Bunker,
400
pm
p M
A M
AM
est of
80
160
4 50
Portland.ar.
5 50 *12 50 M4 50 Baker, Colin,
Baker. C F
80
160
Boston via.
2.000
Turner, AW
4,000
Dover ar.
8 10
8 10
9 45.
87
180
Tracy, John FT, 2d
Boston via
320
Baker, C F & Jerome 160
Portsmouth ar.
9 20 *5 10
Ellsworth Lumber
Co
1,000
3,200 6 40
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Peters. John A
150
PM
Moore. Howard B
150
AM
AM
Boston via
150
Cushman, Henry W
Dover lv.
150
8 00
8 55 Dunn, Chas J
1,200 2 40
Boston via
Portsmouth lv.
10 00
9 00 Goodwin, F W
7,550
15,;C0
100
200
am
pm
|a m
Noyes, Frank P
Portland.lv.
1 20i.
25
50
11 05
12 40 Hill, Sarah A
AM
Hill, William
75
150
AM
PM
PM
6 00
Bangor.lv.
150
10 30
300
3 10
5 15
Libby, Frank S
Brewer June.
6 07 10 36
13
26
3 16
Marlin, William R
5 21
Holden.
150
300
Noyes, Frank I*
5 40
{ 6 29 10 56 { 3 35
O’Brien. Edward
120
200
Egery’s Mill.{10 59
100
200
Phillips Lake. { 6 36 {ll 02 { 3 41 { 5 47 Perry, Thomas
Green Lake.
6 44
60
Plummer, J F
150
ll 10
3 48
5 57
Nicolin. { 6 53 ll 22|{ 3 56 { 6 07 Smith, D C and
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06; 11 35
78
200
Buzzell, H S
4 08
6 20
Kllsworifi.
7 13; 11 40
90
180
36
6 25
Smith, Everett
4 14
7 25; 11 50 4 20 { 6 31
5
20
04
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road. { 7 33.{12 001_
6 40
Hancock. { 7 ll 12 10.i
200
Smith, Alonzo
400
6 49
7 44 12 13.
Smith, Helen W and
6 53
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry lv...
Whitten. Louise H 135
7 55 12 20 .:
270
7 05
Sullivan
8
50
100
Sperry, William
Sorrento.
500
8 40j.j.
Stone, Frank P
1,000
Bar Harbor.ar.
5
20
9 15j 1 10
04
7 45 Tracy, Isaiah
105
210
42
..

owner,

We do hereby assess upon each of the
several owneis named in the forgoing list hie
respective proportion therein set down of
said sum of $116.40, and we do hereby appoint
Lincoln C. Brag don. of Franklin, in said
county of Hancock, as agent to superintend
the expenditure of saio amount of $116.40
upon the county road in said township number nine.
western part,,
On township number r10,
Rate
we assess the sum of $158.72, as follows:
of taxation, four mills on a dollar. Valuation,

AND

way.

627 66
481 24

Salaries of officers:

Judge
on

STOMACH UPSET?

1913:

P;
deeds,
ls»
"'‘’•yn Gray, A M; Mrs Lucy Dority.
W Hancock mun court,
cretary; Mrs Angie Dority, treasurer; Expenses
Maine business directory,
Lillian Robbins,
conductress; Mrs Ice for county buildings,
ary Bracy, associate
conductress; Mrs Street sprinkling,
“D“
Une> chaplain; Mrs Alice Mor- H M Plaisted & Son,
urarshai; Miss Ruby Dority, pianist; Sheriff's incidental expenses,
in,
Gnd.™ u® Bridges, Adah; Mrs Phebe J A Stuart, bal 1912,
briber* wHutbi Mrs. Kate H Bridges, Turnkey,
Harriet ^l18“0race Friend, Martha; Mrs
Bridee, Buckminster, Electa; Mias Lutie Typewriters,
50 00
arderi Alfred Robbins, sentinel. Insurance,
The
TSmall ,W*8 l.n8tal|ed by P Q W Alma County Commissioners’ bills of costs:
P
M
by
Nellie M Robbins as ’v48‘Sted
d marabal and Mrs Fannie
1,661 09
Criminal actions,
H Lane
287 68
Added fealures 0l m,f.^nd SbaPlai“Coroners,
and poetry were intro174 57
buced A
Agents, cruelty to animals,
b*Dquet waa “cvedat 6 o’clock.
228 81
Jan 6
Agents, to children,

wa»

Begy’sMustarine

20

Remarkable Step Forward in Oil

A

«

18

healthy

1
41

4,000 00

balances iu bank,
Alcohol distilled from confiscated
Fees

65

410 22

courts,
of

Interest

Tonic.

1

CASTOR OIL IS
TASTELESS NOW

Fees of county officers:
of

Simple

In Effect

costs, supreme and mu*
courts and trial justices,

nicipal

a

How many women do you
know
•who are perfectly well, strong and

1

102 63
supplies,
sevunty-fo
M s. Freethey was Board of prisoners:
y -irs.
,f t
wntbewi l
424 61
Nelson Freethey, j Hancock county jail,
ap
"bodi a i
103 68
Penobscot jail,
vera \e.»rago.
She had
twen 'o- mariv >■♦•».?* a member of the Clothing for prisoners,
35 19
5 50 dose of the past, and does not upset the
Baptist church and a regular atteudant at Medical attendance of prisoners,
»i«services
103 52 stomach. Children take it
..u
t-ble health compelled
Lighting court house and jail,
easily.
tier io re uni
Water supply court house and jail,
75 00
m m ine.
A kind mother
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil has been
has gone to h .*
and
151
62
court house,
reward, leaving three Wood for jail
479 87 supplied to all druggists, not in bulk, but
diuguter* ami two sons—Mrs. George In- Coal for court house,
in neat 25c and 50c bottles. It is necessary
Kd.t> ami ,\, isB Nellie
195 34
Freethey, of this Coal for jail,
295 61
pa •, Mr-. E J.
to ask for Kellogg’s by name to distinCarter, of Stonington; Telephone service,
590 00
and
Usman, of this place; also three Janitor,
guish it from disguised castor oil, flavored
brother* and two sisters. Services will be Repairs Brooksville bridge,
658 66
with peppermint and other strong esMd at the home
304 57
Tuesday afteruoon. The Express, postage and telegrams,
•ympathy of tbe community is extended Printing, binding and blank books, 673 01 sences. The trade-marked label bears a
to the
1II VenllgH Kill \1U1UIIUUS U1 liquur 1UV\
family.
j green castor leaf, with the signature, Kel| Jan-12Balance 1912:
1
Une Femme.
logg’s.
59 36
BE Whitney,
Made only by Spencer Kellogg & Sons,
49 59
A Stuart,
John
SEDGWICK.
Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of vegetable
Inc.,
12
47
T
J
Snow,
1. W. Eaton
has returned from a visit in
15 00 oils.
Charles A Arey,
Manchester.
(nouns’

Find Health in

of

Greely, E H, Hamlin,
H E, Crossman,
Walter B (formerly
J P Gordon),
2,026
500
Nasb&Sewall
60
Patten, Charles H
Wyman, Jasper &
Son
8.285

<

Amherat,
$118 58
71 15
Aurora,
887 47
Bluehill,
311 16
Brooklin,
Brooksvilie, 439 43
Bucksport, 1,198 07
746 33
Castine,
Cranberry I, 337 85
Deer Isle,
658 46
159 59
Dedham,
Eastbrook, 10115
8,35197
Eden,
Ellsworth, 2,672 31
482 75
Franklin,
Oouldsboro, 560 24
475 00
Hancock,
Isle au Haut, 149 11
249 15
Lamoine,
89 79
Mariaville,
Mt Desert, 2,467 27

Kegister

its

T.

sources of

1,197

Name

as a woman should be? They
may not be sick enough to lie la bed
Agnes A Lord, services rendered
—but they are run-down, thin, nerv15 00
judges,
ous, tired and devitalized.
224 32
Stenographers at equity hearings,
Women are so active
nowadays,
86 66 and so
Expenses of court stenographer,
much Is expected of them,
Total disbursements,
17
|36,360
that they constantly overdo and sufRESOURCES AND LIABILITIES.
fer from headache, backache, nervousness and kindred Ills.
Resources.
Such women need Vinol, our deliCash in treasury,
fll,260 90
117 10 cious cod liver and Iron tonic withUnpaid taxes in plantations,
283 29 out oil which will create an appetite,
Unpaid road taxes in townships,
Due from stenographers, probate
tone np the digestive organs, make
173 50 pure blood and create strength.
court,
Due from State account supreme
Mrs. Walter Price, Biloxi, Miss.,
"I was In a run-down condition
133 06 Bays:
judges’ expenses,
Due from State tax unincorpofor months, X had taken several medirated places,
cines but they seemed to do me no
280 41
good. Finally Vinol was recommendTotol resources,
$12,238 26 ed, and from the first bottle I
began
Liabilities.
to Improve until I am strong and well
Due ou bills of costs allowed.by
as ever.”
141 68
supreme court,
Try a bottle of Vinol with the unDue on bills of costs allowed by
derstanding that your money will bo
130 14 returned if It does not
county'commissioners,
help you.
P. S.—For pimples and blotches try
Total liabilities,
|271 82 our Saxo Salve. We guarantee it
Total resources, Dec. 31, 1913
92,238 26 G. A.
Parcher, drug^ioi, fciilBWorih, Me
Total liabilities, Dec. 31, 1913,
271 82

The annual report ol the
county commissioners M. L. Allen, W. H. Sherman
and Henry J. Joy—with
reports ot County
Treasurer Blaisdell and Sheriff
Silaby, has
been completed.
The report shows a net decrease in re-

lands,

RUN-DOWN WOMEN

Fines and

is in town,
sister, Mrs.

Either Freethey.

diye.cui

1,676 10

Auditors and referees,

reserved

v

28

644 44

rioter.

ie*

Hegal IjottOB,

4,000 00

TREASURER AND Hancock county bar association,
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
Supreme court bills of costs,

gone to Barry, for the

amjmuwmintft.

arueruannem*

750 00

court,

loans paid,

I

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co

12.763

25,526

51 05

22.040 $44,080
$88 16
We hereby assess upon each of the several
owners named in thn
foregoing list his respective proportion therein set uown of sairt
sum of $88,16. and we do hereby
appoint Herbert T. Silsby. of Aurora, in said
county of
Hancock, as agent to superintend the exof
said
sum
of
$88
if.
penditure
upon tbe
in
county roads
said township number
twenty eight.
It is hereby ordered that a list of
townships
and of the foregoing assessments thereon be
published in *he Ellsworth American, a pape.
in
the county where the lands lie,
printed
three weeks successively, the last publication
to be within three months from the date of
the assessment.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 9, 1913.
Melville L. Allen, 1
Co. Comr’s
W. H. Sherman,
for
Henry J. Joy.) Hancock Co.

J

STA1E Of
MAINE.
COLLECTOR'S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF LANDS
OF NON-RESIDENT OWNERS.

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Bueksport. in the county of Hancock, for
the year 1913.

list of taxes ou real estate of
owners in the town
of

following
THEnon-resident

Bueksport aforesaid, for the year 1913,
mitted to

com-

me for collection for said town
first day of June, 1913, remains
unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if
said taxes wit1* interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will
be sold w thout further notice at
public auction at Emerv hall in said town, on the first
Monday in February, 1911. at nine o’clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due
Nameofowner.de- Lot Range No. incld in
scription or prop. No.
No.
Ac. & chga
Bowden, Preston A
lot of land forAlbian
merly
165
Bowden,
10
$ 2 31
Delare, Lewis, U2 of
78 acres of Fred
D Bowden, formerly U G Ryder, 175
39
2 64
Gifford, Win R, 13
land foimerly E
W
Rogers & R
Stubbs heirs of
W W Collins,
115
2
20
2 61
Hoxie Daniel, land
formerly Charles
13
2
Hoxie,
15
Hoxie, Daniel, land
8
formerly H
Perkins,
13
2
25
, 28
Hervey Thomas G,
homestead lot.
136
5
30
Hervey, Thomas G, 136
on

tne

land of J L Little

formerly Aquella
185
Atwood,
FrederHanson,
ick, lot of land,
180
T

Kirk Thomas, land

formerly Berry
182
Kingsbury,
Olin, Nellie G, est,
land formerly E
H Freeman,
187
Olin, Nellie G. est
land formerly E
H Freeman,

Schnerder,

Max,

30

22 02

30

2 97

Short

38

3 46

3

20

Gov

Short

10

21

1

L,

10

21

1

41

17 41

Parker, Charles M,
house and land
of James G Curtis formerly W G
Lewis.
Rich. W W, house
and la*& formerly Eliza Pratt,

Short
Short

3

aa

84

house barn and
land of Mary E
Lowell formerly
Wm H Lowell,
1
3
756
Burke Leach. Collector
of taxes of the town of Bueksport.
Dec. 16,1918.

when his wife and daughter fonnd
tbetmeives without even the support
of an aged woodcutter. Greteben at
aoce
wrote to Hans announcing bet
father* death and in a few weeks reFolded in tbe bstiet
ceived a reply.
was a paper which ordered a bank to
Hans told her to
pay her 3*10 marks.
use it as she liked, either for support
•
•
of herself and her mother or to bring
; her mother to him in America, where
:
be and Greteben might be married and
her mother could live with them.
*
•
j Greteben. who was a prudent girl,
with great self control, thought over
•
By EVELYN C. GOODRICH J
Hans' proposition for several days be•
•
When she
fore coming to a decision.
had made up her mind a* to tbe odIj
In wbat is called the Black forest .u course to
pursue that would be jnstb'e
Germany lived a poor couple, Jacob j to Hans she confessed to her mother
Gaatz and bis wife, who bad but one that when he had
gone to A merica tie
child, a daughter. Gretcben. who was ! had asked her to be his wife and she
She
of
her
main
comfort
the
parents.
had refused to leave her parents.
and Ilacs Greek el. the son of a black- :
"I am too old to go so far. Greteben."
each
smith, were brought up together,
said the old woman, "but I will not
for
b-jng the ether's only companion,
longer be a burden to yon. Go to
the region in which they lived was
Hans. I wiil remain here."
fami'v
sparsely settled, and no other
It was a long time before Gretchen
lived near them.
could persuade her that such a course
Jacob Gaatz was a woodcutter.
was impracticable and that her mother
When Gretcben was nineteen years j
could only repay tbe sacrifice that she
okl there came a great commotion In
and Hans had made by giving her conHaas Dreekel one day
the family.
iians bad
sent to g-> to A meric-..
met Gret K-n on the road carrying a
learned the mason' re*de a^-d was getbe adie of fagots and said to her:
work. Bet
"Gretcben. 1 have come to an tmpur- ting 13 ma.ks a day lor uss
I am young and strong recently be had set np as master mason
tant deeds! to.
ami am not satisfied to remain tore and employed men to work for tiiiu.
When the old mother became conIn the forest, where there Is nothing
for a man to do but cut wood. One J vinced that it was her duty to make
can earn only money enough
by so the trip she consented, and the two
doing to keep body and soul together, j sailed for America in the steerage of
for If we ask a better price our em- an ocean liner. They arrived at the
ployers say to us: "There are plenty port of New York in dne time and
3( men who would like the work at j expected to find Hans there to meet
If you are not satis- j them, in this they were disappointed,
the same price.
fied we sBl employ others In your j but be bad been there and bad made
place.' I shall go where there are la- ( arrangements for them to be admitted
bor anions, and. since i bear that into the country by tbe emigrant authere are better prices paid in the thorities. pledging himself to take care
United States of America, I sball go of them, so that they should not be a
burden on the people. He also left inthere."
nans
structions for them to come to him in
Kept ms eyes on ureicnen
bers
i a neighboring city, with tickets on tbe
while he was speaking and saw
gradually fall till they rested on the loiii'tnvi iu war ujcuj tuctc.
ground and were wet with tears. Till
When Gren ben and her mother
this moment Hans had never thought reached their final destination they
of Gretchen other than as a play- learned the reason of his not having
mate and. after they were grown, as
met them on the arrival of the steam• friend.
But now. when he saw the er.
A strike had been declared by a
tears gather in her eyes because be
certain trade union, and other trades
wag to leave her. a new sensation was
had been gradually drawn into the
born in his heart, a tenderness for the struggle between
capital and labor, inmaiden with whom he had been reared,
cluding the masons. Hans had great
ani, taking her in his arms, be kissed influence with the men of his trade
away her tears.
and was exerting himself to persuade
When Greteben reached her home them to
keep the peace, assuring them
and threw the fagots beside the fire- that
by doing so they would certainly
place she sat down in a chair and cov- win every just demand.
Her
ered her face with her hands.
On arriving at the city where Hans
mother, who was washing the break- lived
they carried all their bundles exfast dishes, paused and said:
cept one box. which, being too heavy
"What Is the matter, Gretchen?”
for them, they left to be brought later
It was a long while before the moth
to the address that had been given
er conld draw from her daughter that
them.
Hans had expected them to ;
Hans was going to that far country.
hire a conveyance, but the frugal life 1
America.
But Greteben did not tell
they had led bad not prepared them ]
her what was of far more importance
for such extravagance. So they walk j
to all of them—that he had asked her
ed. Gretcben inquiring the way. and \
to go with him as his wife.
It wag
passed through a street that was fill- i
hard for the poor girl to lose her comed with workmen.
On a wagon a
panion and. since the announcement of man was standing speaking to a crowd
his intended departure, her loTer.
of laborers who had gathered about
There would have been no cause for
him.
They stopped to listen to him.
sorrow, but reason for rejoicing, if she
but could not understand him since
could have yielded to bis wish. This
he spoke in the English language. But i
she conld not do. for it would have
they could see by the upturned. Intent
been cruel for her to leave her old fafaces that he was producing a prother and neither, who would now need
found effect upon them.
her more md more every day.
She
"Let us go on." said the mother.
said
that
Hans
was
only
going to But Gretcben seemed
disposed to lisAmerica, blowing that if her parents
ten to the man. though she did not
knew they were keeping her from goknow what he was saying.
In vain
ing with him it would trouble them her mother
tugged at her to get her
greatly.
to go on. but in spite of the urging
When Hans found that Gretchen
she remained.
It was only when the
would not go with him he asked her to
man ceased to speak and, getting down
j
promise h»ni that if her parents died from the
wagon, was lost in the crowd I
she would come to him. But this was
that Gretcben consented to pursue j
not much comfort to him. for on that
their way.
condition ids sweetheart was not likely
When they reached the house where
to join him for many years.
And. as
Hans live*] they found a suit of rooms
for Greteben. it meant that she must
on
the second Boor comfortably litlose her parents in order to Join her
ted op.
They were received by a I
lover.
woman whom
Hans had deputed for
Tbe day Hans departed he said to
who told them that Hans
Gretchen: Tou know that my father the purpose,
was very busy and they must
make
is old and cannot, lire long and my
themselves at home till he came.
mother is not my own mother. I>ut my
After awhile they beard a cheering
Father will never come
stepmother.
in the street which seemed to be apto me in America, and when he die*
mother will go to live with one of her proaching the house arid growing as it
Then there were shouts
came nearer.
own children.
Bnt there will be nolh
of “We've won!
The
We've won!"
ing to prevent your bringing your parcrowd stopped before the house where
ents with you to my new home.
They
the two emigrants were, and a man
say money is made very easily there
stood on the steps for a few minutes,
A skilled laborer get* 12 mark* a day.
Out of that I can save fi marks a day cheered by the crowd. Then be hurried up the stairs and burst into the
at least and can semi this money to
you so that you may all Join me In"— room. He and Greteben flew to each
“Oh. Halts.” exclaimed the girl, "you other's arms.
are so goo'!, so hopeful, but
“Himmei!" cried the old woman. “It
you must
learn to dc something that will enable is the man on the wagon!"
Greteben had recognized Hans the
you to eai n so much money. aDd In
those conn tries where high wages are moment she laid eyes on him. though
paid they say it costs more to live be was but little more than a youth
when they parted and he waa now a
But." she Added. "1 will come to you
if I can a or do
without bringing man and very much changed.
Their
sorrow to
ay dear father and mother
meeting was a happy one in many reHans kissed her again and again, spects
In the first place, the winning
then strode away without once looking of the strike was a great advantage to
back, lest he should show the moisture Hans, who had feared enforced idle
in his eyes, which he considered un- ness, whereas now that It was settled
manly.
he could proceed with work he had con•
••••••
tracted for. Greteben and her mother
Bight years passed, during which the had completed a journey both dreaded,
lovers remained true to each other In and their future comfort was assured.
all this time there was never an inThere was no reason for haste or
terval of more than a month that Belay in the wedding, so Greteben was
Hans did not write to his sweetheart,
railed on to fix the day. and. Inasmuch
and she always replied to his letter •s she had no trousseau to prepare, she
with her whole heart.
Hans prosper- chose an early date, since Hans deed and offered to send her money to sired that they should all get settled
bring over her parents, bnt she never down to their new life and he give
even menlloned
the matter to them
his mind to his work. The bride and
tior did they know that they were fcer mother had no friends In their
Keeping apart two young persons who newly adopted country, but the groom
but for them might be happy togeth- bad a-plenty. A number of bridal
preser and rearing a family of children
ent)- from them came in. some of them
Id all these eight years Gretchen nev- from well to do persons for whom
er breathed a word to her parents of
Hans had constructed buildings, and
tbe sacrifice she was making for them
they were quite valuable.
One day when Jacob was cutting
Hans is prospering and is considered
wood u fierce storm came up and blew one of the most reliable men in labor
a hugyi limb from a tree, burying him
matters, he being always consulted beHe lived but a few days, fore any important action is taken.
under It.

j
j Emigrants \
j

The

A Storv For Labor

:

Day

:

-,,

|--JANUARY-—^
Clearance Sale
Unseasonable Weather This Fall and Winter Has Left Us With
Stock of Heavy Winter Merchandise.

Immense

an

could only be here and listen to the instructions that were given to the salesmen in each departor
profits, there would he no
ment to mark the goods down at prices that will move them regardless of costs
We believe that the reputation of
what
we would have the biggest sale Bangor ever witnessed.
but
question
this store on honest advertising, on honest merchandise, at honest prices, will bring us the crowd and help us
unload our big stock.
If the

j

public

j

j
j

anpra“™mfc-

_»

.1

VERY SPECIAL
Men’s all wool heavy Blue
Serge Suits. $15 value,

SHOES
The Ford $3 Shoes for men.£3 2.5
M.n’s *3 50 Shoes.£2.48
Men’s *4 Shoes, for this sale.£2.98
Men's $2 50 "hoes, for this saie.£1.09

£Q
\n AQ
w/

^|r

Men’s Suits WINTER* WEIGHTS |

Yonths’ High-cut Shoes.£1.09
Boys’ Shoes in cun metal and box rn f,
98c. £ 1.39, £ 1.09. £ 1.98 a pair
Boys’ High cut "lioes.£1 98
Women's $330 Shoes.£2.09 a pair
Women's *2 50 Shoes.£1 98
One lot of Women's Shoes, worth from
*2.50 to «3 50 a pair.£1.09
Hundreds of pairs of Women's Shoes
worth from *2 to *3.50, your choice- .98

& 4,(>9

$8.48, now
$12.48 to $13 48. now
$14.98, $16.48, $17.48,

now

$19.98, $21.98, $23.98,

now

8.48

13.48
15.98

Men’s Overcoats

SPFC1AI2 Women’s Elastic-Side
One lot of Men's Overcoats, sold from #7.48 to #8 48.
Nurse Shoes, with or without Rubfor this sale.#3.48
ber heels, regular price, *1.25 and
*12 48 and #13.48 Overcoats for.#7.75
*130, for this sale.95
VERY SPECIAL.' Bine Chinchilla Overcoats #Q JQ
sold for *14.98, for this sale.IO.tO
All of our A. H. Kirschbaum *18 50. #16.50 and #15
Overcoats, yonr choice.#12.98
All of our A. B Kirschbaum #20, *22 and #25 Overcoats, yonr choice.#15.48
Men’s Sheepskin Coats with corduroy or cloth outMen’s Storm or Sandal Rubbers.79
side. #6.98 value #4.98. *7.98 value #5.98.
Regular price *1
*8 98 value #7.48.
Women's S orm or Croquet Rubbers
.59
Bitr trades in Men’s Fur and Fur-lined Coats.
Regular price 75c
Misses' Storm or Sandal Rubbers .45 VERY SPECIAL.’ *18 Men’s Fur Coats at.#13.48
Regular price 55c
Men's #2.50 Heavy Pants, broken up in sizes.#1.19
Children’s Storm or Sandal Rubbers.40 Men’s *3.50 Pants.#1.98
Regular price 55c
*4.50 Pants.#2.09
Boys’ >torm or Sandal Rubbers.05 Men's
Men’s *5.00 Pants.#2.98
Regular price 36c
Youths’ Storm or Sandal Rubbers..55
Regular price 75c
Men’s Leather-top Rubbers:
"-inch top, regular price, *2.75. .£1.98 at #3.98. #4.98, #5-98. #<198 and #7.48.
12-iDCh top,
*2.25—£2319 Men’s #6 Reefers with T'lster Collars.#3.48
Boys’ Leather-top Rubbers.£1.09 Boys’ Suits. Reefer" and Overcoats at slaughtered prices.
Regular price $2.25
One lot of Ladies’ H. W. Carter’s Mackinaws, sold
Youths’ Rubbers, regular price *2
£1.39
from #10 to *12, to clean them up quickly.#4.98
Men’s Lace or Buckle Rubbers.£1.39
Boys’ Lace or Buckle Rubbers.£1.19
Youths’ Lace or Buckle Rubbers.98

RUBBERS

—

Hen’s Hackinaws

PUWXISHINGS
for Hen and

3ne big lot Congress Negligee Shirts
sold for $1 to $1.50, this sale... .99
)ne lot Negligee Hollar Shirts at.48
)ne lot Negligee Shirts, regular prices,
50c and 75c, this sale.25
3ne lot Blue Flannel Shirts, heavy
weight, sold at $1, our price.05
5ne lot $1.25 and $1.50 Flannel Shirts,
in bine, gray and brown, to close.89
}ne lot 25c Ties, in good patterns.toe
Jne lot 50c Tie*, new styles, at. .25c
>ne big lot collars in regular 15c grade,
“H. A 1./’ “Redman,” “Arrow,” for
this

Miss Clara, Friday and Saturday, at tbe
aome of Walter Lawrie and wife.
Edmund Dunham is up from Wesley to
a few days at the Methodist par-

SOUTH HANCOCK.

ipend

Abbie Wooster is keeping house
for C. 8. Colwell.
Mrs.

sonage.

Dr. C. 8. Underhill and bride returned;
from their wedding trip Tuesday.

James Shaw and wife, of Harrington,
recently visited at John Grover’s.

The Baptist society has had
furnace installed in tbe church.

Norway,

where he had been to accompany his wife
and children for an exteaded visit with

Mrs. Colwell’s mother,
Crillis.

Mrs.

L.

N. L. Me-

was

Smith, of this place, and Miss
of Seal Harbor, were
married at Sullivan Christmas. They are

Harbor,

where

Mass.

daughter

in

Somerville,

of friends.

Somerville Journal says: C. Frank
Dadmun died Dec. 29 at the home of his
The

only daugLter,
at

Mrs. Charles

R.

bunker,

Summer street. West Somerville.

306

Death

was

due

nephritis;

chronic

to

the deceased had been in
the

past
become

poor health for
His condition had

three years.
serious when

daughter’s
Mr.

Dadmun

he arrived at

on

Nov. 14.

was

born

home

Mass., July 20,

in

Watertown,

When

1852.

nis

He retired from business three years ago.
Mr. Dadmun bad been an active member
of the Pilgrim Congregational church,

Dorchester,
day school

which be
teacher

had served
for

deacon at the time

as

Sun-

nine

years, and
of his death. He

Union lodge, F. and
past chief patriarch of Ellison
encampment, I. O. O. P., of Dorchester;
member of Neponset lodge, I. O. O. F.,
and the Modern Woodman of America.
He was married in 1873 to Miss Ida May
was

A.

a

M.,

member of

and

Maynard, who survives him.
A private funeral was held Wednesday
at the home, and a public service at Mt.
Auburn chapel.
Jan.

12._W.
FRANKLIN.

i

unlined or with silk lining, made to sell
for fl.00, to close.45c

SWE ATE R 8
Joys' Sweiter Coats

made to sell for $2 or
more, to close at.tjjH
lien’s Red Sweater Coats, some np to $4, to

close.98c

Gray Coat Sweaters, extra long
With sailor collar and pockets, worth

ted arid

i

$5. to close.83
big lot of Ssmple Sweaters, ranging in
price from $4 50 to $60 a dozen, in dif-

48

ferent colors and styles, to close at OneThird off the regular price.

SYNDICATE,

and

halt hour’s bath.

Wednesday.

|

COUNTY NEWS.
BIX’EH ILL.

Henry

H. Wood

has returned

from

an

visit in Boston.

extended

Alonzo J. Long, of Watervilie, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Johnson.
Ward Wescott Bpent last week ia town,
returning to Rockland Jan. 12.
Bertram P. Sumner, of Boston, is spendings few weeks here on business.
Nellie M. Douglass has returned
Fort Kent, where she will resume

Berth* Carter; guard. Sarah Davin; aisistguard, Mrs. Mary A. Peters; musician,
Mrs. Florence
Merrill; patriotic instructor, Mrs. Gertrude Stover; press corMrs.
respondent,
Mary Mayo; colorbearers, Mrs. Nettie Bettel, Mrs. Emma
Barrett, Mrs. Lucy Horton, Mrs. Hattie
Emerson.
The W. R. C. is
always engaged in helpful service, and enters upon a new
in
ant

year

good working condition,
Jan. 12.

If.

Miss
to

teaching.
INSTALLATION.

The

joint

installation

of

Bluebill

HANCOCK.
A basket-ball team has been
organized
here.
Howard Springer is captain and
Morris Foss manager.
The first game of
the

season

will be

Thursday

evening, Jan.

at the town hall, when the Franklin
lodge, I. O. O. F., and Mountain lodge of 16,
team will play the local team.
The boys
Maurice Fernald and wife, who were Rebekahs, was held Thursday evening,
are putting in some hard
week-end guests of Mrs. Gertrude Fer- Jan. b.
After the officers were installed,
practice. It is
hoped the gam© will be well patronized by
supper w as served.
nald, returned 10 Oakland Monday.
the people and the team be
The following officers were installed
given hearty
William Havey and wife are at home
by
support.
after a vist in Presque isle. Mrs. Martha D. D. G. M. Ward W. Wescott, assisted by
Jan.
12.
Past Grand A. K. Saunders:
N. G.,
Havey accompanied them from Bangor.
Charles E. Wescott, jr.; V. G., Horace
NORTH JLAMOINE.
Several teams are hauling pulpwocd to
Herrick; treasurer, W. G. Greene; secrethe railroad station for the Frye PulpJohn Moore and wife are
James B Bettel; C., Forrest Grindle;
receiving contary,
wood Co.
Ward & Wyman, who are getgratulations on the birth of a daughter,
w-arden, E. L. Osgood; conductor, A. K.
boro Jan. 8.
ting .timber on Dwelley’s Point and on
Saunders; H. S. N. G., George A. Morse;
land of E. C. Dyer adjoining, are having
Rev. W. H. Rice has resumed hi6 SunL. S. N. G., Thomas Wescott; R. 8. V.
G.,
their mill made ready, and will Boon comafternoon services at the schoolbouse
Fred Greene; L. 8. V. O., William
Mason; day
mence Bawing.
here for the winter.
R. 8. 8., Charles Bacon; L. 8.
»., A. B.
Jan. 12.
B.
Jan. 12.
y
Herrick; I. G., William Stover; O. G.!

CASTING.

nineteen

years old he entered the employ of the A.
T. Stearns Lumber Co. at Neponset, with
whom he remained nine years. During
the next ten years he was in Iowa and
Illinois. He then returned to Boston and
for twenty years was engaged in the grocery and provision business at Dorchester.

was

j

The widow and daughter have the

sympathy

a

bay Thursday,

The game of basket ball by the Winter
Harbor and Franklin teams Friday evening was won by Franklinr score, 18-6.

Mr.

OBITUARY.

at the home of his

rescued after

the

Southwest Harbor

Smith has employment.

The many friend here of C. F. Dadmun
were grieved to learn of bis recent death

crossing

Mrs. Earl Walls, who has spent a few
weeks with her parents, returned to

Arthur

house at Seal

large

a

C. Bragdon’s horse broke through the

ice while

Augusta Richardson,
keeping

Drawers,

grade.39c
3ne lot. Wool Shirts and Drawers, fl.00
grade.65c
>ne lot, light and medium weight Wool
Union Suits, regular |2.50 grade.$1.39
>ne lot, Muidoon Heavy
Wool Union
Suits, f3 50 grade, to close.$2 48
)ne lot. Heavy Blue U'onta Cook Hose, sold
at 25c, for this sale only, per pair..15c
)ne lot, Good Home.knit HOSE, per pair,
25c
)ne lot New Suspenders all cost 37c wholefor
this
sale;
sale.25c
)ne lot. Mocha Gloves in brown or gray,

Street, Bangor, Opposite Opera House.

COUNTY NEWS.

C. 8. Colwell has returned from

Ribbed Shirt* and

50c

Goods sent Parcel Post, C.O.D. Anywhere in State

118 Main

|

sale.4 for 25c

3eavy Cotton

—

THE NEW YORK

Boys

V few heavy Winter Capa withlappers .15
Fur Cap* -good weight and style.$1.19
A regular $2 50 grade.SI.48
A regular 44 grade.82 3!*
Guaranteed Piece Seal.83.48
1 good leather-top Hat with ear laps.
3>> d for 41.25, for.79

Admah

Morey left

last

week

for

Hock

land.
Mrs. Bella B. Brown is very
ton

ill in

a

Bos-

hospital.

The Kebekah’s held

Thursday

a

regular meeting

evening.

parish meeting tbe Unitarsociety was held Wednesday, preceded
by a supper.
The entertainment given at Emerson
hall on Friday evening by Belfast talent,
The annual

ian

was

highly enjoyed.

The installation of
8. K. Whiting
chapter, O. E. 8., was held Thursday evening. Supper was served at 6.30.
Jan. 12.
G.
SEAWALL.

Lewis Saunders.
Maude Perkins, D. D. P., assisted
by
Miss Jones as marshal, installed the Rebekah officers:
N. G., Lulu Mortell;
V’. G., Elizabeth Wardwell; R. 8., Sadie L.
F.
Snow;
8., Jennie KobinBon; T., Susie
Abbott; C., Eliza L. Herrick; warder,
Eliza A. Herrick; conductress, Hannah
Sargent; R. 8. N. G., Addie Gray; L. 8.
N. G., Dora Webb; R. 8. V.
G„ Annie
Mason; L. S. V. G., Lena McIntyre; I.
ti,,
Beulah Osgood; O. G., Horace Herrick.
POST

AND BELIEF COBPS.

James A. Garfield post and W. R. C.
united in a picnic dinner
Saturday, Jan.
3.
The bill of fare included a
great
variety of good things, to which ample
justice was done. The families of the
corps members were invited to dinner
The installation of each organization
was

'Sober' iatmtiUB

DOESN’T THIS PROVE
ITS TRUE WORTH?
L. Decker & Son of
Clifton, Maine,
write us this:

“We

commenced

selling

Atwood’s Medicine in
are

not many

from

one

days

a

‘L.

F.’

There

when we do not sell

to three bottles.”

Clinton is NOT
one

uses.

a

of hundreds of

big city. It’s only
places where even

bigger demand esists

all the time.

The

F.”

reason?

Atwood’s
School opened Monday, Mias Lacy Mar- private.
The officers of James A. Garfield W.
for
Medicine,
over
60
pfay, of Bernard, teacher.
years, has afR.
C. were installed by Past
Mrs. Mary Dolliver has been spending a
President Mrs. forded relief from stomach troubles,
Alice J. Butler in a pleasing and
Jew days with friends here.
acceptaliver
ble manner.
The stations are Oiled as biliousness, constipation and
George Dodge and family, of Trenton, follows:
have

moved here for the winter.

President,

Mrs. Eliza A. Hinck-

“L.

complaints.

ley; senior vice-president, Mrs. Alice J.
Try it to-day—be benefited and conSpringer and Carolyn
A Christmas elub has been organized by
Butler; Junior vice-president, Mrs.
Abby vinced.
Hooper are attending Castine normal the ladies here, meeting! weekly at the
Mrs.
Billings;
Sadie Snowman;
secretary,
school.
different homes. The object is to prepare
treasurer, Mrs. Carrie Snowman; chaplain, 35 cents Big Bottle. FREE Sample.
Miss Velma Haskell and brother Horace, for the Christmas of 1914.
Mrs. Augusta OBgood;
conductress, Mrs! “L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
of Steuben, were gueat of their sister,
Jan. 12.
T. E. D.
Nettie
Leach; assistant conductress. Me.
Misses Marcia

